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IV. WOMEN FROM HERE AND WOMEN
FROM AWAY

Was es für eine Bewandtnis mit den Gegenständen an sich
und abgesondert von aller dieser Rezeptivität unserer
Sinnlichkeit haben möge, bleibt uns gänzlich unbekannt.
Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft

Liner Notes
LINER NOTES
When they brought the body in, the EMTs were waiting
on the wharf. They were talking about baseball and the price
of gasoline. They made allusion to their high school days.
When they brought the body in, half the town, it seemed,
was waiting for them. Bob tried to block off access to the dock.
“Can’t you read the fucking sign?” he snapped at them as they
crowded forward. BOAT OWNERS ONLY. This wharf was for
commercial fishermen, and you couldn’t have a bunch of
flounderers or yahoo tourists or would-be locals stumbling
down the rampway fumbling with their cameras: “I’m just
taking a damn picture” or “My grandfather used to …” or “I’m
with the press” or some stranger claiming like the faux-cognoscenti from away he only bought lobsters “right off the
boat”—always pronounced with a contrived Maine accent
that didn’t fool anyone. Did these sons of the earth stop
Walmart trucks on the highway, arguing that they were there
to spare the workers the effort and the owners the cost of restocking the store shelves? As if someone returning with the
day’s catch had time to deal with curious tourists or worse
stop everything in order to sell 5 pounds retail of the 400
pounds in the tank that day, and God knows there would be
haggling and the arrogant highlander would cry out indignantly “Why I might as well buy them at the supermarket!”
expecting the fisherman, I guess, to bow his head in shame
and finally say, barely in a whisper, “You know what. I’m
sorry. I wasn’t thinking. You can have them. No charge. You
want shedders? Or old-shells?”
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It happened all the time. “Watch me outwit the simple
fisherman,” David used to mutter in high parody when the
renters in the aluminum skiff approached his lobster boat, interrupting work as fishermen themselves would never do,
winking to their boatmates as they showed off their bargaining skills, their oneness with, and if not that, their superiority
to, the working folk.
Today, no one was interested in fish “right off the boat.”
By the time they secured the dock-lines, many variants
of the story had taken shape.
A shackle had failed, and the entire rig—cable and net—
snapped down like the chalk-line old roofers used bar tight
onto the transom. In some versions, John’s shoulder was broken and his head “half stove in.” In others, it was one of the
helpers or even the husband of the professor’s wife. One denied that there were injuries at all. A few supposed witnesses
or those who had the story directly from those onboard or
those waiting on the wharf muttered, as if flaunting what
could not be known, there was hardly enough left to identify.
Names were changed capriciously, or by mere accidents of
speech and hearing. No different from the game of Telephone
it was, though few know what a telephone is today. Virgilian
Fama strode through the crowd and someone mis-heard
someone and others Anglicized a French name and some
couldn’t remember who worked for whom or couldn’t match
the boat-name with its owner and the crew or mere kids who
worked for him. Maybe the block, called a pulley by those who
knew no better, jammed and split from the strain; maybe the
shackle wore through from metal fatigue. Maybe the cable itself was bad, and you can’t judge its condition just looking at
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it (so it was solemnly said). How do you measure breaking
strength of a link or strand without attaining it?
In the tangle of gear, lines all bent among themselves, cable splices parted from the strain, no way to straighten out,
no way to reason these histories, all the captain and whoever
was helping him that day could hope to do out there was get
the entire mess hauled back and the injured crewman bound
up respectfully in what some versions described as a makeshift body bag. No one cared or even knew about forensics.
The call went out to everyone, and yes, many of the
pleasure boaters, pretending to be serious or civic-minded or
otherwise of import, were listening intently to the VHF like
real fishermen—the ones who made their living on the water—all of them heard it. And Rodney was it? hadn’t bothered
with “Mayday Mayday Mayday” or “Pan Pan Pan” or “Saycure-i-tay” or any of the militaristic protocols just grabbed
the mouthpiece and shouted into it, knowing Bob was always
on “Hey Bob, Bob, you on? come back Bob, we got a guy here
… Shut up for Crise sake! … or what’s left of him. Come back.”
He could barely hear the garbled response garbled further in the static, occupied as he was with his crew in hysterics, one trying to find the pulse, and finally he just said. “Yeah.
It’s a forty-minute steam or so, once we get all this shit
straightened out … Stop wailing for God’s sake … and no … we
don’t or might need an ambulance …”
And something about what Rod had barked into the radio got the Coast Guard involved, cutting in with their studied
cadences stolen from the cop shows on television. Even by
the late last century, the Coast Guard was little more than a
bureaucracy of heavily-armed meter maids, and all they
could offer was a lot of officious bullshit and cop-like
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euphemisms and finally Rod, or Bob it was, just cut them off.
“I said forget it. We don’t need any help. Save our taxes,” or
something to that effect, because so far from shore reception
was marginal and his hand was likely shaking holding the call
button down and at that point, he always insisted when he
told the tale, he just flicked the radio off, sick of the whole
damn conversation.
An imagined crewman perhaps could have stepped toward the rail, saving his life unwittingly. The real one, less
fortunate, found himself on his hands and knees, barely lucid,
and who knows whether he had been hit directly or simply
slammed into the port-rail, but his left shoulder was all
jammed up and he lay there on all fours “Don’t move!” he
heard as he struggled to do what he was paid to do which was
“gear first” above all do what you are told get the job done
and worry about health after that “Can you see? Can you
stand?” slowly. “Jesus Christ.” And finally looking about, no
pools of blood, and must not have been his head thank God
still conscious no bones protruding or fragments stuck to his
boot soles finally pulling himself to his feet with his right arm
his left almost useless with the pain and things sort of slowed
down for him. “Sit down. I’ll attend to it.”
Rod put the wailing kid on the helm and told him to keep
the bow barely idle speed on the cloud on the horizon that
was right over the Co-op moorings, then went back to clean
up what could not possibly be cleaned up and somehow secure what was left of the rig telling the wailing kid to keep the
idle down for a second, and at that point Wes, it must have
been, steamed up alongside in his lobsterboat.
“Long way from home, Wes,” he said.
“Moving outside. You …”
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“Never mind me. But if you want, you can take this wailing kid back to the harbor, he’s no damn use to me out here,
and if you don’t mind too much, I’ll borrow your helper for an
hour or so I hope he’s got a strong stomach …”
“Well Jesus Christ …”
“Pretty, huh? All this, I mean. We’ll square accounts away
in the morning; I’m out about two grand because of this.”
“Looks like it could be worse.”
“Yeah, I could be him I guess. Although maybe that’s not
worse than what I got ahead of me. Here. Secure this for me
…”
It took three of them to get the wailing kid over the rail,
or maybe it was John who heaved himself unaided as best he
could onto the deck of Wes’s boat, only a whit smaller than
the one he was in, the kid still whimpering, and in either case
that ride to the harbor into the uncompromising sea state, his
shoulder seething with pain, that was, he claims, the longest
two hours of his life and it was six weeks before he got back
out onto the water again. It was then, for the first time, that
he began to imagine the world without him. …
Wes’s helper then grabbed the side-board and hoisted
himself up over the rail of the dragger like a man who had
been doing it for decades rather than a guy who had only
taken up working on fishing boats the summer before. Nodding to the captain, once a helper like himself, new to this the
two of them, new to catastrophe, and I’m sure when he saw
the mess of gear and the body half hidden, his guts went all
sour, but he was damned if he was going to change expressions. This is what you signed up for, he thought, like working
in the woods for the lumber companies one of the most dangerous professions in America, so they said on television, but
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no bugs or heat-stroke out here!, and when he got ashore, that
look of grim indifference would enhance his reputation like
no amount of work could ever do.
“What do you want done?”
“We’ll figure it out. This ain’t in the sailing manuals,”
maybe a veiled insult to the well-meaning kid on vacation
from college, who didn’t answer, just nodded, hardly knowing
what was planned for him.
“You know how to run these …”
“Yeah, I should.”
“Read a compass? Hold a course?”
“Sure.”
“Well you never know with the kind of lubbers who sign
aboard today. Lot of college kids like you, no offense of
course. Thinking more of highland pussy than what’s in the
bait box. Anyway, the bearing will be sixty, 060, about to that
white cloud there above treeline, hovering right over the
wharf at Interstate, and it’s a dead run for maybe … oh I don’t
know, you’ll hear the whistle buoy—you know what those
are I assume—and when you get just west of what we call the
Rock … you know it? …”
“Yeah.”
“Did the professors teach what west is?”
“Kinda advanced, isn’t it?” he thought, but didn’t say it.
“There’s no obstructions just note the ledge making out
to the sou-west, and I suppose at that point, you might want
to give the helm up and I hope to Christ I’m finished with this,
and if I’m not, you better have a strong constitution for what
you’ll have to do.”
“OK,” he said the forced indifference practiced for two
summers now.
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Rod set the throttle and swung the bow to the cloud now
barely a hint of one. “That should do it. Let’s run it at about
twenty-eight hundred. Try not to hit anything. Last thing we
need is to get wound up out here.”
“I won’t hit …”
“Shouldn’t be any gear out here but yours. Wes’s I mean.
You moving outside?”
“That’s what he said.” Though none of his business, of
course. “I’ll stay clear of it.”
“Just ease into neutral if … You ever seen a wheel all
wound up in warp?”
“I got it.”
And that was the last exchange they had until the Rock
“hove up,” as they would put it, drifting itself it seemed off to
starboard then aft of the stern wake. Then Rod just grunted.
“I’ll take it. We’re done aft.”
And from there all went like clockwork.
Too much regulation, he had been taught to think, with
nothing more to do now than to think, the convention of
“looking busy” reserved for shore-bound work on construction crews. Rules and procedures, licensing which had nothing to do with license at all, as if you could force the chaos of
the sea-states and the unknown instincts of the prey into coherence—these were no more than screens for your own ignorance of things. In the old days, so the prelude to the lamentation went, no one cared what you did, and anyone with a
small boat could go seining or ground-fishing off-shore with
the kind of all-purpose winch that proved nearly lethal that
day, but then the government got involved (so it is said),
handing out money like there was no tomorrow and encouraging all the fishermen to buy bigger boats on time, because
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the last thing we wanted was for the Korean boats and the
Russian boats and God knows the Vietnamese to take “our
fish.” What were wars for if those you defeated stole your
livelihood? Forget what some say about victory. And that
competitive streak in us (God Bless Fucking America! they all
said) pretty much wiped out the fish stocks leading to further
sets of conflicting regulations—first the disastrous “Days at
Sea” laws and if you had over half a million tied up in your
gear paying 30-40 grand a year in interest before you even
thought of maintenance or diesel well by God you got your
ass out there whenever it was legal to do so come hell or high
water (hardly the appropriate phrase for the work they did),
and that’s what made the industry so dangerous, and every
year they would set or estimate quotas, like with the whales
slaughtered by the Japanese, and on no year did the fishermen come close to it; the stocks declined, then the wardens
set observers or sometimes cameras aboard—someone must
be cheating since all worked out on paper fine for everyone!
And by that time, there was simply no way to fish as Rodney
had done years earlier, and most were reduced to seining for
pogies no further than swimming distance from the tended
lawns of the summerfolk and none of these “disaster at sea”
stories would have made any sense, as you might be chatting,
hardly raising your voice, to some woman taking her coffee
ashore on her front deck barely 50 yards away, flashing you
as she adjusted her white robe, or some gentleman sailor
calmly anchored in the shallow water of the cove you called
your own.
“Anything I can do back …”
“Nothing. Square as we can get it here.”
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Oh they were charming, those brutes were. No denying
it. Especially in the days when no one cared what they did and
no one took offense at what they said. Self-sufficient, they all
claimed to be—the rugged individual of the Marlboro ads
they had grown up with, even though slaves to suited wholesalers. They were all like that, all the same in their appearance too, all the same in their thinking, and by age 30 barely
distinguishable from their neighbors in retirement. Like the
professor, say, whose poor widow down the road still believes it was he himself who died out there on the fishing boat,
that it was not the heart attack that left him gasping for his
last breath in the back of the ambulance, while the EMT took
one last check of his cell phone.
Charming those brutes and thick as thieves they were.
From or about them, don’t expect intrigue, plot and counterplot; don’t expect character development, morality, recognition scenes or the Aristotelian dianoia still taught in the academy. Just listen to what music says of them. Some left for
school and never came back except for the summer, chasing
… well, what Rod said, off in the mountains or maybe no further than the Mountain Road itself. Most of their women left
as soon as they were able to, and those who stayed, who married into families whose names were registered in the local
cemeteries or took up fishing on their own when that was
possible, soon came to regret it. Everyone learned from each
other how to set their traps and how to run their boats and
how to affect caring about the things one was supposed to
care about. And every one of them, everyone, claimed that
their unique virtue was their skill as a fisherman. Each one
better than all the competitors they fought at sea and bested
at the wharf as the catch weighed up, even when the
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recalcitrant and contradicting truth lay right there in the
scales and account books of the Co-op, proving that all this
self-laudatory bullshit was exactly that. That’s why it was unseemly for a professional to watch their competitors at work.
“You don’t keep track,” Wes once had said to him. “You let
them be. In the end,” he said, “we’re all the same. There is no
point in considering our histories.”
The helper watched the wake expressionless, just west
of the swell off Saddleback, where the couple in the Hinckley,
parents to my college friend, lost in the fog long before the
days of GPS and civilian radar, hit that offshore ledge at fullthrottle and drowned in the indifferent sea with no one
within earshot—the downside of dead reckoning and the
very story love once drew out of me. I was working on the
fishing boat that day and knew nothing of any of this.
No wonder, the helper might have thought, all those
great narratives of disaster or fortitude at sea were told by
learned men and schoolteachers. Richard Dana. Ishmael of
course. The kid in Boon Island. Rockwell Kent. It was not some
authorial subterfuge—a way to introduce characters who
had the wherewithal to write, thus allowing the author to
speak right through them, placing his flourishes in their educated mouths. The truth was simpler, as it generally is: they
placed such literates in their narratives because that’s what
those educated scholars did. Teachers, thinkers, rhetoricians—the ones of the real world I mean—had, in that real
world, grown tired of their useless work ashore—they’d
burned out, just as they do today—and those men went to sea
not in their fictions but in life.
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For material, they use odds and ends of old rigging called
‘junk,’ the yarns of which are picked to pieces, and then
twisted into new combinations, something as most books are
manufactured.
Melville, Redburn
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I. HELICES

[Note: This section (“Helices,” pp. 14-128) consists of two parallel
texts: Tess (1A, 2A … 6A), in the print version, printed on the left
side of the page opening (the versos) and John (1B, 2B … 6B ), in
the print version printed on the right side of the page openings
(the rectos) in bold. 7 reads normally as a conclusion. The way
these are ordered in the on-line, linear version (here) is 1A, 1B,
2A, 2B, 3A, 3B … 7 such that the two series alternate. They do not,
of course, have to be read that way.]
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TESS
1A. ON THE WAY TO THE CHURCHYARD
On the way to Church, she passed Cliff’s egg-stand—poor
bastard, lost a leg over the winter, wheelchair now instead of
canes, hens killed by the predators, no eggs to be had. Right
there, she realized that everything J. had said to her meant
nothing. It wasn’t his lack of verbal skills—he was a professional after all—nor some faltering expression of feelings he
experienced or suppressed. More than that: a failure of everything the linguists talked about—words referring to the
things or realities of the world. Maybe just the ideas of things,
concepts like Saussure says, or so he says. Math and philosophy, say. Physics for materialists. The inflections linking rolling periods unrolling a narrative. Heart-throbs and romance,
as if life were constructed within the quatrains of sonnets or
quadrants of poetry. As if you could warm yourself in Terrycloth sheets, adrift in the cadences.
You don’t write poems, J. said he always preached to his
students, when you’re faced with reality, say, about to jump
into the sack with your real or wished-for loved one. You
don’t construct a rhythmic cursus when she presses you in an
embrace. The celibate artist works alone, struggling with the
words—their referents suddenly elusive; or that’s what he
claimed. Even V. said that, he said, parroting the lines from
Sontag and Barthes like all the others did: you can kiss me,
she said, turning her face slightly to the right, but first you
must listen to a poem.
Each word got you further from the truth than the preceding one.
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J. often lost listeners in similes they had no hope of following: like the old isolation booths on Twenty-One, he’d say,
though that was well before her time. In there, the fiction was,
you sensed nothing but the voice of the host in the headphones, the audience blocked by one-way glass. You plead for
sympathy from viewers you will never know or see. You
dream of companionship you will never experience. He recalled the sad and failed contestant lecturing the audience
when the lights came back: “There are some things you know,
and some things you do not.” Fine excuse for a woman on a
game show! Charles van Doren, professor-son of the professor, fed all the answers, scandals they made films about, articles in LIFE magazine—the whole thing a puppet show drawn
up in rehearsals. Like the narratives of would-be adventurers.
That’s what life is. That …
She stopped the car suddenly and steered off the roadway. As if instinctively, she had headed toward her workplace—toward the town building. Church, however, was
south. Non-instinctive mistake of a non-believer as herself.
She wasn’t “going to church” at all, she would insist, merely
heading there to give her neighbor a ride home after the service. That was different from joining the worshippers; that
was different from praying for assistance.
There was a driveway to the right—John’s it was, or had
been years ago, and she turned into it. Should have done the
T-turn, they called it, a maneuver routine for someone who
drove for a living. It was the way they had taught you way
back in driver ed., backing into the driveway or roadway to
your right, then driving forward into traffic. But no one drove
that way unless the cops were looking or the instructor from
high school insisted on it; most just “pulled a U-ey” as the kids
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used to say, maybe sanding twenty dollars’ worth of tiretread off onto the asphalt.
She must look both ways.
It was like the simplest of actions on the boat, J. always
said. Push the nose toward the wind until the tell-tale breaks.
Check to the left, the landmark at 90 degrees “Punkt!” he used
to say. You nudge the helm off the wind to gain that quarterknot of way (Melville has “weigh” he says) cry out “Ready
about! … Hard a-lee” as you push the tiller full to starboard,
stepping over it as he handles the winches turning into the
wind perhaps an instant if he were slow on the uptake and
easing the pressure on the jib sheets. “No time for fondling,”
he said. “That’s what paying full attention means.” It’s not like
drifting home in the wide protection of the bay in fog so dense
no one will see you making love between the peninsulae.
It didn’t matter how many times you did these simple
things. Sailing or love-making too. You need to stay orderly
and attentive. As proof, vary your morning routine: start with
heating water, rather than opening the coffee can. Putting the
bread in the toaster, before getting dressed. These details
then cascade into a torrent of confusion.. And when you took
his hand, and yes, that too, that too, the older you got, that too
had to be done with attention and forethought.
She looked into the mirror, herself reflected there. It
wasn’t enough to claim competence. You could never say, “I
have mastered this,” and turn your attention then to recipes
and food supplies. You learn too late, he said, thinking you
improve through practice, thinking repetition transforms the
perilous into routine of no further consequence. Like working
ashore in the soul-destroying factory, each move faster, each
more efficient. The truth is the reverse. The more times you
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sail a particular passage the more dangerous each new attempt becomes. The revised tale rarely equals the first, and
each new lover can hurt you worse than the last one did. Forget about “learning from experience,” he scoffed out there on
the water. It is the very experience that will get you into trouble, since experience undermines your natural timidity (or
“prudence” as the sailors say) and each day, each attempt will
bring you a foot or so closer to disaster, one confident exchange closer to saying too much, sharing that secret with a
soul-mate and losing her as a result, or his daring intimacy
destroying, so he claimed, the trust of the best student he ever
had, her laurels mere chaff, all won for nothing.
“That block has always held,” you say, casually, as you
look over the rail in a show of confidence. You see the rocks,
murked by the sea-life of August, and push the helm to the
right just before impact. Like that day off Mt. Desert when he
was knocked almost completely into the cabin, pulling himself into the cockpit to find the boat still buoyant, his bones
unbroken, and testing out the rudder, slowly, left and right.
Things could go wrong, you see, he always said, if you
lost focus when you needed focus most. You might say the
wrong thing at the funeral; like not keeping track of where
the body lay in apparent state. Like tacking through Jaquish
and neglecting through pure sloth to free the jib sheets, close
to crashing. He never got over it, he said. He never sailed that
way again, never tested the confidence ignorance had given
him. He never again looked into a lover’s eyes and saw himself looking back at him. Left now with the mantra “I’ve done
it before. I don’t need to do it again.”
On the way to Church, she realized that meaningless as
well were the grand pronouncements, even the grand
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enlightenments of sailing past the unreflective weed. What he
had learned. How he viewed things. “I will never be this
strong again,” he said. It was no more than what John had said
to her, inarticulate as he was, uncertain of the feelings he had
never before experienced, what they were or if for her they
were enough.
She looked one last time into the mirror then ahead to
the driveway extended before her. She saw no movement,
neither in house nor roadway. He had told her he would one
day have the surface paved, or maybe he would use “reclaim,”
whatever that was, a word she often heard pronounced
knowingly in this context.
She checked to her right, rolling slowly, and as she did,
the kid in the Toyota, bought on time by his step-dad, staring
at his cell-phone like all kids in his generation, ran straight
into her. He had been texting his girlfriend barely two miles
behind him.
By the time the ambulance arrived … By the time the ambulance arrived …
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JOHN
1B. ETHOS
“Ever going to leave this place and make something
of yourself? Be someone? You know, like try your luck in
a city south of Portsmouth? Even Portland, for God’s
sake. Go into the service, like so many of us did, like William did?” Learn to dance; paint theatre scenery … “Start
a family?” Break out those acrylics left you by a dead relation. John shook his head; it was his place now and
things would simply go on. They had gone on forever in
the old days. Why should they not go on forever now?
He would live in the fishing shack, alone, unidimensional according to critics and readers alike—staying in
character in all senses. Projecting perhaps another self,
itself enmeshed in reality, accounting for the anomalies
from life, details out of character, lusting after her who
lusted after him, fisherman, teacher, or selectman.
“I just tell every kid I meet or those just out of high
school if they get that far, you know, all wrought up about
the future like they get, I say ‘Don’t give it another damn
thought everyone says you got to grow up and move away
and like you say now make something out of yourself,
give in to history, they say, give in to forming your character and I just tell every one of them it’s all crap you
never have to make shit of yourself or be well-rounded
or be anyone at all for that matter nor is there a reason
on God’s earth to move away don’t you worry your parents or guardians or aunts and uncles are all going to die
eventually so you just stay put like a proper citizen like
your parents maybe did before you the whole damn place
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is yours.” There’s a reason there’s no kin: who wants
spawn with you as a model?
John’s house was as you remembered it from the
times you’d been there or the times your friend or maybe
some in-law had been there, and it was damn curious, because the only actual image one might have, myself, for
example, a first-hand memory, that is, involved someone
walking to the one-story shack built hard up on the
shoreline, like so many others had been, with something
resembling a porch to which a partially rotted staircase
led, and once you risked taking those steps gingerly up to
the doorway, you noted first after greetings the amateurish paintings done apparently by a mother or aunt of
someone, God knows who, dead now doubtless, but the
paintings still there—always summer in the bright sun of
August—copying not the landscape itself—the magnificent dream of the tourists—but rather the landscape
genre depicting that, scenes no longer taken from nor
based on reality, no longer representational, no longer
even staged like early photographs still sold to the tourists. Everything self-referenced, another lobster boat, a
house on the water, things exampled everywhere from
fancy gallery windowfronts in Camden and Rockport to
the lobbies of cheap motels on Route One, and yes there
was sky and sea and spruce trees and for some you just
put the land on the bottom with a strip of water on top of
it and the sky dominating everything and for others the
water was on top leaking onto the shorefront and others
still the water was the bottom strip dripping past the
frame and topped in the illusioned distance by a shore
with the ubiquitous firs and more birches than you
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would ever see in nature through which a hint of sky
might shine on the upper border. An abstruse lecture on
viewpoints and perspective might illuminate all that in
ways impossible in this brief space, but for paintings as
ordinary, nearly embarrassing as these, it would hardly
pay to waste the art instructor’s patient drone to the students.
And then you might see or imagine (was it John Senior’s?) bright smile as he stood in presumptive welcoming, recalling perhaps it was you who once crewed the
lobsterboat moored in the small protected cove and was
now fitted out mostly for tradition as no one had worked
it or on it for five years or more. And it was then, at that
moment, that you first noticed the apparently functioning toilet just to the left of the doorway and open to the
entire living room (or what passed for that) divided from
the kitchen space by a counter or perhaps a table. Maybe
a hallway opening to the right. And here, of course, both
descriptions and memories grow vague. Histories of the
place intertwine with other histories. Analogues. Variants. The workshed, John’s or that of a neighbor, barnlike but half the size of the dope-filled barns up by Starks
and Union, set on pilings over the water with a makeshift privy in the corner, no doors or walls for the inhibited, and you just relieved yourself there whenever you
felt like it and the shit just dropped right into the water,
sometimes caught by the pilings along with shreds of toilet paper. And one day he was charging a battery there
and flicked a cigarette aiming at what passed for a toilet
and the battery fumes caught and nearly blew the seataway. And maybe that was John or maybe your own
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brother-in-law who married the fisherman’s daughter,
than whom, as Milton might put it, none more lovely
walked the earth.
Or perhaps that entryway was to the left and the toilet to the right, where you had originally placed the rotting deck, still technically over the water, likely put there
when some ancestor could no longer betake herself “yonder” to the outhouse, and then the state had come in and
demanded John seal up the straight-run pipe to the water
meant for her and install a proper state-approved composting system or septic, right next to the cistern. He finally had no choice but to comply, and apparently bolted
the old toilet to the top of the state-approved fitting right
where it had been for years but for what he stated to be
generations.
You couldn’t test this. You wouldn’t go up to him today or years in the past with a threatening posse talking
like detectives do on tv, however well-tempered he may
have been that day, you couldn’t just say: “Yeah, John, I
know it’s been a while since I stopped by for coffee, but
the least you can do as a fellow citizen is to confirm or
deny the rumors the committee has heard I mean is it
true for Crise sake there is a damn working toilet just inside the front door to the living room in your place? I remember or maybe it was my dad …” And maybe the posse
adds “… so just cooperate and we’ll be on our way and out
of yours.”
Get it?
That’s how they speak in script-rooms.
That’s the way cops speak on the cop shows.
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2A. ONE HAND CLAPPING
I lost my hearing when I was ten. I lost it to the engine
roar, I think, when my father took me to the Navy base to
watch the planes and the young men in uniform. Prop planes,
anti-submarine, I was told, Neptunes, I think, or the P3 Orion
that superseded them—I loved them: the shrieking of their
engines as they throttled up on the runway, and I loved my
father, and I loved too the young men in uniform, who treated
me with a respect that was rarer later on in life.
Yes, I was ten then and even when I was twelve I was flat
as a board, and the men in uniform must have thought I was
eight or so and thus each one of them treated me like the child
they had not yet had or wished to have or the younger sister
who idolized them. In four years, two maybe, this would be
over, and the young men in uniform acted more like pedophiles than service men, just like so many sailors did in life,
coming home to brutalize their adoring families. I listened
then to things my father thought I ought to listen to. And
maybe I’ve been looking for a man like that ever since, my father now I mean of course—one who takes charge, as if it
were nothing. Just natural. A man you can listen to because
you do listen to him. Not like the servicemen, new to adulthood, throwing back their shoulders and speaking in forced
baritones.
I lost my hearing when I was ten.
I’ll never forget that first day after the weekend on the
airstrip with my father. Everything was ringing. The whole
world was ringing. The teacher mouthing the lesson was ringing and my classmates were ringing and I understood nothing
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of what they said to me or to anyone in the burden of my hearing loss.
This went on; no change. The classroom became—who
would have imagined it?—the one place where everyone and
everything made the least sense to me. A paradox, J. would
say. Isn’t this the place designed to teach you things to help
you through life? Isn’t that what education is? A “leading out,”
J. always said. Or maybe just like him, it’s to store up a lot of
slop in your mind then make a living letting it leak out, drop
by drop until there’s nothing left.
In the schoolroom I learned nothing.
Teachers in those days always spoke facing away from
us, as if the adults and their world had turned their backs in
resignation or despair, their eyes fixed on the board or angled
down to the desk surface cluttered with papers even they
could not identify. They weren’t one of us nor one with us.
And they could no more control us than you can control the
grand circulation of tides in the Gulf. So they would turn instead to their lesson plans, following the way they had
sketched things out in the unresistant past or future never to
be realized, ignoring all else, real or feared, knowing or at
least suspecting life and what it brought or wrought on you
would have little to do with the way you once had hoped.
I didn’t understand them,
I learned nothing and having learned that I
had no way to follow J. the days
he spoke as teachers did.
It was all as in those cartoons we saw when we were
kids: the ill-behaved or most disengaged kid in the corner
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wearing the dunce cap. The one who cared nothing for what
they taught. That was me. So boring school became; like living
among truths to which only others had access. Thus dunce,
you see, from Duns Scotus, or so J. says, but then he went on
about why this great theologian would be thought of that way
and it made less sense to me than it had originally, like so
much else before he thought to teach me how to speak.
Always I would find my mind wandering to where the
minds of young girls wander, and every now and then I could
catch one of my classmates trying to catch my eye, maybe one
of the island kids, and I would be the only one to return that—
I didn’t care where a kid came from—staring as if transfixed
into their face, the other girls just scowling. And of course the
poor puberty-stricken boys assumed I was gazing into their
hearts or whatever they thought they had in there, although I
hardly cared about their psyches and their tortured souls; I
was merely practicing my lip-reading skills, barely speculating on their conscious or unconscious complexities and I
guess mis-reading me was why so many boys from the classroom seemed to follow me.
Outside of class, that’s where nature was, a world where
kids didn’t preen for the teachers, bourgeois kids and poor
kids alike. Nearly all were too numb, as the kids from
Bowdoinham would put it, to say anything they had not heard
before, no chance for inspiring oratory or poetry. And adolescent life continued, me listening to my friends, that is, studying their eyes and the movements of their lips. Because I
seemed to care, because I seemed intent on what they said,
because I nodded at their attempted wit or profundity, I had
no trouble with my social life, even though much of it
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consisted of pretending to give in to charms few of them in
fact possessed.
If you’re a base kid as I was, maybe your dad is an ensign—that’s like a sergeant in the army, the highest rank for
an enlisted man—and that means you don’t come from
money and you’re living in Capehart rather than some fancyass officers’ quarters on the base itself like Bridget, daughter
of the commander. J. says he threw his best moves at her
(hardly a threat to virtue!) in one of the observation towers
at Popham. She would have none of it, preserving herself for
her husband—well, not to the marriage date, of course, “Once
that ring is on my finger, he’ll have his hands full!” she
claimed triumphantly, poor thing, as if she had any idea what
that meant in the days before porno films. “Hands?” J. asked,
as if in soaring wit, as if he knew more of this than she did.
I took jobs like my friends did and like the ones my
daughters-in-law all had and have. Crappy ones serving ice
cream or doughnuts, with pimply guys trying ineptly to hit on
me, hardly better than the worst sort of factory work that had
ground generations of the local Acadians into dust. I would
stare into my customers’ faces and the nuances of their lips
the way I stared at my classmates, and they either got unnerved by my stare or pissed that I couldn’t understand what
they were mumbling or suddenly freaked out like the boys in
the classroom wondering why I found them so irresistible. I
was asked out a half-dozen times each shift and sometimes I
would take them up on it. Some guy, cute, or simply shy, not
a jerk, same thing that attracted me to J., I guess, who was as
lascivious as anyone I had ever known but let me know, even
the first time he put his hand on me, that he was harmless and
long past all that clumsy brutality of high school when he
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didn’t know one end of a woman from another as he says
Sterne says of Uncle Toby, whoever that was or might have
been.
I finally married a guy who returned my stare following
his lip movements and he seemed not to ever get enough of
me. Not enough of me until we were building the same house
and raising the same kid facing the same routines each day
that barely changed as the kid grew to crawling then to walking stage then began repeating all our questions with the sort
of frustration only a deaf person can appreciate, and my husband soon discovered that it wasn’t his charm that stirred my
passions, but rather my passions in and of themselves. There
was nothing in it for him, he must have thought, or so I’ve often claimed—no conquest, no great victory—he was the one
being violated, not me!—and all the lust he had for me began
to fade. That’s when he turned or reverted to the life I should
have known was inevitable. And there was no way, no way I
was going to clean up after his future mistresses or compare
the tricks they knew with mine or worse have him pass on the
tricks he learned from them to me.
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2B. GRENDEL’S MUSIC BOX
i.
Well, if you come from the islands, you can forget
about the normal things kids do and think about in high
school, things like football, bra fastenings, acne. Or the
heroic things grown men believe they did during their
glory days as teenagers—their histories closer, than to
life, to what they saw in movies on tv or now the internet.
And so especially for us. Nothing of life resembled what
was fed to us in the early days of television, fathers
adored and adoring, always in suits or dressed down in
shirtsleeves; the only real labor was that depicted in the
Westerns, meals prepared for you from the chuck wagon.
Gabby Hayes, was it, in the cartoon-like hat with the brim
turned up. No one I know looks back on those days with
anything other than annoyance or regret.
We went to school with our friends and those we
called our neighbors—for us, that meant anyone who
lived close enough to walk to or visit by bicycle, maybe
hitch-hiking if you had to. Farther away than that? “Her
byth dragons” as medieval cartographers were said to
say. Parents didn’t drive their kids all over the damn
place in those days, meaning to the next town or more.
And even when the rich folks from Meadowbrook started
doing that, it didn’t occur to parents down here, except
maybe a few rusticating summerfolk who weren’t gay
enough to have renounced child-bearing; you know, the
ones with shingled cottages with double-doors so imposing it would take a gala or coronation to make use of
them. The locals, that is, most of the men on the wharves
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or fishing boats, didn’t give a damn where their kids
were, where we were, so long as we did not disturb their
afternoon naps. Just keep the gunshots out of hearing
range. That was enough. The women worked where they
could work, maybe with the stitchers in the factories
where all the French girls ended up, maybe picking crabmeat when the boats came in. They left us largely on our
own. It was as close to freedom as any of us would live to
experience, hardly knowing in those days how caged we
were by the economics of life, no one there in that ersatz
paradise to teach what sin was and no one there to lead
us astray or corrupt us. Or so it was once falsely described to me.
Eventually the local school “ran out of things to tell
you,” as we used to claim. They moved us then to the
“School Administration District” school, SAD indeed!
‘sad’, get it? Well of course you do—with all these rich
kids from Brunswick and middling kids from Topsham
and Bowdoinham and the French kids too, those who still
could find a place to live, before Bowdoin exercised eminent domain, bought and razed the tenements, and filled
the condo-like dorms that replaced them with college
kids. The great melting pot, they said, and for some,
maybe that was true. Within a couple of decades, the
French you heard at Tondreau’s Grocery or the Kennebec
Fruit of the Fioris was nowhere to be found south of
Lewiston; even those with names like Bernier or St. Onge
these days talk with the lilts of actors on tv. But not us. Us
island kids? we kept to ourselves, same group, same
friends. Talked like we had when we’d spend mornings
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shooting rats at the dump down the road from Arnie’s
house.
At the high falutin SAD school, there were tracks, like
the castes in India, I hear; everyone had a place, and we
island kids were kept apart. If your parents taught at the
local college, you were in the top track. The next for kids
whose parents worked at the local college or taught in
the schools, or maybe the kids of any parent who owned
a local retail business. Then one for kids whose parents
worked in or owned local blue-collar businesses. You
weren’t going to get into one of the top groups if your dad
owned a car-repair shop, like Carl, for example, although
if he owned a dealership, like the Goodwin kids, that
might do it.
Island kids stayed in the lower groups, where you’d
find unearnest and thus suspect students who grew up
around the fishing wharves as well as the remnants of the
Frenchmen—can’t even call them Frogs anymore, except
to their face—those who lived in the few tenements left
down by the river and whose parents worked in the shoe
factories or the pulp mills until they stopped operating.
With us too were kids who could trace their embittered
ancestry back to Malaga, where the state declared all the
black residents insane in the early last century and sent
them off to Pineland. We were barely a step up from the
kids who drooled and played with themselves in class
and consequently got more education than any one of us.
Remember Civics? The class, I mean. That was the
marker; the negative or mirrored shibboleth, I guess
you’d say. That distinguished us from the rich kids. For
Civics was a class they taught only to the poor kids and
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retards, maybe the football coach assigned to it. Apparently if you were well-dressed, you were trustworthy and
could just go on to genetics, the Krebs Cycle, and topology, while we were stuck in refresher math, weather, and
principles of democracy. Even the school board thought
it unseemly to teach the rich kids the basics of living in
society, and it’s easy to see the fruits of that today. The
poor folks always vote for fascists and the rich no longer
give a shit.
People talk about education but the fact was we
didn’t get “led out” of anything. The good life was for others. We didn’t watch Ozzie and Harriot or Leave it To Beaver and would have regarded that life as fantasy. We
didn’t play sports or go to dances or act in school plays or
make speeches at assemblies or join the various clubs
with their civic sensibilities or go pickerel fishing with
our kindly uncles just took the bus home and eventually
someone would buy a car with the money they earned on
the lobster boat, and instead of a bus-ride to school it
would be Mr. Toad’s Wild Ride pretty much every day.
That’s why J.’s best friend Alan W. never made it to
graduation, “thrown clear” and killed instantly.
I remember talking to a girl in a white blouse
pressed with such fervor that none of what and who she
was would be revealed, even without the heavy cardigan,
and she was one of the few ever to look at me, all through
those teardrop-shaped lenses of the early 60s. I forget
what the occasion was and I must have been dressed in
my finest that day, and must have been freed too of the
smell of the fishermen so maybe it was January or February when no one in my family and none of my immediate
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neighbors went to sea and we all smelled like laundry detergent.
And you know how it goes there’s all this sexual
thrust and parrying and if you’re like me you might know
how all this is done next to the wharves or maybe behind
or in the nearest workshed, but you have no concept of
the manners or mannerisms of the prissy rich kids who
could still walk to school or had their parents drop them
off in some fancy-ass car or who had their own fancy-ass
car in their parents’ names and with their parents’ insurance and got hand-outs for gas money and by the time I
realized she was … well, you could call it “asking me out”
or “hitting on me” or whatever you want … maybe she
was just overcome with hormones who knows what happens to girls that age, but I suppose frankly it’s not much
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different with them from how it is with us and sometimes
you feel just driven to … compelled to … obsessed with …
And some say that’s the point of being sixteen. You’ve just
never felt Nature so damn insistent, and maybe it will be
a decade before you realize it isn’t love but just reproduction and continuation of the species, I guess, and why, I
just had to wonder and sometimes still do, why can’t (or
couldn’t) I just be left alone minding my own damn business whatever that might have been and why couldn’t I
just get back to the wharves and the fishing boats which
was pretty much the only place I ever felt comfortable. No
way I would be thrilled to go and stand out in the cold at
a football game cheering on all the rich Anglo kids of the
community, or get my hand ink-stamped at a dance
where I didn’t know the steps and didn’t give a crap
about the music nor any of the kids who left early to
make out in the parking lot, maybe the lucky ones in one
of those old Ramblers with the fold-down bench seats.
The only thing we cared about our teenage years was
to get them over as quickly as possible.
ii.
“Oh everyone knows John. How he is, I mean. Don’t
take much to know.” Maybe as a boat owner—inheriting
Tarn from his father or as a key figure in the town of the
future, or maybe going back to his school days, his days
as a teenager, or merely as a kid running around the
docks with the fishermen, staying in their way as best he
could, or perhaps only an appendage to the family, one of
the kids, or the only one. Can’t remember. Shifting his
identity as he aged. John as unidimensional, as in the
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claim above; then John as all in life that belied that simplicity, embodying off-hand remarks in the lines at the
Post Office, or while waiting at the hairdresser. Or finally
John as described in the obituaries.
John wasn’t interested in any of this, not in the proprieties of identity, not in the community, nor the people
fictioned on tv or in the movies. Gossip had no more hold
on him than did the documents of history. For John, life
seemed life as it once was, or as we imagine it to have
been. Not bills and receipts, but rather working when you
could, like that year three days a week with Wes, who
didn’t need a helper and ended up fishing alone, a decision that proved fatal. Wes caught his ankle on a turn in
the warp, something each worker on the boat learns the
first day aboard never to let happen, and got dragged
over the transom—no one to help him—as the boat labored indifferently forward at precisely the speed he had
set with the throttle. His left arm shattered at impact,
they say, no chance to display his rumored swimming
skills, and some say too he was unconscious before he
even hit the water, never experiencing that first, killing
embrace of the sea in early summer.
In those days, everyone just stuck the yellow slips on
a nail hammered in the pilot house and turned them in
for cash on a Saturday, sharing what was right with their
helpers. And some kept careful track, and others, like
John, did not, writing to the IRS each March or April or
even May on some years that “My expenses outran my income,” letting it go at that … “Jesus Christ, you never pay
taxes?” “Nope. Wife would, if I had one” (whatever he
meant by that!). “How do you explain to them how you
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eat? How you heat your house in the winter?” “Guess I
don’t make enough for the guys in shirtsleeves to bother
with. Guess I just put on an extra sweater when I start
shivering.” And born, like all of us, into the precise age,
the only age in history, that let him live the way he did,
thus deluding himself as nearly all of us have ourselves
into thinking the life he led was the life he chose to lead,
and how damn fortunate to find himself in the unique
historical situation that would allow him to do just that.
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3A. THE VOICE OF THE TURTLE
When the EMTs finally left the wharf, some there wondered what Tess would make of it. But it had been years, and
the truth was she felt nothing. Father of her child, some
wrongly asserted, not getting the chronologies straight—
what difference would it make? Even her child hardly cared
who had sired him.
Plagued by jealousy he had become, John that is, he himself someone other than the man he had once been; and if she
had lovers, so he must have thought, it was best he have them
too. You know all those sports analogies: the best defense is
a good offense, better to throw a punch than block one.
Though he used to swear the only way he could perform was
to keep Tess herself firmly in his mind—this is what he said—
always in his mind in the solitude of love-making. And at that
moment it hardly mattered whether half the town drowned
at sea and it was the other half sleeping with her or there
wasn’t a man alive who could coax so much as a smile from
her, proving her the very model of fidelity.
You couldn’t know. Even when they had been together
(was her future son asleep in the next room?)—catching her
eye during love-making, or watching her eyes close or her
face slowly turn away at what we’ll just call the crucial moment or various crucial moments—even then, how could you
know what she was feeling? And it might have been like the
first time, as she always insisted, when she was so hot for him
it was like touching fire, and he still would have doubted her.
Think of the way other men used to look at her or might have
looked at her. And was it inconceivable that part of her might
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reach out to one of them, was it not possible that she felt …
was it beyond imagining?
Like Joyce says in his Exiles, or Proust too, so J. says, so
all jealous men must think. Whether you hear your lover
swear her fidelity or cry out to another man, he says, what do
you know of her? You could walk in on the scene of your cuckoldry for the “ocular proof” yet you never know you never
know, and if she looked into your face or closed her eyes and
said in the softest of voices “It was you, always you, and I
didn’t care what man I was sleeping with it was always you
just like you envision me I envision you,” there was no way to
determine whether it was true nor if it were you or another
holding her—no way to determine anything.
That’s what she was thinking when the boat docked after
the accident. That’s what she was thinking when the news
came to her as all the news in town did—she the first, it
seemed, working in the town or post office as she did.
She felt no sadness. No remorse. Not even relief that she
would never have to answer for the things he did again. It was
near the time when Bea herself had died, less than a year after
they took her husband Jake to the hospital for the last time,
and all those rumors about what happened on her death-bed
would likely be revived, and finally a “standard narrative” (as
J. used to say) would form, and no one would worry overmuch whether the tales they accepted so uncritically or had
accepted once were even credible.
She caught her son’s eye, its mischief and threat. He
turned away: a boy that age cannot risk the imagined stigma
of … the humiliation of … the insult of …. And as he did, the
past opened up for her—husband, lover, what did it matter
now that she lived alone? Surely someone had fathered him.
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She prepared for the phone calls, the stilted exchanges,
the bad connection. They would start as if it were nothing,
just checking in, seeing how you were doing, and oh yes circling around and finally to the news and of course you have
to grieve for a fellow citizen rather than rage at his history,
real or imagined, or some banality like that. Then maybe J.
would call, trying to suppress his snide happiness that there
was now one fewer rival for what the Victorians might call
her affections, even if by law neither man had a stake in them.
May as well him, John that is, as another, he thought, a dead
guy or crippled for life. Payback for the day years ago, when
she was musing on her past and they were trading stories of
conquest and age-old indiscretions, and stupidly they took
their mutual confessions a step too far (as benighted lovers
do, thinking they are one!) and since then, it seemed, no man
involved with her was free of suspicion.

She lay back. It was all too much. The deaths and the indifference to the dead. The desultory defenses of herself
against accusations that were now superfluous. She thought
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of J.’s artless greeting years ago, his girlfriend visiting from
New Jersey, seething, she must have been, when he stopped
her on her delivery route and ran to her window, leaving
Linda Jane, Love of His Life, he often claimed, in the car behind them—whose own hapless husband pined oblivious in
Los Angeles, eager to call her so dutifully on J.’s family
phone—abandoned, her lover revealed to be faithless chatting to a local girl, now in a snit no doubt, or nurturing the
rage that finally made her leave both lover and husband for
the opportunistic shit-head in Los Angeles who gave up his
career for her, engine still running, all as if … as if …. What was
she supposed to do?
She thought of the day too when the two of them sailed
past the nun buoy south of Haskell and west of the Monument; the buoy fairly drifted past the hull as they made love
in the currents. The rocking of the sea in part the rocking of
the boat itself.
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3B. IN LIEU OF FLOWERS
Of course no one knew much about it. How could
they? There had only been a few folks present, friends
and near relations, and by “present,” I mean here only ‘in
the house together’. Even in the poorest of homes, even
in ones with the toilet next to the entryway, even there
you could find private spaces or private times, say, where
you could be alone, with the witnesses gathered outside
the doorway. Who was to say what the truth was? And
even if they could, even if they knew, even if they were
honey-tongued as Demosthenes, the words alone would
never get things right.
So of course no one …
no one knew …
no one knew or spoke much about it.
Bea finally died, unresponsive in the end, a day in a
coma, and that had been a long time coming. No one expected anything different, after Jake, her husband of
more than a decade and partner years before that, died
so quickly of cancer, and she, caught short with no plan
for the future, no insurance of course, longed only to live
until the anniversary of his death and what might pass
for a memorial, nothing more than a gathering on the disputed field with only a handful of mourners attending. It
wasn’t his thing. It wasn’t his family’s thing. His friends
didn’t give a shit. And didn’t care much for how their reputations might be affected by their absence. No one cared
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what the rich folks said of moral and civic proprieties.
The rich folks had never helped a one of them in life.
Once Jake died, the slow collapse of life began for
her, Bea I mean, and she did nothing to check its progress. She lost maybe 50 pounds over the winter, and the
once voluptuous form that you could not help admiring,
even though you knew damn well even in her prime
there were thirty pounds that could well be stripped
away from it—that disappeared in what seemed like a
heartbeat. Weeks before she went to the hospital for the
final time, you got a good look at her, and my God those
once alluring legs had barely enough strength left to support her and the Lycra leggings hung on her like the formal pants you wear to funerals. By fall there was hardly
half that left of her.
And maybe it was less the grief for Jake that doomed
her than the alcohol no one had ever seen her drink and
few suspected. Few except her tenant, the horse person
I’ll say, or fitness fanatic, who moved out a week before
Bea died leaving the rental agreement in chaos. She
claims to have sensed it instantly, the first day, putting
down her deposit and measuring the windows for curtains. And though one might not recognize that condition
in Bea herself, with her sun-soaked skin and set jaw, it
was obvious in her equestrian accuseuse!
J. stopped in that spring, the spring following the
first winter she had been without Jake in over a decade,
and turns out she was all a-flutter, not at seeing him, but
trying to tell him he was the “only one, you were the only
one,” the only one who had written her when her husband died. J. figured wrongly she was fine, or as fine as
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was reasonable to expect, given that she had walked all
the way to his house to leave him a token welcome note—
the only time she had ever been to his door. And he took

“We[lcom]e Back. From B …”
that to heart, ignoring the trouble she had forming the
words for him. All he had done was act in accord with
what they had taught him in high school—you know, the
days when they taught you how to write letters of thanks
or apology or condolence for your friends who died, or at
least they taught the rich kids that. And as she gushed, he
determined there was nothing wrong with taking credit
for sensitivity and concern even though what he had
done was barely rote. He sat with her an hour or more,
her form, the persona as known to the Dantisti!, with all
the excess weight and more having fallen away from it,
while her face, almost child-like, with cheekbones coming into relief exposed features unseen before then.
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And on J. went about the neighborhood and the eccentrics who lived there, trying to make conversation
which he had never had with her and after a half-hour
she propped herself up on her elbow, and “My God,” she
said, “you know, I haven’t laughed since Jake died.” And
it must have been that part about Ronnie and her husband Bill, finding two dozen old gas cans and plastic containers in the garage, where Ronnie’s dad, dead for years
now, had hoarded everything that came his way. And
even though the plastic was all bent and cracked from the
sun, with the gas, if there had been any, spilling out of it,
she had taken all the caps, and locked them securely inside the garage, though itself quite ready for razing, and
the moisture got into the gas and half of it ran out onto
the roadway, four-cycle and two-cycle alike, all mixed indiscriminately. “You have to protect what you have,” she
said. “No one will steal the cans if I take the caps off
them.” And as Bea began to smile, he went on with the
story, embellishing it as best he could—maybe he himself
had dropped by, appalled by the smell of gasoline and
maybe the ice storm had blown half the cans away in defiance of her stewardship and by the end of it, he had the
reputation of being the wittiest and most compassionate
citizen in town, or at least on the gravel road that day.
Then the weeks went by and he never returned to
her, except the time he saw her riding the mower and decided it was time for step 2 in whatever it was he had inadvertently planned; so he walked up to her, trying to
formulate something as upbeat and life-affirming as he
could, which wasn’t much, or something flattering, which
was impossible, or even show some sympathy, which
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would do no good, as they had both loved Jake too much
to keep from losing it right then and there, and the way
he describes it, when he mentions it at all—I’ll just quote
him, what he said: “It was like talking to a crazy person.
It was like talking to someone who’s insane.” And I guess
we all had experienced the same thing with her that summer—the slow fading of reason as the flesh dropped
away from her, and the dangerous swelling of her stomach, signs of infection or, as we learned, something far
more serious.
The story no one knew took place on her deathbed.
She had come back from the hospital and it became apparent that there was nothing to be done but drain the
poisons out of her. J. came by that day, who always had a
sweet spot for her, I guess, and he says there was only one
other time in life when he saw a look like that “It was
when my mother died, well, a week before, and she was
half-gone already from the Valium and I went in and she
stared at me with the same look of happiness I saw in Bea
when I stood for the last time outside her door, and from
her death-bed she beckoned me in with insistence and
insisted too I sit next to her. Pale, the words that come to
mind are angelic or ethereal and I guess that means
simply ‘nearing death’, with the skin almost translucent
as if the inner life of the spirit were shining through,
struggling to be free.”
Even though she was occasionally confused as to his
identity, she again thanked him for the letter he sent her
that winter, and he thanked her for the welcome note she
had left on his doorstep; and as they talked, he noticed in
her face something he would later call almost alluring
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and he reached out, stroking her shoulders which were
more delicate and yielding now than they ever had been
in life.
Two days later she was gone, “passed” or “lost” in the
local lexicon, dying only minutes before he got there. Everyone, or what there were of them, was gathered in the
living room or on the deck Jake had built two years earlier and the ambulance was on the way for what was left
of her, and after the perfunctory handshakes and sympathy “Can I …” he said gesturing, no more than a nod, to the
door she lay dead behind, and “Of course.” Just go in. Or
John himself, it was maybe, grieving once again. “They
had been so close, you know” you could hear the mourners whisper to each other, as if in solace, answered with
nods of solemn approval.
But no one knew anything.
And the very vagueness, uncertainty, the confusion
of time, confusion over who was in charge, what they
were waiting for, why all the mourners went out to the
porch as if to experience the pure air they had not felt all
morning, the silence, and the very curtness of goodbyes,
and this time, no handshakes or embrace, just a perfunctory nod to each of them—all that was such that as he
drove away, more than a few of them began to exchange
glances …
And sometimes, knowing his rakish ways, they
would say even to his face well yeah, we know why you
showed such concern over her and did you get any finally
and he would say “For God’s sake, there are limits to everything. Jesus Christ!”
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4A. MINDING ONE’S OWN AFFAIRS
And how’d you manage it, they would ask her. “And why
should I use the past tense?” So many. John, your husband,
David, J., don’t deny it, Tess. Suspected of many more of them.
Stories of that as fresh today as they were when we heard
them first in the ‘70s. How have you done it? How has nothing
changed? A woman in her 60s like you are, still as lustful and
alluring as the day we met.
We met, she says, when I was young. When you were
young. And I knew … my education, or lack of it … Linda Jane
… all of that. What chance did we have, the two of us, or I
should say more precisely, what chance did I have? I knew it
was impossible. Another class thing: how much money you
earn; who your parents were. Like marrying one of the
French kids we grew up with. No way to live that down. Or
someone from away.
And you left, you J., although I was the one who actually
moved physically away, you pursuing me, office to office
while I was still in town, then through the internet. Like with
Eloise, and not until this moment have you written that you
used to do the same thing to her, never letting her just get free
of you, and thus transferred the epithet “Stalker” to her when
of course it was you doing the stalking all along. Just know
that the “me” you have been chasing all these years is the one
you last saw in life close to a half-century ago. That’s how I
can still snare all those men, if not in life, at least in your poetry. You said once that’s what Shakespeare said. More or less
that marble and brass are subject to “sluttish time,” but
words are not. I always shook when I heard you say that, even
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though I knew, like so many things you said, there wasn’t an
ounce of truth in it.
And that’s why I am still flirting with the men whose widows died barely a month or a year ago.
Those men, you see, they were like characters, like characters in plays, made-up ones, fictional, I mean, and it didn’t
really matter who was playing them, if this makes sense to
you. Who embodied them. Not like when you hear someone
say “a real character,” meaning someone who is interesting
or eccentric. More like in that Shakespeare play you took me
to, where they are all listed in the program notes, most of the
roles doubled by the actors, hard to keep them straight. All I
could think of was the contact of our thighs and shoulders,
and had I dared, I would have reached into your lap and
stroked you as you say Eloise once did at the opera.
So yes, each man was memorable, but not as an autonomous self, you see. They were simply interchangeable. Like
conventioneers walking around with their name tags, but
who’s to say what name or whose? And wasn’t it you yourself
who told of going to the conference and avoiding the registration fee by walking up to the desk and picking the nametag of
the most distinguished scholar invited there? Knowing, you
said, that those so eminent would hardly lower themselves as
to concede there might be attendees who did not recognize
them in the flesh.
Isn’t that what Feynman said, so you said, about the
names for things? You learn the names, and you’ve learned
nothing. You need instead to see how things work, Feynman
said, how people work: that’s what learning is. All that words
do, even the right words for things, is disguise what it is we
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do not know of them. Who cares what academic luminary you
pretended to be in the convention hall?
Those men, you see; they were the things themselves,
not just the names for them, which I might mishear and forget
in a day. Call me anything you want—loose, immoral—just
another name or descriptor. My view? Let the pheromones do
the work for you. Why resist any man, any one of them?
I grew up during a time when you didn’t have to bother
picking and choosing, as you well know, reaping all the rewards of liberation without having to fight or long for it. And
screw Sartre and his insistence on choice, as you would say!
No need to risk an error, however existential, by choosing one
man over another, one path over another. And had there been
only two or three in reality, the thing was, it did not matter
which two or three those were. Waking from a sound sleep,
everything is the same.
And every man is the same as well.
Was it worth it to act otherwise?.
It was easiest with the older men. Or easiest in some
ways. They had the experience to understand signs and codes
that baffled men in their twenties. Maybe they sensed the frisson, he sometimes called it, that she herself felt when his
voice lowered—something she could not hear, but would experience, maybe unconsciously, in the softening of his eyes
and the lowering of his jaw for an instant.
Take David, she thought, at the party with the ironically
named Solitaires who owned the old Greek revival overlooking the bays, east and west. Or maybe just a story of this, one
she could tell when his name came up in the right circumstances. Half-drunk he must have been, believing of course,
his charm enhanced by alcohol, whereas in fact, what charm
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he had was only blunted by drugs. You had to catch him in
that moment of relaxation when the alcohol numbed his shyness maybe a half-hour before inciting his belligerence; at
that moment, so it was rumored, there was not another lover
you might wish for in his stead; confirming what her half-sister said: “The assholes. They’re the best.” In bed, she meant,
of course; she thought of little else. Such men would give anything to further their reputation, so she claimed, even denying themselves all the pleasures of love; nothing must obstruct or compete with tales of their prowess.
Maybe her half-sister was right—who’s to know? Maybe
if it hadn’t been for David’s kids, those she ran into as adults
before they died or fled the town for good, she might have
forgotten all about him. Or maybe she would remember him
not as the family man and citizen of his imagination, all confirmed in the Town Registry, but as an uninteresting, clumsy,
and sometimes dangerous drunk; maybe she didn’t bring out
the asshole in him the way her half-sister might have done.
And then too was the fact that J. had once worked for him,
John too, and she could hide in a smirk the one thing they
seemed not to suspect about his former employer, each
aware of David’s virtues, and only one the unspeakable banality of his vices.
And Donna befriended Rose who begat Bea who befriended Ronnie two houses down from where Bunny died
of alcohol allowing the land to go to William, dead within
a decade of his step-son’s death as Eli the last young man
on the road moved away to Lisbon with …
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And then there was Rodney or could have been, and that
would have had to be the time she found herself down on the
wharf and those must have been the days when she had just
started up with John or it may have been after she had gotten
the restraining order or just one of those days when she was
delivering something down there, and maybe drugs were involved somehow, and she had gone inside and it may have
been just for a signature or maybe there was something like
a coffee-date, but in any case, the next thing you know …
And why leave out a man like Bob, since we’re going
through the neighborhood. Oh my God can you imagine it?
Bob! Everyone draws a line at some point! a death to think!
as Milton says. Too much even to talk about. Just imagine
Bob’s wife, hands on her hips or arms all akimbo in indignation, posing in artist’s smock or maybe the black shirt with
nothing under it, enraged at the improprieties of her neighbors. Then gathering up the family (all two of them) and moving in a huff to Friendship.
John never let her go, and tailed her to the neighborhood,
establishing his innocent presence there, and that must have
been why he hooked up with Jake—both regarded as salt-ofthe-earth types by those who knew them least; and that must
have been how John got caught up with Bea, Jake totally oblivious thinking him pursuing the widow, in-law of his in-law,
next door to them.
And John worked for Wes who befriended David who
begat Colie who supplied drugs for Chuck and thus for J.
passed on to Jake friend to Bruce who side-swiped Roger
who retired to work on Rodney’s boat so admired by the
professor …
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You see? Names in a catalog or entries in genealogies—nothing to do with reality.
Every man is like the others.
By the time of J., or even before that, she would quietly
admit, and well beyond that!, it was all teenagers and fishermen. The teenagers didn’t know shit from Shinola, as the
older women around her still are heard to express it—some
canard from the military, I think, during the last World War
or maybe one of the other ones. And the fishermen—they
smelled the same, and they walked the same: feet spread,
hunched forward, as if maintaining their balance on the floorboards. They learned soon to talk the same, and all the nonsensical myths they exchanged about women, maybe they
would each try to put into practice so they could speak of it
and be understood: they loved the same way too.
If it wasn’t Andy trying to seduce you with his Peach
Schnapps or Rodney or David with his drunken eloquence or
John with his bullish innocence, it was another. And after a
while, she could no longer distinguish those she had given in
to from those she had “sent packing” with unsensed hostility
or pure fatigue and lack of interest. They would all smile
when meeting and doubtless even the least of them would
feel a special affinity toward or with her. The oneness, you
know, that consists of fisherman and working girl. That’s
what made her a member of the community, as much as her
once marrying into it, and that’s why when J. finally squired
her around toward the end, he almost became one as well;
that was just before he left for the West Coast and just before
the admirer who would marry her the second time, having
just retired from the service, came into her office and left the
yellow flowers for her. It was amusing because J.’s mother
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came in that very day and saw them neglected there and
thought, none too clearly, something about yellow ribbons
and J.’s homecoming of the following spring, then smiled her
most good-natured and approving smile in total silence as if
the two of them, she and Tess, understood and more preposterously agreed on something about love, as if the older
woman had known or even suspected what sordid acts took
place on the living room floor of the apartment she lived in
during the winter, two lovers trying not to make a mess. And
Tess, the wanton perpetrator, realizing what his mother was
thinking, had all she could do not to burst into tears or start
babbling in embarrassment and just turned away, leaving the
yellow flowers wilting in the lobby with his mom, thinking
how she would attribute any bad behavior or incivility to her
awful hearing.
As J. would often say, in matters of the heart, there is no
learning from experience.
ii.
He left as if it were routine. J. did, I mean. A part of life,
part of basic reality. But it’s not. What did he expect of
you? Had he spent too much time in those silly romances
of Spenser and Ariosto? No one simply waits, plaintively,
in life, like dogs are said to do when abandoned or orphaned by their masters; you couldn’t simply sit there attending, as it were, not merely his return, but some
event—a history perhaps—the arrival, perhaps his, or
the appearance of anyone, the virtuous knight, a necromancer or dwarf.
No one comes to you of their own accord today; you
must go to them.
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Otherwise, nothing changes.
Otherwise, each day is like the others.
That’s why she didn’t care about the gossip. Any more
than J. did. Any more than John had earlier. What was he
to her or to anyone? One of the others. Like one of the
fishermen. Imitating themselves and others. Trying to
perfect the roles defined for them. One of the catch itself.
The dying flesh forgotten when the checks came in.
What difference did it make if she had once burst out
laughing while in what she imagined was his arms, realizing the man she was talking to was not J. at all, nor John,
who rarely spoke of anything other than themselves, but
Buddy himself, who had the distinctive gait that fishermen get after years of work and injury on the water. They
walked like the frat boy he described for her who, in
grand theatricality, lugged the keg of beer with an exaggerated and contrived limp that would stay in his
memory for decades as a mark of virility.
What difference did the chronology of things make to
her? The lovers, interchangeable, never aged, but remained fixed in her mind as they had been at their best.
iii.
Where was it?
“It was on the floor of the apartment. Your mother’s
apartment. Right there on the Oriental rug that must have
once seemed elegant. So amusing to see you obsessively
clearing away and cleaning up anything that could be a sign
of this. Something she might recognize, but maybe from her
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past, maybe from a lecture by the Lutheran moralists she
grew up with. That was the first. In Maine.”
For us, you mean. In one sense …
“Yes.”
Was there ever … I mean before us. When we were kids,
or you were at least. Did you find a …
“Of course. You don’t appreciate how different things
were then—the ten-years difference between you and me.
And sometimes you just got thrown into the back seat of your
car, or threw yourself there, without thinking twice about it;
and it was funny since the car where all this weekly fornication took place was the gas-guzzling monster my dad had
bought for me ‘For Protection,’ he said, which pretty much
shows you how out of touch he was with the way kids were
back then, particularly his own. Or what the word protection
even meant to us!”
Like the two of us, then, you and me: two half-generations, thrown together to experience both? I experience your
past, however naïve I may be, by experiencing you …
“No you don’t. Don’t invoke your naiveté, which is just a
grandiloquent ruse to cover up your incidents of cruelty. Why
would you want to experience my past in the first place? This
space where there is no music? Where sound is cacophony?
You know nothing of my life, as Eloise herself used to say to
you. You lived at the proper time for you.”
Maybe that’s why I never got jealous of …
“Of course not. You didn’t know or care who I had affairs
with. You enjoyed it. It was, shall we say, validation is I think
your word for it, validation of your own ordinary lechery. Just
think of it: your lover desired by other men. No uneasiness of
regret in that!
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“And though you didn’t know or care who I had affairs
with, don’t think for a moment that the lovers you had didn’t
hurt me. And it was the hurt, not the jealousy, it was the hurt
that finally led me never to return your calls again.”
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4B. CONTRARY TO POPULAR MYTHOLOGY, CUCKOOS
ARE NOT NESTING BIRDS
David was the only rich kid in the neighborhood, and
he grew up so unruly it was often said he would one day
have to spend time away in Augusta, which it turned out
he did. “In Augusta,” you may not know (if you’re, say,
from away), referred to the neo-Gothic nuthouse every
state and large county seemed to have a century ago or
less, and there, if you listen to those old enough and illfortuned enough to have been patients at such places, or
if you watch old movies and newsreels, you know that
they used to administer electro-shock and I’ve heard others corroborate his testimony that you’re never quite the
same after that. “If you got ugly, they gave it to you standing up,” he said.
Years ago, there was one out in Pownal, past the hippie school that lasted barely a season, whose hobbit-like
buildings are now owned by the family of my artist-collaborator. Pineland, it was called, where a century ago
the state relocated the black residents of Malaga, by midcentury, the locus of field trips for students of psychology, and I guess that’s how it was for 18th-century Londoners who used to visit Bedlam on weekends—out for a
lark with one’s family to see the crazy folks. But that’s all
gone and today, Titicut Follies no longer resonates. To the
few viewers it has left, that film depicts history, not reality. There’s hardly trace or legend left of Pineland now,
as the curious estate is self-described on their website as
a “5000-acre Working Farm” on the “rolling hills of New
Gloucester,” God knows the origins of its fertility.
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David’s “going away to Augusta” must have been due
to the incident, one he never spoke about, mentioned in
the papers as far away as Rockland, papers hardly anyone here pays the least attention to, since all they can report are variants of what we know anyway. He finally had
enough of the mouthy teen-aged son of a competitor—
"had it coming!” I hear they said—and stuffed him headfirst into a 50-gallon bait barrel “damn near drowned the
fucking kid” they say, or Tom said (passing this anecdote
on to me) and good riddance too, those who told of this
would add.
But not everyone agreed.
Neither the competitor-father nor the “fucking kid”
himself (who did not forget this as easily as his attacker
would, and “Don’t turn your back on him,” he said to whoever chose to work on his fishing boat). Not everyone saw
this as a case of Justice Served, and even in those days this
society of Dissenters included the cops; it included the
courts and prosecutors and if it hadn’t been for the liberal appellate judge and the steadfast wife with the habeas corpus writ, he would still be languishing in that jail
or hospital cell today. When you yourself got picked up
by the cops at 3AM on your way to work for him, just invoking his name in the smell of the bait fish was enough;
the cops shook their heads “Oh yes, we know him well,”
and let you go without so much as a warning for driving
in the pre-dawn, something civilians, apparently, had no
right to do.
In his tales of his days in the nuthouse and what led
up to them—“Didn’t sleep for a week; didn’t sleep for a
week. I just lay in bed …”—he is always the heroic victim,
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and the Zola-esque wealth of details he decorates all this
with—the torn-up quilt, the caress of the solicitous wife,
the gathering up of the children—these never include the
bait barrel and the half-drowned teenager, gasping for
air as the dock-boys ran to his assistance.
Yet how could you suspect or worse accuse such a
man of duplicity? Of manipulation or deceit?
Why, he nearly broke into tears with emotion speaking of the days he came back to work on the water after
months in Augusta, “The things they did!” he’d say of his
competitors, those who seemed to have gotten used to
life and work without him and now preferred it that way.
“But I just took it, toughed it out and went on working regardless, and within a year, or two it may have been, I
was one of them again—Wes, John, the Westcotts—or as
close to that as possible. Because once you’ve been exiled
from the community, however much stock you once put
in it, you’re never quite the same again. Just like after
electro-shock. You can survive these crucial crises of
one’s life. But time does not reverse itself and what was
done to you remains. Now don’t take my word for it: that
part about the treatment in the nuthouse, I’m referring
to. What I have said is exactly what your own father said
when they took him to detox and hit him too with electroshock; he swore by it but ‘You’re never the same again,’
he said. All those contrived and tearful confessions they
extorted from him: the treatises he wrote of his recovery,
no mention of alcohol, nothing for a wordsmith like himself. He came almost to believe the whole fiction he created, or at least believed that others did. And that’s why I
served the wine that night I had the two of you for dinner
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and smirked as you both knocked it down, glaring accusatorily at the other. If I couldn’t stay away from it, I
didn’t need to be in company with those who could.”
So the au pair, you mean. That was earlier and
there were no repercussions other than the stories
told of it and her flying back to Germany. Well,
you’re wrong about the participants. David’s old
cronies yes. But Wes? He had nothing to do with it.
You know, you kept saying how he couldn’t swim,
then you got all enamored of your theory that commercial fishermen themselves can’t swim because,
as you put it, going into the water is absolutely out
of the question, just like you yourself out sailing refuse to wear a safety harness or inflatable life jacket
(even though they make them so small and light you
barely know you’re wearing them). Ha ha, that’s like
your student R., you think evasively, clothes fitting
her as you used to say, “as if a gentle breeze had just
draped them over her shoulders” and could whisk
them off in an instant.
But it was bullshit, you know. Wes was a great
swimmer, or at least, so his family insisted after
finding out what you’d said of him in Dogfish
Memory. I don’t know. I never saw him near the water without a boat hull between them. Some say of
folks like that he was just an ornery recluse—the
role he always tried to play—or some girl embarrassed him as a kid and the whole society and civility thing just didn’t seem worth it to him anymore
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(that’s the most likely case), or the stories just spun
out of control or grew like rot itself.
And I guess the next question is who was standing
guard and who was it that went in there and … and
why am I searching for a evasive euphemism? Like
the standard one assault which is like one of those
words you use on television or to a news reporter
when you need things all done up in a bow, pious as
possible …
Remember Gene in seventh grade? baiting poor
Mrs. Brown who had put up with enough in life dealing with her son Jim. He’s the one ticketed for running out of beer and doing 50 on the straight stretch
to replenish it—in reverse, they said! Gene raised
his hand and asked winking at his classmates just
what Caryl Chessman had done that had everyone
so riled up in ‘50s, and we kids all held our breath,
knowing these were things about which we were to
be spared the knowing, and Mrs. Brown I can still
see her staring down at him and dismissing it “Oh
you know he attacked those girls …” leaving me uncertain who had won that exchange or what I myself
had learned from it.
David’s I think was the only place in the community
where they even had such things as maids, or “housekeepers” now you call them. Even the rich folks who summer here, even they live modestly, hiring the locals to
clean their houses once a week or so, and maybe to cater
a meal, but nothing live-in like it was at David’s place in
the old days. And as for au pairs, come on, it was basically
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a euphemism for slavery or the sex trade, the victims
having no one to plead for them.
Now later, the way that worked changed; I’m thinking like David did after the divorce, fearing he had lost
the charm that won him so many lovers in the past. You
just put an ad in Uncle Henry’s or the local paper it was
back then, painting yourself like a character in an L.L.
Bean catalog the rugged no-nonsense fisherman and you
need a domestic “helper” just like you have a “helper” on
the boat itself (or an “apprentice” as the kid who dies in
Peter Grimes is called) …. And don’t think the two of them,
David and his real helper, maybe it was Steve that year,
didn’t exchange some wry smiles when each acknowledged implicitly what he was up to, and finally some hot
and tough independent chick who’s broke and not afraid
of a forty-year-old fisherman answers the ad and the next
thing you know she’s living in what to a previous generation was the maid’s room and it’s the same place the attack on the au pair took place more than two decades
earlier, as this was after David’s disgruntled lover had
burned his own house down while he spent the night
with the Russian professor’s ex-wife forcing him to move
back to the old colonial he had grown up in. So they’re
having dinner one night, and one inevitable thing leads
to another inevitability and she’s pretty much bored with
it, like screwing yet another guy means a thing to her!,
and he got all bent out of shape because at some point
was it that night or days later she snapped at him that
birth control was as much his responsibility as hers and
until he addressed it there was going to be nothing further, and he was taken aback by that—taken aback as in
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the old sense of a sail back-winded and checking all headway, like slapping an engine into reverse!
And that was largely that as within another week or
so, her stomach full and $200 in her pocket, no longer
sleep-deprived or hysterical about her drug supply, she
began scanning the paper again for ads of other men who,
in their minds at least, were about to pull off a complex
caper getting a young woman into the sack with them.
For her, it was nothing more than small talk, a cleansing
of the system, a place to stay for a few nights, and one
more notch on her bedpost.
And this present debacle with the live-in “helper”—
all it did was take him back to the old days. Maybe it was
when for the first time in years he stood in the doorway
of the maid’s room, where he had rarely stood since that
day as a teenager, with one of them sneaking in as quietly
as possible and then grabbing her from behind as she
bent over the cot she slept in while the others stood out
on the landing, “standing guard” they would call it later,
but what did that even mean that day? Who were they
watching for? Anyone who drove down that road would
be completely lost and thoroughly incurious of the residents there.
And then he thought of the au pair, even, say, even as
he thought of her when he first hired the housekeeper he
had so ingeniously found through the want ads, and you
could tell, he had to concede, it was all mechanical for
her, the housekeeper that is, even the cries of passion,
like part of the job, and it left you with a very bad feeling,
like your mouth was full of acid or vomit or something
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and just making you so damn angry there was hardly a
way to sleep at all, and going back out onto the boat in the
morning was hard and dealing with Steve and his damn
questions had you actually gotten her yet? was hard and
going through the routine was hard and paying enough
attention to place his traps properly was hard and one
day he hadn’t gone home at all, afraid to find her there,
and spent the night drunk and God knows where, likely
sleeping it off in his truck and sure enough, when he finally staggered home two days later hung-over and exhausted from the uneasy sleep cramped in the seat of the
pick-up, having fished his gear all wrong for days and lost
hundreds because of it, finding the door unlocked, the
screen barely latched, and inside no sign of her, no note,
no effort to clean up the kitchen, just an empty cup or two
and a loaf of bread that hadn’t been properly sealed up
and as he lay down, finally to get the good night’s sleep
he had not had in days, he found himself straining for just
the smell of her, maybe some warmth left in the bedsheets.
And then he thought of the au pair again, unnerved
to think he might be reliving the whole thing, reenacting
that day in a more ethical way with the girl he hired to
clean for him. Purifying if not purging that history …
That’s what he could tell Dr. Lorrente, the only shrink in
town in those days! That’s what they could then discuss
like intellectually engaged adults, that is, like scholars
abstracted from the vicious events themselves, the grim
setting of her jaw as she gave in to the inevitable.
It must have been the end of the season, only days
before she returned to Germany, as everything in those
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days, even for the rich folks, revolved around the fish
stocks. For how could he have passed her each day in the
sometimes narrow corridors without losing his way in
life, fearful of being denounced? perhaps dropping to his
knees melodramatically in tears as if bent in the confessional, or at least imagine doing that, child’s play, as they
always said, for a theatrical romantic as himself! So I
guess or he guessed he and the Westcotts had planned
and timed everything out, figured that with the ticket already purchased back to Germany there was nothing she
could do, even if she ruined the bedsheets bleeding out
on them, and that must have been the way it was, a morning just getting over the chill of early fall mornings, and
everyone in the household gone, and maybe a day free of
fishing or school or whatever else they did in those days,
maybe a Sunday morning too, like all the rich folks think
is so serene, and maybe it is for some people but it was
not that way for her that day.
And who had “had his way” in plain sight of the others? He himself? Why not John, the Westcotts—any one
of them? Perhaps all he had done was wrestle her to the
floor while the friend more experienced in such matters
violated her, less for his own pleasure than for his standing in their eyes. One of the “assholes” to be sure, as
Tess’s half-sister used to say, this time with true contempt. One who didn’t need emotion or fantasy or
dreams of his former lover to be part of it.
It was simply one of the grim burdens each would
bear in life—he and all the rest of them caught up in the
tangled narratives—like the struggling fish doomed in
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the gill net, you’d say, I guess appropriately, stealing
their very language from them, or something cruder like
he never “took the bait” when hearing, oh yeah, speaking
of au pairs or “guests” visiting from Germany … that sort
of thing, just playing dumb until the exhausted conversation moved on to something else due to the reflexive
warning in his eyes. And maybe when he thought about
that past, and thought about his own part in it, he remembered not one of the Westcott boys, who it really was, not
John who had once worked for him, but Wes himself, who
like all the other good citizens and relatives, had taken
his secrets conveniently to the grave with him. Nothing
left of his legacy. He thought about his former lover,
burning the small hand-built house to the ground in a
jealous rage, and thought inevitably of his youngest son,
who had grown up there and would return to his grandmother’s old colonial, the house of his father’s youth, and
burn that and all its hidden quarters to ashes too.
Remember the weekend his boat went ashore?
Badly secured to the mooring it was, so eager was he that
day to spend the weekend in New Hampshire, having seduced the roommate of my former wife, a woman even
more naïve than I was. He got the call while still asleep
with her and told his son in as grandiloquent and public
voice as possible sure go out and deal with it, you know
how to patch the hull; I trust you, you’re my son! And he
told us all with great familial pride that when he got there
to run the boat back to the harbor, he did not even check
the patch his son had nailed with oak lathes over canvas
where the bottom was stove in by the rocks, showing
thus pride in his child-rearing; even if things went wrong,
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and drastically so, he claimed, to show he had confidence in his son would be worth it, proving him the
great progenitor of his dreams!
“Bull!” Judith later said. “How can you be fooled by
that? He didn’t give a shit about his son’s skills as a carpenter nor did he care about his self-confidence.. He was
just setting him up to fail, his own son, so that the boat
going ashore? even foundering on the run back to the
harbor?—it would all be his kid’s fault, and not his, who
had mis-tied the mooring halter in his haste to leave for
the weekend.”
I saw Colie, who had so proudly patched the hull that
day, down at Carl’s maybe a year or two ago, with a number of apparent friends from away I had no reason to recognize. And they were talking in a suspiciously hushed
manner of starting up a business of some kind, asking for
advice, and Colie had all the land for it and all went well
until one of the local kids—they know everything—stumbled upon Carl’s unprotected crop in the woods and that
was pretty much the end of it.
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5A. GETTING THE WORDS RIGHT
When the rumor that John was killed on the fishing trip
first arrived at her office, she was asked of their history, and
on this, Tess did not mince words. “Bad,” she said. Perhaps it
was important that day to appear professional; it was not
quite the same if you asked her about others: David, William,
Jake, Rod—all of them; for them, she would merely shrug, as
if she hadn’t heard, easy for her to do given her hearing loss.
Even when she answered more expansively, you were never
certain how she was trying to “inflect it,” as J. might say,
speaking as his colleagues did. You didn’t know whether you
should resist the narrative or just give in to it.
“What did she want with a guy like that?” they would ask,
eyes down, maybe shaking their heads, hardly sensing the
ambiguities of what they said. “Didn’t she know what would
happen? Didn’t she know of the beatings? missing-persons
reports? Assaults on the innocents? What happened to …
Cindy, was it? She trimmed her fingernails long, and stroked
with the very tips of them. That’s what he said. That’s exactly
what he said. And it’s been decades since we’ve heard of her.
Accident victim, I’m told. Had she thought of all that? And
worse things, so much worse. Hadn’t she heard? Or is that it?
all that hearing thing? Maybe she didn’t ‘hear of’ anything. In
the end, I mean.” That place where real hearing is.
Her position as a town official or postmistress was
enough: no one would press her. The men always hesitant in
her presence lest they say something to offend her, something to drive her away, or something stupidly braggart-like,
as if women and she in particular might fall mesmerized by
the egomaniacal tales they told.
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But words, even ill-chosen ones, would do nothing; it’s
all chemistry and hormones and the way the stars align and
it wasn’t anything a man said or anything about the heroism
of his life, his lowered voice or “interest,” your awe at his
prowess, you just wanted him and it didn’t matter whether
he thought himself a lecherous faun in pursuit of your Dianalike virtue, or credited himself with Casanova-like charm. It
was only the scent of him weeks earlier that had decided
things, and the rest pure mystification, as the scholars said.
There was something almost sweetly erotic about the
whole thing, at least initially, she must have thought, although
“sweetly” was not the right word for it. Certainly the town,
getting wind of this, thought otherwise, and maybe suspected
things were not always as unruffled as they seemed on the
surface, thwarted by civility from telling her to her face, only
smiling in stern approval when she finally had what her
neighbors called “the stones” to move out and finally stop answering his calls, and even once calling the sheriff when he
began to get a bit too persistent.
For the most part, she was silent. She never spoke of the
“incident” or “trouble” that occasionally got talked about, and
sometimes John’s name was attached to it and sometimes it
was other names, David’s, Rod’s, the accusations always sotto
voce, and the speaker would pause mid-sentence, mid-paragraph—an au pair it was (paying the price for her trip to
America), an assault on a fishing boat, or a neighbor on her
death bed (too vile to think about)—pause lest any potential
listener walk up the driveway, or maybe skip or prance down
the road to the wharf, just as kids did to prove that a 3AM
start to the day was nothing and they would party all evening.
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And what words should she or could she have used of
this? Her entire life had been a wilderness of words, where,
as in any wilderness, you only sense part of what you encounter, and you pare that down even further, throw out the embarrassments of truth, and whittle the discourse down, as
Louis the Poet once said, to the banalities of narrative.
For you can’t just wad up the incidents that stick in your
head—the au pair, the old professor on his fishing boat, Bea’s
death-bed—like a bunch of old clothes destined for the recycling center or the Goodwill sorting bins. You have to order
them such that they make sense—beginning middle end, I
guess, just like they teach it in writing classes or in film
school. Thus the crappy art today and all the false testimony
in the court room.
“And that’s why I hear what I want to hear,” she says.
“Looking at you, knowing exactly what your voice is,
unchanged since I heard it first some thirty years ago—
the little I could then hear more
than all I’ve heard since.
That’s what I hear, the voice I remember.
To know what the words are,
I turn to your poetry.”
“ ‘That’s what you said to me,’ you said, ‘years ago.’ I hear you
saying that still as I spoke to you.”
ii.
Oh those were the days, she thought, no one listening.
When men knew no more of her than the blind lust they experienced, and being young, their insatiable desire, you might
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say, matched by a profound store of endurance, that is, the
ability to act on it and even when she was free at the office as
she had been earlier at the doughnut shop, free to take up
each customer who decided to flirt with her or ask her out or
try to glance down the shirt she left open for amusement—
even when she had that many opportunities—a day’s worth
of lovers on each shift if she chose to service them!—even
then, there was always that one among the others, the moon
among the other stars, J. had said, like every evening, waking
up with the sun, middle of the night, after coffee, coming
home for lunch, every instant of the day it was always there,
real or simply in potentia, J. used to say.
The desire always there, like the memory itself of brushing by him in the narrow corridor, hardly more than contact,
barely contact, and seeing him almost explode in passion
right there on the spot, pulling her shirt away and barely able
to contain himself as he carried her off, or sometimes just for
the sport of it, had her there right in the corridor with the kid
snoozing in the car-carrier one mere wall, you’d say, away
from them.
But as you know our neighbor used to say when asked
about his sex life or whether he had been … well, you know:
he would simply gesture to his kids, then nearing puberty,
and he would say “What for? See them? They’re the best birth
control method you could ever imagine.” You get my drift?
How could you not?
And that was how it was for her, sometimes coming
home from work and getting the kid ready for dinner and entertaining him for an hour or so, barely able to keep her eyes
open from exhaustion, or barely able to keep her strength up
from the breast feeding, sometimes that omnipresent lust
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simply could not be shared, could not be felt or appreciated,
and those, we suppose, those were the days when he and
likely other men, experienced now if they had not already
been, started “going out” on her.
She leaned forward over the counter of her work-place.
He lowered his eyes, and it could have been John or J. himself,
maybe an ex from high school, a teenager from the next town
over, or any one of them, and she could sense him “checking
her out” in all its senses, and she froze, as if annoyed, knowing
each fold of the uniform fixed in his view, something he would
remember, imagining her breath checked in acknowledgement as his eyes caressed her, and almost feeling her own calloused palms in the middle of a back rub or shoulder rub or
whatever it would be the time the two of them were falling
asleep in the guest room of his friends in Manhattan, the
plane ride down, the plane ride back …
And one day John came home with his face bloodied
and his hands scuffed with bruises, mumbling some b.s.
about an accident at work, meaning something wrong on
the boat—it happened!—blocks failing due to metal fatique, a stern-wake from the tourist, throwing you against
the wheel or winch, some line snaking out over the transom with a mischievous coil catching your ankle—things
like that, routine, since the more serious accidents were
ones you
never heard about, accidents about which you could only
speculate, when they fished the bodies from the indifferent
sea.
She took one look at him all scratched up like that and
before thinking it through she said: “So she fought you
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hard, I see,” and they both knew by “she” she didn’t mean
the boat and the next thing she knew she was struggling
to push herself from the floor feeling nothing of the blow if
that or perhaps it had been an accident and twisting to
one side maybe she had slipped, hitting her cheek on the
dinner table, side-board, the hobnailed boots meant for
logging-work. The sort of testimony she would give in a
courtroom.
She slept then with her back turned, no matter the
pleasure he took or sought, knowing she would not have
to go through this again, and the next morning, it took her
less than an hour to pack all her small things up and tag
what little else she owned—the things the sheriff would
pick up for her later in the week
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5B. CABLE SPLICE
“Jesus Christ, what were you thinking? What if
everyone acted that way? Where would we all be
then?”
“Don’t worry,” John said. “They won’t. They’ll just
keep doing what they always have done. When they
all start walking on the grass like the rebellious
youths of their imagination, I’ll start walking on the
roadway.”
To John, Tess was not who she was or would be, not
a woman with a coherent history, not someone who
worked for the town with a name familiar from high
school and an entire life attached to it. Rather she was
someone who had once served him coffee in the doughnut shop long ago and maybe it was down-time and they
had chatted or what passed for that then, a single exchange while he stared at her ill-fitting uniform and she
stared back at him with unnerving intensity, damn near
scared him out of the place for good. Rich kids never
came on to you. But a working girl like that? What had
she meant by it?
And one day her car broke down, right there on her
work route. Fuel pump, or no just the filter on the fuel
line. Simplest of fixes. He had been the first to stop for
her. Five minutes work it was—no labored diagnosis.
That was mechanics. Like life, you see. You don’t need to
understand things perfectly, and sometimes even at all.
You simply do what you can, starting with the simplest
thing, most likely the problem—first X, then Y—and
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you proceed, increasing the level of complexity like on
those game shows they used to have on television, doing
at times not what needs to be done but only what you can
do most easily and sometimes the two merge allowing
the illusion of expertise to form in the grateful embrace
of the woman you got out of this apparent fix, in this case,
one who couldn’t hear a damn thing of your hesitancy,
your muttered curses, expressions of hope, contempt for
those who would not keep their equipment in working
order, all the while leering at your young body, letting
your very self become her “helpmate” he’d say, the word
helper reserved for those who worked the fishing boats
after they could no longer be called the names we once
routinely used of them.
And then maybe it was payback, her show of gratitude, maybe a cup of coffee or lunch at the Vegetable Corner, or maybe right there on the unmowed lawn, and finally for the first time in his life, his public life I mean,
there was no need for the eloquence he had never possessed, no need for experience itself, as they made love,
he ineptly and violent—what else would he have
known?—she maintaining her untutored view of him
seeing the almost comical caress as the act of a youthful
innocent, and instead of sensing the bruises in her future,
the handprints on her forearm, pain dug deep to the
bone, all she knew of him was the young kid he had once
been who still didn’t know anything.
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The best day of his life, John thought, was the time he
had gone out with Tom and his crew and they spent
all night setting the stop seine across the cove, “his”
cove Tom styled it, although until the fish pens came
into the state, no one could be said to own any part of
the seascape, more like a monopoly for certain operations in certain locations, the catch rarely great
enough to earn the interest of a competitor. Tom
claimed he just hauled up all the lobster gear in his
way and dumped it outside the cove, rough customer
that he was, though that was something you would
never dare to do in life, attending rather to the sailors anchored in the cove or the bass fishermen attracted by the thrashing of the herring. And that
night and that night only, even the lowliest deckhand earned a year’s wages with the catch, the upshot the wasting of thousands of hours in the coming
years trying for a day like that again, instead filling
dories with pogies useful only as lobster bait.
Caught off the corner, she had finally been. Even a sophisticate like her. Imagine. Or maybe she intended it all
along. Just like all those nieces and step-children she
used to talk about. And of course there was some tired
old-fashioned bullshit about a father with a shotgun,
whereas the truth was the only shotgun marriage anyone
here knew of for certain was when Leon went to his future father-in-law’s doorway and threatened to kill him
unless he let his daughter marry him.
So she found a man to “do right” by her, thinking
maybe building the house together would lock them into
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domesticity, pillars of the community and that sort of
thing. And then things went bad as they always do. The
husband was off philandering and the house was unfinished and the pets simply ran off into the woods and she
took the cheapest house she could, one she would never
have the energy to clean properly, waiting there for some
man who didn’t care what the house looked like, and bantering with him about the son who never seemed to go to
bed soon enough for them, all wrought up with some project for school or impressing the kids he hung out with by
calling his mother’s lovers by their given names.
When she finally left him, John, as other men, was
confused as to what he should have felt. No pain. Nothing
of the hurt he saw depicted in the movies or had been
told of in hushed tones by a work-mate. Just anger, not at
her, but at the inconveniences of getting back to normal.
The simplicity of history or the plot summary. For John,
to life in the fishing shack. No more of the excrescences
of love and experience. Run for selectman, knowing all
his fishing friends would vote for him.
Charley and his Dad went down to New York and
there was supposed to be some barge pretty much
there for the taking and all he had to do was tow it
here and he’d have a life-time of scrap metal for his
welding shop or who knows given all the money he
was getting from some unknown enthusiast from
South America who kept investing cash in boat-restoration, don’t ask any questions, just be sure you
get the money before you do the work on the still
derelict hull, and out there, God knows somewhere
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in the Hudson or just north of Long Island, Hell’s
Gate I think it’s called, same name for the meeting
of the Kennebec and Sheepscot, where all streams
come together in a grand conclusive confluence like
in Merrymeeting Bay up by Richmond maybe more
on the scale and turbulence of The Old Sow of
Eastport and Lubec where you close the book on the
States and head into Canada if you’ve ever been up
that way these enormous whirlpools form, fine and
whoop-dee-do if you’re single-handing a Grady
White through there or some such thing, but with a
boat like his hooked onto a barge three times its size
you had no chance of keeping control and the Coast
Guard came up demanding that he cut it free so instead he put the dim-witted kid who could barely
form a sentence aboard the barge and there was
nothing the Coast Guard could do, no way to order
him to leave the helpless kid adrift with no hope of
survival and at that point, so the story goes, they
just lost interest, or the way Charley Jr. explained it
they didn’t want to get involved any more than they
had to, and went back to man-overboard drills or
harassing sailors about the expiration dates on
their flares, of no use to anyone, real or imagined,
and steamed off, leaving him sitting cross-legged on
the deck, trying to splice the wire cable together
maybe that was another trip he was conflating with
this one! and “Damn,” he said, “I’ve been splicing
line all my life or since maybe I was 8 or so, and here
I am over-under pushing the strands through since
no one told me everything has to go through
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clockwise not like rope where sometimes you can ignore the lay of the line completely and insist it do as
you want, and what I was doing was like tellinga
story with all its narrative threads in reverse and
after twenty minutes I guess Dad, it must have been,
reviling me and telling me to saw through the whole
business and start again, like Alexander did with
the Gordion Knot, or the author throwing the completed draft into the fire, and yeah once I straightened all the strands out, the retarded kid still
aghast on the barge, we had just enough squared
away to deal with the whirlpools, and I have to tell
you, that was about the most terrifying twenty
minutes I have ever spent on the water. Like Ulysses,
I’m told, although the Charybdis here was real.”
And finally, he thought, all of them, J., the lovers from
her youth—these men who knew no more of her history
than what they were involved in—all got thrown out with
the others, tossed like trash fish, he once had said, the
best he could come up with to gloss over his bitterness
and what the others must have felt. All went back to work
as doubtless others had before them, returning to their
old ways as if nothing had happened. As if the tales and
histories were smooth as the morning sea, he said—all
the unexpected inheritances, job opportunities—Godsends all!—the revealing of relations, the deaths of the
usurers, the marrying off of the innocents, the confusions
of genealogy all cleared up at last.
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6A. IT’S IN THE SYLLABUS
i.
I never read a book ‘til I was twelve and never got a taste
for it, while guys like J. were breezing along in their middleclass complacency, reading everything in the family library,
in his case stuff like Greek and Latin texts some in bindings
from the seventeen-hundreds stacked right next to the latest
trashy novel from the Book-of-the-Month Club or Reader’s
Digest Condensed Books, his parents having more brains
than discrimination, I guess. He didn’t care about art, the autonomies of the text, or the intricacies of plot structure; books
were the accoutrements of middle-class adulthood and he
kept on reading and sometimes I wonder if all that crap he
filled his mind with must have drained out like that gas line
cracked in the heat, keeping behind the good stuff or maybe
just balanced out his brain ph-neutral between genius and
stupidity so there was always some point of communication
between the two of us. At least, so I figured or maybe hoped
until I sensed the differences in the real world rather than just
in my imagination trying to keep up with my son’s reading list
in high school and finally, maybe because of some foolish notion I could catch up to him, getting a chance to go to College,
me that is, me, in a program for returning older women and
fortunately I turned it down when I met the guy I would finally marry not quite for love, and I say “fortunately” because
I found out later it would have been really tough on me, when
he, J. I mean, passed on some information years into the future from some of the younger students at that very place
suggesting that they treated most of the adults in the program
I applied to like crap knowing that they were uneducated and
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thus no different from dorm mothers or real moms for God’s
sake, except a social class or more beneath them, thus worthy
of their unwon arrogance and contempt, and most of them,
like I doubtless would have been, simply overwhelmed with
the entire situation and it’s not like the nineteenth century a
hundred or two hundred years ago when you could gather up
all the working girls like they did at the factories in Lowell he
says and stick them into school the way you might stuff yourself, as he has also written, into a sports bra.
I never sat in on a class he taught, to watch him act the
professor like all his other lovers did, up there lecturing to all
those docile undergraduates, many of whom (so he found out
too late to do much about it) fantasized hooking up with him
(in the contemporary sense!) just as he did about them,
maybe because I never even got to visit him at all. I’m told
they, his “guests” I mean, “girlfriends” more like it, would sit
in the back making jokes with the students, since they knew
him in ways the students could only imagine. And sometimes
these guests would just roll their eyes theatrically at something he said, assuring the students that none of this, none of
what they heard up there, had to be taken seriously and if
they would just chill out and laugh at his lame jokes all would
go well as it generally did. And sometimes he would tell them
in advance, he claims, if it’s all right with you guys can we just
tone down the allusions to my past lovers when we have a,
uh, “visitor”? although if it had been me, I wouldn’t have cared
a whit, used to that as I was, and it never bothered me any
more than it bothered him to know my lover had lusted for
others as strongly as he lusted after me as it was never the
history that counted. Never the narrative. Never the sequence
of lovers or rejections, the failures or moments when you
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were overcome with happiness. Like what are you supposed
to do when you feel the waves of emotion sweeping over you?
Stop and wonder how this was possible? Waste time in analysis? What was the exact sequence of events that put me
here? Step by step, as if life were a series of chapters in a
thriller or a mystery. Which lover did I have who first showed
me what the illusion of love could be? Or who first kissed me
with affection rather than simply fumbling around like his
friends told him to?
He never asked about old lovers, or who fathered my
child for me. And that’s why when he left or I left or the two
of us just drifted apart like old lovers do, it never made a bit
of difference to me never touched my emotions or my dreams
of him even, and it must have been three decades into the future before we met again and had at it as if we were the teenagers we never had the chance to be.
ii.
“Forget it. You’re not doing that. I have too many kids to
take care of as it is. Don’t tell me you’ll just get pregnant at
age seventeen and go back to work and use me as a day-care
center. How are you going to buy groceries for yourself, let
alone for the squalling kid?”
She sat back.
She set the receiver back into the cradle.
She closed her eyes and imagined this girl she called her
stepchild, another child of her sister or maybe of her ex or just
another of the neighborhood: clear-featured in her mind as
when she stood there in the flesh. Her own son sat in the corner. The house smelled of children, unwashed possessions.
He needed poison. For the darts he would use to kill rabbits.
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Arrows, maybe. Where would he get it? Could he concoct it
according to a formula? Why had she not signed up for chemistry in high school? She had never seen rabbits here, although J. had told her his father often talked of them turning
to pure white in the winter, hares then, not rabbits! And one
spring he went out and found a carcass decapitated and J. said
something about owls, which made no sense as an owl would
swallow the whole thing and leave the head behind before
puking the bones out as a pellet and what we had here
seemed to be the reverse of that. Dog. Coyote. Common predator.
J.’s eyes widened at the thought of what her murderous
son would do or intended to do or merely talked of doing; she
just said he should continue to work on the arrows or darts
themselves and perfect those knowing he would soon lose interest and there was no reason to involve oneself in the safety
or ethics of poisonings when the whole plan would be forgotten within a day. Like J. himself. Same. Says he promised a
teacher once he would build a model whaling ship, but never
got further than the evening he spent fashioning harpoons
out of toothpicks. …
The way he feigned the things in life, you see,
the credentials—not the things themselves,
the least parts of imagined replicae.
The grandly rigged ship barely in his mind,
or so he once had said to her …
She placed the receiver back onto the cradle. She saw her
step-daughter in the unflattering “uniform” they called it,
plain, barely more than a remade white coat such as you see
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doctors or pharmacists wear, or maybe they only do that on
television, and there were ice-cream stains (of course!) spattered over it that seemed like ciphers but were not
and her face was discolored by acne, and her eyes,
they drooped more than they should have at that age.
At 2 or 3 dollars an hour no wonder she thought of running
off with the pimply kid who didn’t have a job or any means of
getting one and had decided to drop out of school and was
defiant of all authority and “No!” she said, No you cannot quit
your job and hitch-hike out west with a loser lost like that or
think to extort the money for a car from me, bad tires and no
chance of passing inspection, and no I cannot do any more
babysitting than I am bound to do as it is; keep that job and
use a condom for God’s sake,
and for a moment she let the sulking teenager drift,
drift from her consciousness knowing she would
return to work,
return to scowling over the ice-cream,
spitting into the containers.
She would learn there was no way to live
on the pittance they paid her,
and no way too her dead-beat debaucher
would suddenly find himself or find himself
a profession or sell enough drugs
or become famous enough to support either of them let alone
the two of them let alone the imagined three and knowing
that, she was confident in her own son’s good-heartedness
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and limited attention, yes, he would kill things with wanton abandon if that was really a word or a phrase, but no
he was not committed to it or to anything and for the
most part … for the most part …
With all that behind her, she glanced again at him,
her lover, you would say, though she said merely
friend,
nobody’s business in the end,
any more than her brief or some say failed marriage
of five years ago,
sitting as if at ease,
just as when he turned discreetly
into her driveway, as if an afterthought,
her living right on the road like that,
a single woman, eligible was the word
(or was that only used of men?)
and all who passed could see his distinctive car
still hot in the driveway,
and turn sharing knowing smiles with a seatmate
not saying a word but good luck with that,
secrecy I mean or basic privacy,
maybe they would fall asleep in separate pairs
with beers before the television,
the whole pack of them, seer and seen,
witness and actant, and one of those times,
she would be looking at J. both ravenous,
hardly caring what the gossipmongers thought,
driving past, slowing to thirty. …
“I need poison.” Her son’s voice. “How do we …”
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“We’ll get it, honey. Now just work on the darts, or arrows, I mean, and what sort of bow you’ll need if we go that
way. Maybe we can go out and find one of those supple
branches this weekend.”
And J. pretended to be absorbed in a book
bought from the consignment store,
left out too ostentatiously,
too pretentiously, too hopefully,
King Lear, it must have been.
Some book from school for her niece or step-child,
unread by her. Unread by either of them.
Unable to discuss it.
What do you mean by “analysis”?
Who are the characters?
Where were all the moms, for God’s sake?
Like in the family shows from the sixties.
Child-rearing was different for the rich folks.
Child-rearing wasn’t like that for the rich folks.
“Just sit down, honey. We’ll read it together.” And maybe
they would end up with a page from Cliff Notes someone had
lent her ice-cream-painted step-child or niece, and you know
you can’t let J. see that as teachers are said to be offended by
plot-summaries but for God’s sake what would one do without them? Don’t we all get lost at some point, in books and in
life itself? and rarely the same point. And maybe teachers
were incensed in her day as well, themselves lost. And she
knew the only way out of that classroom, out of that icecream shop or convenience store, was to find a man who had
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some ambition within him and perhaps the kind of unbridled
lust with a dozen children in his charge, now her charge,
abandoned, as so many others were, to teen pregnancy and
barely acknowledged grandchildren.
With the inevitable divorce now imminent, they put the
half-built house on the market and within a week had their
asking price; and the most amusing part of that was one day
J. was sitting next to her as he was today and maybe they had
just gotten out of the sack or he was frenetic plotting to get
her back there again and anyway began talking about his Dad,
whom she knew well of course, gregarious and cordial eccentric as he was, as every day punctually he would come to the
Post Office and ask for his mail, pretending of course he was
sparing them the trouble of delivering it, but actually causing
twice the work for them, and you can imagine if everyone in
town did that nothing would get done at all, but for a goodnatured old charmer like that, who cared about the extra
work?
Such a character and raconteur!
So J. was talking about how Dad and Mom had heard
something in the chimney they never used and somehow the
old guy had gotten to the roof, thank God it was a one-story
house, and looked down the chimney (“peered,” he would
have said, in his unsettling neo-Victorian idiolect) and
damned if there wasn’t something looking right back up at
him which with a flashlight he identified as a cat, and tried
first lowering an old sheet or a net of some sort down there
hoping it would give the cat “purchase”—that was the word
he used, old-fashioned like himself—but nothing came of that
so instead he got all Rube Goldberg and screened off the fireplace, removing the “dogs” they call them—supports for the
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firewood—and putting in the actual crate J.’s beloved bulldog
had come in when he bought him sight-unseen from a
breeder on Long Island, $100 with no papers, as the pink nose
disqualified him from dog shows (lucky guy!), leaving (are
you with me here?) just enough of a space for the broom-handle, then slowly opened the flu, and my God the description
or J.’s version of his dad’s version you can see it as clearly as
if you had been there, after a few seconds slowly slowly the
cat’s paw descends, slowly, and finally, the cat itself follows,
covered in soot, and the broom coaxes it into the dog crate
and his father clicks the cage door shut.
And then the story goes bad,
because you cannot help but ask what then?
And after hemming and hawing turns out Dad
without a trace of compassion packed up
the crate with the cat off to the Town Commons
just a tangle of wooded trails
miles away or enough away
so that it wouldn’t come back or maybe
he just released it in the woods,
for God’s sake you could have taken it to the pound
or cared for it but that was his dad’s way,
sensitive to all cruelties, however small
or inconsequential, but blind to those
he himself inflicted, whether on strangers or those
he thought of as his loved ones. And J.
was unsettled remembering how that same man
had taken his dog to be put down
without so much as asking him,
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claiming it was to spare him the agony,
and as all this went through his head,
she broke through with another cruel irony,
one not of speech but of reality,
“Oh my God, that was the cat we had,
my husband and me,
while we were building the house on the Basin.
It ran away when we split, leaving it on its own.”
Cruel as his rescuer would be I guess they have to
be.
“And my God just like me, he found his way almost
to you.”
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6B. DOLLAR LESS FOR SHEDDERS
i.
That’s when Wes came up alongside. “Long way from
home, ain’t you?” he remembered saying in what the professor termed—ironic, was he?—a fine rhetorical turn
with a Latin name hardly possible to repeat, worthy of
Monsieur Jordain, he said. But it was hard to focus on
where and even who he was.
John was never one to “hang with the swells,” as
he might say, the professors and the summerfolk
from Connecticut in their over-built colonials—all
that dressing for dinner, the quartets on their
porches, if they still did that. He would never be invited to their parties, never sit out on their freshly
mowed lawns on the freshly bought lawn chairs and
gaze at the grand views over the water that was his
workplace. Ice slowly melting in the drink glass. The
allusions to travel and dinner guests. Making a big
deal serving their distinguished company lobsters
“right off the boat” (the only service the bastards
ever did!)—the only way to eat them, they’d insist
with pride, unaware that fishermen rarely consider
such fare. “It’s like eating money,” many said. “I’d
rather spend a hundred bucks to send my wife’s
family to Cooks,” they’d say, back in the day when
you could get more than a single serving for that
price there. Still better, they’d say, than a competitor’s way of doing things.
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“Shorts,” Tom’s helper once said. “That’s what we
eat when we have lobsters.”
“Shorts? You’re fucking kidding, right?”
“Because keepers—he’d rather sell them. Like David your captain always said: can’t take them home;
it’s like eating money.”
“So you eat illegal shorts instead? And that ain’t
eating money?”
“In the future, maybe. And maybe it’s not his
money at all. Maybe …”
“Maybe mine, you mean?”
“What else can he do?” the helper sighed in a
show of sympathy, but adamantly resigned to the
truth. “He has no choice. He likes lobster.”
Something about hauling back the load in a crossswell and the main block or the shackle that held it to the
masthead failing and you can imagine the force of the
catch in the net along with all the cabling bar tight from
the winch snapped down on deck (like the chalk line
used in shingling is the way you always hear it told or, in
one variant of the rich folks, like a violin string in pizzicato fortissimo—no need to gloss what that meant)—and
there was no hearing or seeing it or preparing in any way
just listening to what your body told you, had you been
hit? Were you fit to work? And something about the roar
of the diesel backed down to release the strain without
fouling the wheel on the cabling—the wailing of the kid
who worked with them—a wail not of pain but of despair—all that brought him to himself, what he was here
for, now the only crewman competent to do anything.
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“Jesus!” and finally, in the slackening of the lines:
“See if you can help him” someone said. “I need to get to
the winch …”
Fix things up, he thought.
No need of a directive.
Straighten the gear away.
Get back to normal.
The wailing of the kid …
He thought then of his childhood, his time with Tess,
the boats he worked—all these identities somehow confounded as if in the chaos of the sea-state, his arm of no
use to him, it seemed …
And Frank begat Frank who begat Frank and Nate
Nate after his great uncle and Joe too from his Uncle
Joe once- or was it twice-removed, sire and grandsire
to his beloved “cousins” both beloved …
That’s what life is all about, he thought, abstracted from
the cries of his deckmate. Fighting for balance in his
work-boots, then nearly collapsing in surprise on the
washrail.
You might find your life-partner just as had the
men in a previous generation, or let her find you, perhaps, as in the end, it didn’t seem that coupling up for
what you called eternity had anything to do with your
plans or will, and nothing to do with hers as well. You
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didn’t decide “Let’s make a life of it”; you just found
yourself doing it as if driven by a force you neither
knew nor could control. The caprice of fortune, some
might say; the stage all set or the chapters all in
place. The omnipotence of the Author of Us All! And
all that, let’s just say it—life with her as if a family—
all that was like an extension of fishing for sometimes the weather was hospitable and sometimes it
was not. You didn’t exult when the fish came in and
you didn’t despair when your expenses outran your
income. You lived like you could, what else was there
to do? and at the end of the day …
And then Rodney came out of the wheelhouse with the
make-shift body bag. “Here. Sit down. Right there. I can’t
have you go overboard.”
It’s like what happened in a marriage, so he had
been told. Exhaustion finally gets to you, whether it’s
work or the caring for the kid, or collapsing into the
construction waste of the house you are building together.
And then you find there are other women in town
you never paid attention to earlier, women not
dropped by fatigue at the end of the day. And what
difference does it make how many lovers you yourself have as long as she is the one whose image you
maintain in your head? Isn’t that as much fidelity as
anyone could ask for?
“Just hang on for a bit. We’ll get you out of here.”
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And the question came again to him: “Say, John, you
going to make something of yourself?” Was this it?
“Be someone!” Was this what he had done with life?
“… live like a recluse now, or, you old dog, having had
a taste of it, do you now father half the kids in the
community?” And he felt then there were two of
him—two of himself, split in some sense, born that
moment he stopped for her car broken down on the
roadway, or the moment the block failed on the masthead. First, the grizzled and reclusive fisherman in
the fishing shack; and then the one caught off guard
by the local girl, husband, dad, respected selectman,
the one who “couldn’t get enough of her.”
He tried to understand but it made no sense to him.
Propped on the washrail watching others do his work for
him …
You know the girl in the white blouse? The one from
one of the rich developments, two-story house on a
half-acre lot with a curved driveway and a front door
so elaborate they used to say it was never used except for weddings and funerals? She used to come
down to the wharf in the summer, never alone, always with her dinner-guests, dressed down for it,
you’d say, in working clothes or an allusion to them,
you know, designer jeans faded from the manufacturer and half her features purchased from the physiatrist. Guess the wait-list at the nearby restaurant
was too long for them or that day they just decided to
slum it, cook for themselves, that is, or have their
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husbands do it. They placed her orders as loudly as
possible, in a register higher than a normal one, theatrical it was, as only those who worked there spoke
in their native tones. Even J., when he came down to
the smells and the slicked footing from the lobster
bait, always spoke in deference to the men and
women who still worked for a living, his voice full less
of pride than apologies for interrupting their work
for a customer like him, hardly worth bothering
with. Bob’s daughter, carbon copy of her mother,
weighed out the lobsters from the lobster tank: most
expensive sea-water you can buy, she said, adjusting
the old-fashioned scale weights. And she would not
brook being condescended to by the rich folk ready to
question this, and as she bagged them up she merely
said: “We buy them wet, and sell them the same way.”
And that was the end of it.
The place was still abuzz with stories of Bob’s refusing to sell bait to those in the wooden skiff—
“mountain men” they had been called by Tom, even
though the mountain was a mere hill with a steep
badly maintained drive and a path beaten down to
the water. And one day Tom’s son-in-law courting the
daughter than whom no hotter woman walked the
earth drove down to where the boat was tied up—no
mooring, merely an outhaul, and out of the window
of his pick-up aimed the .308 with the same precision
he had exercised when he dropped the 200-pound
buck nearly dead in its tracks with the heart-shot in
the light snow up by Brownville Junction. In his telling, the round went right through the housing of the
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outboard, shattered the intake and tore off the fuel
line. No more trouble from them after that, he had
sneered in pride and in contempt, but it was all bullshit, because one of them had come down and beaten
the innocent kid on the wharf so badly he ended up in
the hospital all this merely because there wasn’t bait
to bait them up that day, and anyone who had destroyed their gear like that would have ended up the
same way the day of discovering it.
“And if one of them couldn’t do it, he’s got brothers who can.”
This is what they all must have meant, he thought.
“You’re just asking for it,” they used to say, when he
teamed up with Rod, and kept fishing like in the old days.
And instead of competing with the guys from Portland or
Gloucester, they simply went for lobster bait, seining
when they could and maybe dragging when rigged for it,
his boat the only one out there in the fog, who knows how
the fish got into what passed for a hold, or so the story
goes, and one day maybe short-handed or maybe the day
the professor came out with them, so some said, that was
the day the block let go and the whole shebang, as mother
might have put it, came down taking half his head away,
and Wes came up alongside and the kid would not stop
wailing as the blood washed over the washrail and out
through the scuppers …
ii. Aftermath
You know, Denis always said, we’re pretty used to
men coming down here looking for favors from … well …
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that’s my daughter-in-law, or was, before my son died—
and maybe taking advantage of the fact that most of the
time she’s half- to dead-drunk. And maybe I owe her not
to speak of her. You didn’t expect John to be involved in
that, keeping to himself as he always did, it was hard to
tell. Not sure he ever spent an evening here at all—overnight, I mean. No business of mine but with the cars
parked right on the roadway, it’s hard to close your eyes
to everything. Maybe it was all a screen, and I’m told by
my professor friends that there’s a passage, a whole book
written by Dante, the guy who wrote about Hell, about
pretending to love one woman and loving the woman instead right beside her. The one a screen for the other. The
one you love through the other. Like J. always said. He
said this to both of them and to all of us:
I will love you my darling Eloise,
and I will love you through the Women of Today.
And it was something like that, we guess, although John
knew no more of Italian literature than I know of his left
nut.
You never knew who the screen was for, maybe Tess
herself. They’d been involved, you know, and I don’t
think he ever got over her, or maybe my daughter-in-law,
nursing her drink in the living room with the porch door
closed and her own son working on some broken-down
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machinery, or maybe Bea herself, truth be told of it. John
now with Jake her husband and always one hand’sbreadth closer to her than you would expect, maybe joking to Jake “Yeah, she promised to show me her boobs,”
knowing he’d get bent with jealousy, and keeping clear of
my daughter-in-law, realizing he was only one of many
men who would never drag her from the alcohol. Or
they’d be out in the garden the three of them, laughing—
louder than you would expect, louder than necessary.
Maybe a bit potted, but I think rather just reveling in the
very publicness of it all. Jake with no shirt. Bea spilling
out of whatever she wore, and John in what amounted to
work clothes.
People would gather on that porch those summer
evenings, maybe a half-dozen, and they, I mean Jake and
Bea, would be a couple and John just there among the
others undifferentiated. But when you remembered how
they worked that garden on the weekends, then they became one—a trio, you’d say, caught in the picture frame
or in the stanzas of poetry, like Stevens’s blackbirds, J.
used to say. And then when Jake died as he did, you knew
John would be the first one down and when Bea died, he
was the first as well.
They say nothing happened on her death bed, and I
say nothing happens to you at all once you’re dead, or
even disabled or too old to work like so many of us today,
me, Chuck, or even the old historian. All that “happening”
stuff? That’s the past, the things that took place earlier.
Earlier? Earlier?
When was that, for Crise sake?
At this point, earlier is everything that ever was!
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Terrible way to end
if the end, I mean,
if the end was as they say it might have been.
That’s why I let the professor’s wife
go on imagining as she does
that her husband died
out there on the fishing boat.
No need to sift through the evidence.
No need to place one’s lovers in the line-ups of the
cop shows.

Fin
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7. TRAVELOGUE
i. Custom Fit for the Overhead Bins …
I know we shouldn’t laugh, but with pets as with kids,
that’s just the way it is; you can only do so much. To take care
of some creature the way tv and the movies and all the ads
tell you, you can’t be working class like us. Not everyone can
buy Labradoodles and spring for a trainer while they send
their kids to Stanford or Harvard without even bothering to
go through the process of application which no one but the
rich folks know how to do in any case. If you work for a living,
you can get callous of animals, knowing it’s their nature, or
their role, like ours but more than ours, to suffer.
I remember that story J. told me of in Los Angeles and he
is at a laundromat and there’s some girl in there either because her apartment is so crappy it has no washing machine
or the basement is too creepy and filthy and who knows what
other tenant might confront her there and as they’re waiting
for their clothes to dry some poor homeless guy comes in
with a street dog limping badly and the girl asks what’s wrong
with the dog and the homeless guy says poor thing got hit by
a car and was pretty helpless so I took him and fed him and
did what I could so now the dumb-ass chick asks why don’t
you take him to the vet the leg is obviously broken and of
course the guy says don’t you see I’m homeless I can’t afford
to take this dog to the vet and she gets all dandered up or
however you call that and says Yeah well if it was my dog I’d
sacrifice anything for it I wouldn’t be spending my time doing
my laundry and drinking coffee at the Deli next door and the
poor homeless guy just looks at her like she was from Outer
Space or something like the dog needs some pompous vegan
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who has all her bills paid for her by a drunken parent or
maybe her meth-head boyfriend and wouldn’t know crap
about how even to find a vet or what to do once she got here.
Cruelty and suffering, you see? Those are basic things in
life, and if the rabbit my son imagines slaughtering feels the
pain of the dart or the arrow, seconds before being numbed
to unconsciousness by the poison or having him run up and
beat it to death—let’s not kid ourselves we know how young
boys treat other living things—then that is just the way things
are and why should I lecture my kid on kindness until his eyes
roll when the truth is all you have to do is wait it out and the
kid will grow up and as long as he’s not surrounded by a
bunch of hoodlums or street thugs or stoners like the boyfriend of the girl in the laundromat he’ll probably end up
owning a dog and maybe the second one he’ll realize shows
him a type of love he has never experienced and maybe then
he can try to return that love, whatever it is, instead of kicking
it away every time it paws at his leg. Like life, you know. Even
life is like life.
You have to give your kid a chance, and to do that, sometimes your clothes get bad or old or unfashionable and your
hair is never right and you don’t have time to bother with
make-up and artifice like that but you just throw on the jeans
or the shirt and walk next to some man so that he can feel the
very heat rolling off you and you know he hardly cares at all
what you’re wearing because the goal of old hippies like J.,
say, is just to rip it off you regardless and maybe he can spend
the time in public just sidling—is that the word?—sidling up
to you and maybe giving you a full-body hug where there isn’t
anyone within a hundred yards who knows who you are and
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if you’re talking about going out on dates then that’s the
whole purpose
not to drive to some place like Portland,
no more exotic than crossing the bridge to Topsham,
but at least there you can wander around without worrying
about the whole town buzzing the next week about who
you’ve been out with and maybe too the two of you can stop
at the apartment his mother keeps in town for the winter and
just have at it on the living room floor or go out to the mooring like we did one day and spent the whole morning rolling
around in the rocking of the boat from the sea swells and he
said repeatedly, Oh yeah we’re going to sit up and look outside and realize that the whole disturbance of the water that
nearly rolled us off the bunk was not due to some off-shore
swell making into the harbor, but was caused by the thrashing around of the two lovers in the cabin-space.
The night we met in New York I sat next to him as he
lay on the floor and offered him a massage
both of us ready to sleep
me in the guest cot and him
on a sleeping bag next to me
and I started with his shoulders and I felt his muscles all
grow tense.
There? I asked and he said “lower” and answered me that way
until I was massaging his lower back feeling even the curve of
his hips tightening then without any warning he just rolled
over all completely aroused of course and I just stared at him
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wanting me and I tell you that is the best memory I have of
the two of us together and I’ll never forget even the way I
could feel him sort of drift off into fantasy the way men do
sometimes like what they want is the physical pleasure but
not the intimacy of the thing and when I sensed that I just
pulled him to me and ran my hands down his back pressing
him into me and suddenly I could feel all of that day-dreaming
gone, as his eyes snapped open … And me looking at him don’t
forget you’re the one whose will is now enslaved to physicality I’m just showing you what intimacy is all about for two
people like us whose educations are so far apart there is no
way we can communicate either me pretending to analyze
some line of poetry or you lecturing me on how to deal with
all the predatory men in the town who are in some way my
customers or clients, and you don’t get their trust by glaring
at them every time you find them staring at you or asking you
what time you take a coffee break or small talk like Hey didn’t
I see you there or there or there and it was no different from
the way you yourself got my attention before you finally said
right out let’s go sailing and you may as well have said let me
rip your clothes off right here, even though the conditions of
life made it impossible until we both flew to New York and
finally got the job done on the guest bed while the two cats
stalked angrily about resenting who it was who had the gall
to share their living space.
ii. Light and Variable
There were many sailing stories but the most memorable was when, in defiance of the charts, he tacked the boat to
avoid the ledge which instead we crashed dead into, and I
swear that was the only time I saw him lose his composure
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on the boat, thinking as the tide turned the boat would just
roll down the ledge, when in fact boats just settle calmly on
the seaweed where luckily there was no swell that day and he
called something on the radio Pan pan pan just like you’re
taught in the manuals, and someone motored over in a Grady
White or Eastern, maybe, a friend of mine like everyone in
town seemed to be, and no way to pull us off that ledge just
wait for the tide even though that meant eight hours or so,
just take us to the dock and I’ll go home and feed my kid and
you’ll go home and tell all about it in a conversation you’ll
have on the phone with Linda Jane, “You asked whether I took
the boat out, which I did. You didn’t ask whether I brought it
back.” … and we’ll come back where Bill the marina owner,
whom he’d gone to school with but rarely spoken to, laughed
and said Good thing it wasn’t next weekend on Memorial Day
when all the tourists could witness it, because after some useless attempts at anchoring the boat securely in place we just
let the rising tide do what it does and you could feel the hull
suddenly graceful again lifted up again and buoyant after
hours full weight on the rocks, 10PM it was, and it’s like he
says happens when you have been fighting the currents or
lack of wind for hours then suddenly at mid-afternoon the
breeze comes up and you’re on a broad reach and that’s when
he says the boat becomes not a sea creature at all but a bird
gliding through the air as effortless as it seems the gulls do in
a storm and who knows what they feel like when they do
that? And who knows if their joy is comparable to your own?
And who knows if there is any joy at all. It’s like being in the
arms of your lover and searching his face for what he feels
and sometimes you can sense his desire and sometimes you
cannot.
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He planned it all out for us. A weekend at sea, maybe at
anchor in Boothbay or Pemaquid or wherever he later, or
maybe even then, sailed with his beloved Linda Jane, or one
of them. We let the dockboy take us to the boat, leering as if
conspiratorily and why not? We had ice and food and the one
sleeping bag which we would use as a comforter as we stayed
in the same bunk where we had made love that time when he
made the joke about the rocking of the sea being caused by
the rocking of the boat itself.
We left the mooring, after hanking on the genoa and
back-winding it as I turned the rudder to starboard. We
caught the fairest of morning breezes after passing through
Jaquish where the keel would catch the ledge more than two
decades in the future. A broad reach to Small Point, and as the
wind picked up with just enough of a heading to the east, we
rounded Pemaquid and ended up in his favorite anchorage on
the coast. And he was going to fix dinner for me, something
primitive on the inefficient alcohol stove but none of it … none
of that …
I remember passing through Friendship in the rain, all
done up in the out-sized raingear … or maybe that was Linda
Jane …
I remember raising the jib in the channel as the boat
heeled in the East wind down the Muscungus … Linda Jane
herself. 1987 it must have been.
It was sailing out of Vinalhaven or off the landing at
Rockland where I said “this is what heaven is” … No way to
forget it.
Or out of Boothbay. Early in his sailing career knowing
nothing but enough to see the whale breach off the stern in
the Kennebec, Linda Jane ready with the camera, her face like
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a medieval painting Connie said. The first boat he owned.
Years before I met him.
Up from Belfast in the swell from the northeast, or was it
tacking up the channel to the anchorage on the St. George? …
I remember him coming into the harbor, knowing he
would see her, the Woman of Today, he called her, him sick
with love still after a year of it. Trying to put the right face on
it as the hail blew across and off the deck …
As the storm passed to the east.
Or maybe that was Linda Jane, her dog loyal at her side
as always, waiting on the dock when he came into the harbor
after two weeks away and she says she felt her heart race at
seeing his sails set wing-and-wing in the channel.
We passed under the bridge at Jonesport—low tide and
you can just squeeze through, he claimed, although he never
had anyone with him to talk to then, and looking upward as
we came to the pilings, I automatically put my arm around his
chest and pulled him to me as he laughed “Too bad you didn’t
have the wherewithal to bring your camera.” But that would
lead to the kind of constraints he is always deriding—reality,
the historical record, those recalcitrant facts, the distortions
of the camera lens. “Just tell it as you experienced it,” he said.
So I pulled him closer and felt the warmth even through the
foul-weather gear, the whole scene softened by the Down
East fog—no way to avoid it. On through Tibbet’s Narrows,
it’s called, and I assume you pronounce it “Tabbit’s” for reasons I can only guess, like so many of the proper names in this
region. Slowly through Flint Island Passage, and you need to
take your time, he said, maybe circling Pond Island or Jordan’s Delight, or something such that you have six hours from
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the bridge to the bar at Petit Manan, unnavigable at any other
time, even with the tide in your favor.
We stalled just outside Cape Split, and the wind picked
up putting us at the bar only a half-hour behind schedule and
right then, right then, catching the out-going tide as if we
were sailing according to the calculations of the Sailing Guide
rather than the inequities of the sea and air down there and
from there it was a straight shot, as he and Charlie always say,
near to relaxed, the bow just off the wind, not quite closehauled, not quite on a beam reach, and there’s a term for that,
and when enhanced by a knot or more of tidal current, you
fairly fly through the water and at that point, he keeps singing
the words from an old song “So you want to be a bird … a bird
…”
Or it was the previous summer, there, in the fog, Eastern
Bay, east of the bar, sailing at 5AM in the gentle East wind out
of the harbor and running into the guy rowing furiously in the
mist. “You need a tow?” he asked, furling the genoa and circling him, still rowing relentlessly. “Nope,” not even showing
a trace of stress or indication of what he was doing out there
without another boat or destination near. Good-natured
smile. Both bows then bent away, his to starboard and thus
to port, ours directed by the compass to the bar or the lighthouse, whichever “shows up first” he joked though I knew he
would not venture out into the fog like that without knowing
precisely where we were. Both of them knowing, I guess, as I
did not, our position, what our course and future was and
how we had gotten to this point in the first place.
I pulled my jacket to my neck and he talked of sailing
here with his beloved Eloise, and she was useless, he said, at
sailing, but always alive, always in tune with the water, and
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once or twice during that trip she would surrender herself to
his care and skill and he says, though not once did she experience this seascape in life, it was the closest he ever felt to
her.
I shook my hair free and felt the breeze blow a wisp
across my face, and saw myself, I’ll say, exactly the way I appeared to him, or maybe caught in the artist’s frame or the
borders of the camera lens. And I heard him talking of her, to
her, Linda Jane or some other one, and it may have been me
as well, and what he spoke of was desire like walking in Portland that day and I bent low away from him, checking under
the foot of the genoa for an approaching sail, and he bent over
me.

iii. Levelling off at Cruising Altitude
She caught a plane to Manhattan.
People’s Air flew then. It was weeks in the planning—
like those trysts he once had in New Orleans,
the car iced up like sun in winter.
Then following his directives as best she could taking
Carey Bus
to Grand Central or maybe it was Port Authority.
Seven dollars he saved on a cab from La Guardia,
the unhailed taxi like the inexistent things
in the pages of Stevens,
the things we see that are missing.
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One day late, still morning, one night already lost,
but there he was as planned, with a long and intricate
story of fending off Red Caps.
She took his arm on the concourse,
turning him away from the Red Cap.
She wore the skirt she had not worn since her last wedding,
or maybe some time before that as a teenager when it was
still fashionable. She packed things to sleep in and something
to interest him, let’s call it. As long as the rain and snow held
off, the shoes she wore would do, no need for those too big to
stuff into the travel bag. God knows she must have looked like
a rube half all she owned spilling out of the carry-on while he
had all he needed for a week in a duffle hardly more than a
wallet.
Men do that.
And every one of them says “oh no you don’t need that
no make-up, jeans and a t-shirt is fine with me who cares
what you sleep in and or what you do to your hair or how you
walk or look like to the onlookers …” and if you took that in
earnest and styled yourself in high neglect as they insisted
you would be all alone on a street-corner with the would-be
hippies, oh yes, all nature for them they said, passing you
without so much as a side-glance.
So she brought the lotions smelling like high school
and the sleep-wear most alluring in the dark.
On the way to Manhattan, her muscles tense.
Should be resting, sleeping still. No sleep
before Monday. Soporific/morphic,
that was him—the drug he was he said.
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And she went over the story of the fisherman—
it would lull her to sleep or into a dream state—
the time she had a delivery for him
right to his doorway in the rain,
the week after he had helped her with her car,
bailing-wire mechanics, they were, every one of them.
And Jesus Christ don’t just stand there getting soaked,
he said, his eyes fixed perhaps too steadily on the
streaks of rain across her shoulders.
Just sit down and get warm.
No time she said or maybe next time and almost reflexively
sat down on the stool by the doorway before realizing it was
a functioning toilet as if welcoming you and how thoughtful!
J. laughed in derision hearing this, why you could just greet
your host and relieve yourself right there like what houses do
you come into with the facilities waiting without you having
to ask for them?
Like the dinner scene in Discreet Charm of the …
no no Obscure Object of Desire
where you … but everyone knows that scene.
There were other stories too, and on the way to Manhattan, she slowly went over them as the plane bumped over the
thermals, reviewing and retelling them as details slowly lined
up in sequence, not according to the truth of things, of course.
Nor according to history: “Who? Where? What were the road
conditions that day? Did it rain on those momentous days?”
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And she should have told J. then, she should have said:
Enough of that big-boned intellect of yours listen to the
ones who claim to love you.
Call it that hormonal aura about you,
some chemical you had nothing to do with.
It was nothing that you said to me.
Better, she would say, to be silent,
as Augustine himself has said, you say,
than to say what you have said to me.
All those old histories, maybe of scores of other lovers the
ones who preceded him the ones who preceded you; like
those tales he and Linda Jane exchanged—there was more
than a little frisson in that, you always say, just as in the case
of your last husband, known all over town as a lady’s man—
that sordid reputation only fueling the fires to burn hotter, so
you said—enough to have tamed him or any other man for
that matter even if only for a year or two. Who cares what
intimacies other women claim to have shared with him?
On the way to Manhattan, she barely sketched these histories.
She left out the son,
now happy with his dad for the weekend
where there were no rules for him,
maybe go down to the wharves with the fishermen,
the bait-slicked wharves of the fishermen.
But the dad strode now more cautiously,
when politics turned half the working men against him,
just trying to do the right thing for the town.
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For in those days, you couldn’t have an opinion
which a majority of town would agree with.
Best to say nothing. Pretend you heard nothing.
Just stare away, taking in the slander.
What could they do? You a suspected apostate.
A liberal. Or a fool.
Would they refuse to do business with you?
Demand that you show your passport?
She left out the step-child,
still sulking in the ice-cream shop.
No way to comfort her in the days before cell phones.
No way to reach her from Manhattan.
She left out the job,
easy to return to by dawn on a Monday.
What did it matter? Sleep-walking through another day?
The somnabulist back from the city.
She left behind or out the unwashed unfolded clothes,
the unpaid bills, the cries of poverty from dependents,
the real poverty she experienced.
She left behind the stipend that barely paid
what it cost to keep her car running,
barely covered the accident when the retiree,
half-blind, staring intently
at the speedometer to keep her speed down
had pulled out right in front of her,
or maybe some kid in a Chevy …
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She left out the child,
who would doubtless join the military
as her own father had, and move south rarely
to look on this place again.
She left out the bills a month past due today
or the wished-for child-support that came
with infrequency and left her often lost
as in the grocery aisle, as she found
she would have no way
to pay for her food that day.
None of that of consequence today
when she would walk in Manhattan
as if she had lived there forever,
taking his arm and pressing herself into him.
She left out all but the day they met in the driveway
and he embraced her holding her hips against him.
It was a day before he left for the winter,
driving from Maine to Los Angeles.
It was a week before she got the roses
from the would-be seducer.
She left them in the foyer
to be picked up by anyone needing a table-setting.
Yellow. Some allusion to her Texas origins
she guessed. As if she didn’t belong here
even though she had lived here
since before she was a teenager.
As if she had not married once the man
as notorious as known.
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On the flight to Manhattan
she felt she had been on the plane forever.
Rootless. Aloft.
Watching the clouds part by the fusilage,
just a function of the pilot’s flying between them.
Your will of no consequence.
Just follow orders.
The way they crewed the fishing boats.
Like giving birth.
Breathe! Push!
Nothing to it.
You abstract yourself from the pain,
from exhaustion, nothing to do
with you at all.
She pressed her face against the glass.
Not glass. Just a composite.
Something to see through.
Miming concentration, she knew
the man next to her was lost too
in fantasms, his wrist brushing her forearm
and after the usual civilities,
bad jokes as proofs of innocence,
they would, in his mind, begin to talk,
hardly considering she was deaf or nearly so,
talk despite the engine noise,
and the hand contact would become conscious
and they would exchange phone numbers
and perhaps make a date to meet near that Italian
place,
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oh, 70th Street I think it was,
where you could in those days stop for coffee
and not be accused of being a tourist
in for the weekend.
The sfogliatell’, as Laura pronounces it,
the same you get at Micucci’s in Portland.
It could end in a long-distance affair, for them, for her and her
seatmate, like those even J. talked about where “Every three
weeks” was the rule, no down time longer than that, whereas
what is the point if you aren’t in each other’s arms each night
but wondering who shares your lover’s bed and all you can
do is what she was doing right now …
feeling the plane suddenly power down,
the jet noise like the noise that had stolen her hearing
more than two decades ago it was, feeling the plane
losing what altitude it barely gained
and wondering whether despite their ineptitudes
they would accomplish what they came here for.
She thought of her childhood, what there was of it. That’s
life in a service family! moving every two or three years or so
and coming into school as an outsider looking young as she
did all the boys cared about was which girl developed the
fastest and it was better just to do as she had done hook up
and marry the man who proved he wanted her the most but
somehow shocked that she wanted him as well, subject to the
same lusts and desires and thus depriving him of “the conquest,” she would always say. “That’s what he wanted—the
conquest and I made it easy for him,” letting him think at first
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it was only his charm that had done it, whereas in fact she
“wanted it too” was the phrase she often used, despite the exhaustion of each of them working eight hours a day then another two or three hours on the house they were building
which they would only live in a year or two and her pregnant
and finally him looking for other women, their marriage shot,
and there would come a time, a few years into the future,
when he, the ex, would be sculling his skiff expertly back to
the dock and J. would compliment him on his rowing skills,
putting him on the spot—he would have to acknowledge it.
And she said “There. Now you’ve met,” and all that meant was
telling her ex she had lovers too and that would not prevent
him from calling her late at night pleading with her, and all
she could manage, so she said, was “Can’t you take care of it?”
but if J. had thought about that even for a moment, he would
have realized there were many evenings where she determined to “take care of it” for him and got in her car and drove
over to the house she herself had built or wherever he was
living now, or tell him to hurry over himself, but for God’s
sake be discreet and park behind the house so not everyone
who passed in the neighborhood could see that her ex had
spent the night with her.
The half-sister strutted down the rampway to the parking lot at the marina full-breasted she was and smirked
as he ogled her “Sister?” he asked quizzically, and he tried
to make a joke of it about genetics stroking your chest
first with his eyes then discreetly with his hands afraid to
disparage me (“you” quoting him) though we both knew
he was mad about my body and not the first one to feel
that. Maybe guys have a thing about young girls who
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knows? As long as I’m grown with a child soon to be half
his age in a decade or so I don’t care what the guy fantasizes. I can’t tell you the number of times I’ve found myself
embraced by some man panting with his eyes closed
dreaming I guess about his ex or some woman past her
prime he saw in a porno magazine as long as he keeps it
to himself and then I just give in to it and close my eyes
too thinking of the time I was giving J. the massage in
Manhattan and he rolled over and caught me by my
shoulder pulling me down to him and I would say that
was the beginning of everything but no just a part of it
that we’ve never ceased to talk about or allude to since.
And he claims I muttered that she, my sister or the one I
call my sister “thought with the wrong part of her anatomy” and that kept getting her into trouble and all he
could think of, he says, all he could imagine at that point
was how he thought with his.
The plane fell further and all these histories—the real
love affair, one yet to occur, and the would-be one existing
only in her seat-mate’s head, all these braided together. “I
wanted it too,” she said, taking his arm and leaning into him.
Referring to her husband, to some lover from Wisconsin,
maybe it was, maybe to J. himself, and it might have been
Manhattan, where she had never been until today, or perhaps
in Portland, steering clear of the bar-fights, the nearest place
where you could walk coupled up without shame or fear of
becoming the object of yet another rumor or embarrassing
your kid who called all her lovers by their given names, taking
pride in his adulthood, or his apparent one-ness with the
working men on the fishing wharves.
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iv. Self Possession
And sometimes she thought her past was never hers at
all. It was the story he himself had told her of her life before
they met.
Conceived and born and wheeled around in the stroller
or held by an adult or maybe that’s just an illusion from the
old photographs. In a class of thirty, sitting right up front
where you could hear, and the kid in the back row has a crush
on you whatever that is and then there are changing classrooms or schools and you recall some admonition of the parents which seemed not to have a thing to do with anything.
Moving constantly I’m told the worst of it and reseated
with base kids and island kids unable to hear anything from
the teacher who didn’t give a crap you were half-deaf why
should I give you a leg up on the rest of them when you’ll
never experience that in the future? Then the teacher would
look around and all the rich kids would nod in approval and
a few of the base kids—the ones with officers for parents—
would join in with them.
So you sat there in the back and all you heard was the
roar of the planes on the runway those times when Dad tried
to be good to you—taking you to the office, it was called—and
all he did was destroy your hearing such that the truths of the
classroom would all be lost on you. And I suppose it was just
to kill the killing time that the guy behind you started to
stroke your shoulder, searching, wondering, half-joking until
you were in the car maybe in the back seat pawing at each
other, struggling with the intricate fastenings, not knowing
what you were doing imagining all those other kids in the
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classroom staring through the window all fogged up with
passion like that weird movie he made you see where the pianist squats outside the car at the drive-in while the two teenagers are screwing lustily behind windows rolled up to keep
the strangers out and the heroine puts her hand on the
fender, feeling the movement of the kids and pisses on the
ground, and both of you pretending not to be shocked, well,
you say you remember part of it, quoting him, “OK, I’m used
to seeing films where the heroes are smarter than I am, more
beautiful, more sophisticated, stronger, braver, and with
scores of lovers surrounding them, but damn I don’t think I’ve
ever seen one where I feel the character is so much more
complex than I am that I have no chance of understanding
her.” And you took the first job you could whether baby-sitting or doing yard-work or working in a crappy donut shop
lying about your age or letting others lie for you.
And you see, he went on, that’s what I’m getting at here.
What do I know of your life? What can I understand of it? Trying to describe as if to relive perhaps no more than the lust I
have for you?
Then you got pregnant not even caring whether your fertile lover was that virgin fisherman or the rakish selectman
who had had half the girls in the neighborhood knowing one
would “do right” by you if you got “caught off the corner” as
Peanuts, the guy who sold the hot dogs on Maine Street, used
to describe it for those of us stupified at his worldliness. And
within a year the two of you were building a house down by
the water on land I think from his family
nothing but kinfolk here.
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This is the life for me, you said, finally your own family,
Though he could not resist your rivals,
those who shied from his advances.
Because for him it was the chase, you see;
and for you, not wasting love on men who
didn’t care or didn’t know what they were doing
and that was one thing about him,
even at his worst; it’s what your half-sister
always used to say to you, remember that?
The assholes, she said. They’re the ones to cultivate,
oh no, not as husbands, don’t be ridiculous.
A man focused just on with what you’ll say of him?
The best!
For who needs love when you have that?
And it was at that point that you became a local, and all those
years growing up on the bases in the South faded from your
memory, faded from your accent, faded from the way your
body moved, and you worked with him, together the two of
you, fighting the cold of the winter, collapsing in exhaustion
on the construction waste, putting in the insulation until your
hands nearly bled from the fiberglass and you became that
working girl who knew everything and knew everyone in
town and you just let the callouses build up on your hands the
way they had built up on your heart just because you couldn’t
understand half the things
said to you from a distance.
You gave him up, the father of your child, and suffered
through the poverty, he said, continuing his tale of her.
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Remember that? Remember the times sitting in that house
with a young son after a while you no longer even bother to
trace the odd smells down it’s just something you get used to.
What were you to do? he said. And when you lay there, with
the man of your dreams or just the surrogate man you had
that night, you would stare at him as he stroked you and bring
your calloused hands to your lips, softening them for your
touch.
And the step-sister grew old, and the step-daughters too
grew old and the men grew old as well. And those you once
persuaded were stupendous (hardly a challenge when dealing with that audience!) grew less frequent in your life, once
everywhere it seemed, you now a single mom looking for a
babysitter.
You drove me to the tidal stream on Maquoit,
remember that? Where the smelt fishermen
gathered in the spring when the fish ran,
where the high school kids have gone parking
before and since our high school days.
And you say my eyes widened as your monstrous car
bumped over the make-shift roadway
and the eyes of the teenagers making out by the
stream bed widened in surprise as your car angled
past them.
You say I reached for you on that day, but you say too
you could never get our motivation straight.
Were we expected to join the horny teenagers?
Or drive past like the bemused adults we had
grown to be?
Or was that just an allusion to the old days—
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where the two of us might have spent hours making out
well past our curfews
before driving hell-bent to our homes again?
v. Final Approach
She would grow old, she thought,
almost nodding off in the descent
and maybe she would be all skin and bones
or pack on weight like most of those
impoverished women of her class had done.
Maybe have some “work done” so not
to have to worry about such things again.
And she would never get over it
this flying to New York for him.
A one-night stand, it well could be,
they’d damn well see to that!
the second, then he’d say, he’d had in life,
It was at a party he had met her, she the first he said, and only
one as it turned out (we saw to that!) where his friends were
showing porn movies when that required unusual effort—
who knew how to thread the film through the rollers?—and
he stroked her beneath her well-worn shirt and it was not until she was sitting naked on the cot in the cabin that either felt
misgivings, and of course by then, at that point, what’s the
point …
That’s the story and that’s how all ended
so he claims, “Only saw her once again,”
he says, “crossing Maine Street at Newberry’s.”
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Who knows the truth beneath
these façades of youthful civility?
He said that as if that were the end of it,
as if that were an epilogue.
As if she herself had died with that.
What of life at home, a child grown to maturity,
future lovers in her life?
But no, he always said to me:
resolutions? Commitments? All that stuff?
—that was not for them
—that was not for him.

Years later, he stood in his workplace.
He told the tale above to his colleague.
Beautiful. Slim. Taller than I am, taller too
than he is—no great feat!
He used to greet her with a hug that
raised her off her feet when they passed
in the hallway the first day of each school year.
Dutch or Norwegian, I think. Blond—the two of them
once taken for confessors on Rosh Hashanah
walking the beach between Venice and Santa Monica.
He told her of calls left unreturned.
He told of driving to my office once his calls unanswered.
Or driving to my office
knowing nothing but knowing better
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than to go in and ask again for me.
Just idling in the parking lot,
staring at the doorway …
And she took his hand,
the tall Norwegian girl
on the beach that day
of Rosh Hashanah.
“She doesn’t want to see you,” she said.
“I’m sorry. I don’t know why that is.
But that is what she’s telling you.”
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Annabel Annabel, where did you go?
I’ve looked high and I’ve looked low.
I’ve looked low and I’ve looked high.
Tell me where does the spirit go when you die?
The Duhks
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1. TAILGATING WITH THE RICH FOLKS

i. Mixers
“Your education,” my darling Eloise says to me. “Remember? That’s what this was to be about. The terms you mastered in your youth; your books that dropped both deans and
colleagues to their knees in admiration; the grandiloquence
of your notes and queries too. That’s what we decided when
we first talked of this. 2009 or ’10 it must have been. A year
before what you still call the grand catastrophe of April 5. The
cancelled flights on Southwest, the unblocked calls that rang
in vain.”
You mean the whole history? beginning in the back room
of the house I grew up in on High Street? Where my brother
and his friend Ray, the one ground to ash in a Florida prison
for murdering his wife, both told me that school was a form
of jail? I knew about barred cages; cribs were all the rage
then. So why should I fear another form of that? How was I to
know what those sophisticates knew: that jail was jail.
My obsession then with evens, that’s what you wish to
hear about, especially the incomparable loveliness of 2 + 2 =
4; I was transfixed as well by other loveliness: that of the girl
in the front row—oh I promise you there will be more of her
when the time comes. My social incompetence—competing
with Nan E. to be first with the answers, as a form, I guess, of
seduction. Mrs. Wilson called me out on this, accusing me of
“making eyes” at Eleanor, the screen who sat behind her to
the left, the crushing guilt and humiliation stays with me today. Too bad about her father, Methodist preacher, who
passed so much morality on to her. I awoke one morning from
a dream and realized I was in love with her.
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On to the arch seriousness of my early couplings. Adulthood at 16, I thought. The verve of youth for naught! College
with the rich kids. Grad school in New Orleans and Manhattan. The jobs I was given through accidents too tangled to explain to you. Books nothing more than the task at hand—no
love for the subject. Watching the shelf attendant waste to
nothingness in the library, carried from her apartment never
made it to the hospital. The glass plaque for retirement.
You want more books on that than this?
“Maybe. Or maaaaaybe, as I used to say. Remember: I’ve
never read your books and I’ve never been to Maine and I
never knew you when you were young. How would I know
whether what you say has any relation to the truth? Words
and things, you always used to say. Blah blah blah. Signs and
their referents …”
Oh Eloise. So words and things you’re on to now? Same
old saw same old. My dissertation project, speaking of pedagogy! Is that what you’re alluding to?
“Like the gunshot. Do you remember the gunshot?”
Of course. I know what Chekhov said.
“Ha ha! You see? There you go: ‘the real one or the word
for it? The one in fiction or staged by the armorer?’ That’s
what you always say and always with that tragic lilt in your
voice. As if you were the one left with the pain of it.”
I suffered plenty, my darling, as you know and as you
must have foreseen, even broken as you were on the way
back from the gun store. I’ll pretend I don’t remember it. I’ll
say I never heard one in reality. But I think you mean: ‘Do I
remember our talk of a gunshot,’ not a gunshot that took
place, say, the one I heard of weeks after the sound waves,
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stirred in Santa Fe by your self-slaughtering, April 2011,
passed me in Los Angeles.
“How about the one years earlier, the one that wrecked
the heart of my would-be boyfriend from the nuthouse, long
before you met me, with the bullet piercing first my portrait
from a yearbook, I think, which he had placed directly between the muzzle and where he thought his heart might be.
I’m told it took him three days to die in the ICU, not one soul
grieving in the waiting room.”
An old story, my Eloise, not even yours perhaps. Poor
bastard; good at nothing. And as for you, you feel no more
than I do. But of course, that’s not the gunshot I’m thinking of.
“Perhaps then the ordinary …”
Oh, I see. Generic. Or gunshot as metaphor, perhaps.
Thinking of the scattershot from the choke setting—the
spreading of the lead from the shotgun shell, like the news
sketched in the obit moving in lethargic paths from Santa Fe.
“Yes. And …”
And that’s what you’re saying. But as an allegory only:
the innocent indifference of the lead, the term I use of the seastates.
“You’re so smart. They ought to pay you to talk like this!
And of course they did. The shot pattern hits the ordered
rings of the target like disconnected stars in the sky, seen in
two dimensions, like the dome of space. No coherence, the
chaos of Fortune …”
But stars themselves and stars we see, of course, are not
the same, barely analogous. No object is autonomous; all
caught in the galaxy or theories of the Big Bang itself, I guess
you’d say, or in our ancient Gestalten from our astrological
days when the Greeks named the constellations. Those three-
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dimensions of the sky reduced to two, or a bent two, like
space itself bent into the fourth dimension. You wonder if
Boeotian peasants saw what we have been trained to see, and
what is now ineradicable.
“Don’t get carried away. I’m the scientist, remember, not
you. But scattershot is the right metaphor. The chaos of expansion. It took generations of myth and poetry to see the Zodiac. Readers today such simpletons …”
What do readers have to do with anything? Even given
you yourself have no idea who or what they are, besides yourself, if that, that is. Few though fit as few as few could be.
“No no. You said it. And I’ll never forget it. ‘Simpletons.
That’s what readers are. That’s what reading turns us into.’
That’s what you said, disparaging the turn from life to poetry.
Chaos to coherence. And what I said then, even to you, ‘I’ll
never forget it.’ ”
Well I’ve forgotten it. So you’ll need to explain this. Or
maybe refresh my memory (as the lawyers on tv used to say
so smugly, sight-reading from the script).
”It was Jane Eyre in the days of Madwoman in the Attic and all that seminal stuff. You can say what you want
about Austen; even women are known to detest her, ‘not
to get it.’ But Jane Eyre? That’s a different kettle of fish.”
What do you know of kettles of fishes?
“Stop trying to deflect me! Jane Eyre, you said, unpredicting of the rage you would incite, outlandish characters, almost Dickensian in their goodnesses and badness:
the sadistic school-master; the negligent step-mother;
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evil sisters; loyal servants fixed in their station; the cold
committed minister. Then the trite felicities: as in Tom
Jones, an unexpected inheritance—happy! in both modern and the ancient senses, the plot twist known for centuries. And you would here make an aside about such fictional windfalls parodied soon after by Flaubert, whyever you thought that appropriate.
“And on you go: into that caldron of clichés bad as
your own you say, we toss the Gothic aristocrat, immured
wife and all, and our heroine, some poor girl abused
throughout her life (and I know all about that, more than
you at any rate). And maybe ok, adolescence was invented in the late nineteenth century (“as X reminds us”
as your colleagues say at the conferences—anything to
be in concord with their betters). So Charlotte leaves that
out, having had no experience of it, I suppose. Except of
course what she’d been through, the puffing up of breasts,
menstruation, the coursing of hormones—none of which
affects fictional Jane. Education comes easily, as it could
not have for her contemporaries. The ideal amateur she
is: unthreatening at music or at art—the perfect A-minus
student, so you said. Excellent wordsmith, like the professional, Jo in Little Women, her words calqued from Bewick’s Book of Birds, pored over in her youth. But her fundamental and unalterable trait, an essence from which
she cannot deviate, you say, remains her flawless bourgeois morality. Ethos in all sense. Inhuman, it is. The air
described in textbooks, hardly what we breathe. Forgiving. Stalwart in her love of family (I want to puke!), her
respect for station, her rejection of advances from rake
or reprobate—those mysterious strangers dressed in
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black with affecting baritones. Oblivious to desire, (well
except maybe that of the Rev. St. John the would-be missionary in that funny line: ‘He, [while I sat on his lap]
asked me more than once [to marry him], and was as stiff
about urging his point as ever you could be.’
“As readers, we accept all this. Simplicity itself. Despite our flaws and anger, our lives of petty resentments,
here reading, we are like your fisherman John, like Jane,
unidimensional, unmarked by the gratings of experience.
Like the mountain in that film of Kurosawa, the one I fell
asleep to in your arms before the horse-slaughter you
warned me of. Thrown here, as Heidegger once said you
say, salting up your discourse with learned allusions;
none of the chaos of reality disturbs our peace. We hover,
like a God—Schlegel, right? or one of them—enjoying
clarity we never have in life, as in the Tales of Aesop, the
tablets broken by Moses. We cannot have Jane jumping
into the arms of Rochester: so we cut off one of them. Nor
could we countenance his lascivious regard, ‘gaze’ to the
monoglot litterati: so we’ll blind the poor bastard, just
like the Cyclops in The Odyssey … well, not like that at all.
“Remember when she wanders miles from home in
the rain, all her possessions lost, forced to beg for food?
She finds harbor among those whose unwitting insult,
leveled after she pleads for assistance, is referring to her
as a beggar! How dare you! I may beg, but in no way am
I a beggar!! Sartre to a T, no? Or perhaps that’s what you
said yourself.
“We go on through misfortune and depravity, knowing we will all make our fortunes and our matches in the
end. That there will be no lascivious relations pawing at
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us, no broken bones or deformities, no mis-steps on the
deck or on the paradigms of life. At worst, a boy bringing
scripted news to us, prior to the entr’acte.
“We could not get to modernity fast enough, you
said.”
Nice. This is why you are called by some my muse. You
have my voice, I have …
“I know. Maybe I am nothing more than that, so intertwined with your words of me.”
Yes yes. That is what I’ve always said: to keep by darling
Eloise alive by loving …
“Loving me through others. That’s what you said. Convenient for a jerk like you, whether true or false. Whether …”
I let us evolve. Let us live, almost as a couple—some kind
of fiction, I suppose, where we can still …
“Blah blah blah. There you go.”
It is through you, I’ve always said, that I see outside myself, outside ourselves. You, my Eloise, a Copernican center
from which we earthlings see … or … not that. Rather the
moon opposed to other stars, the earth the sun the center of
things, all things seen as you would see them, seen because
you see. And then I think, no no that is not the case. Rather the
reverse: I see all other things only that through them I now see
you. My education? You, my darling Eloise. You are all my argument, as Shakespeare said.
“Not in earnest, so you said. But that’s how I’ll let you tell
it. Like that poor woman dying numbed by alcohol a year after her husband died. Bea you said she was. And only on her
deathbed did you realize not what you felt for her, but what
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your mere existence might have meant to her—the only one,
she said, who made her laugh again.”
Yes yes. Like you yourself are said to say of me—the only
one who loved you as you are. Through you …
“Through me you embellish this island of your life, in the
literal sense, you said, ‘inflorate,’ you once sang, like Cassio.
The facts of history, much less the fraud of narrative, so you
say, have little relation to the truth.”
And through it all …
“Of course! You will drive that ‘arrow of a character,’ you
called him, made-up ex nihilo, unidimensional, you claimed,
but it wasn’t that. This is where your fiction always failed, you
say, in this very making up of things.”
I’ll call him …
“Not Frank. That’s taken. By all the men you imagine
linked to me. But I have faith. It’s just a name. A word made
flesh, you say. You’ll think of something.”
ii. Dream Theory
I’ll give you another text. Then you have your choice of
them. You can’t have heard this yet. Roll it around in your
mind, as I believe Hesiod would say.
I am sitting on a couch facing another over a coffee table, students, maybe older ones, scattered there, and a
noted book historian prepares to speak (I’d just read The
Netanyahus). About and on his lap are scattered various
fifteenth-century books, some of which I have seen (these
very copies I mean). They spill off his lap; the students are
giggling; they lean forward, their soles defiling leaves
torn from medieval hymnals. I leap up in indignation
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screaming “No no! You cannot do that!” fully expecting to
be chastised by this eminent, who lectures on in the accent of Anglophiles, not in the least offended though
knowing nothing of these books, no one paying much attention to either of us, as I gather the fragments up and
brush off the cake crumbs.
I move to another part of the room and two men in
academic/preppie jackets sit in front of me, hair in the
style of the ‘30s, both smoking pipes with names like Cavendish or Billiard (I’ve been reading a John O’Hara). A
somewhat overweight, marginally attractive woman lies
on my lap wearing an open mink coat, nothing else (Butterfield 8 I suppose, not unlike the faux fur Marique
would wear that day outside the library), and the two revolting preppies are talking about the movie Beetlejuice.
I offer the insight that that is the only movie (well, there’s
another one, but that’s of no importance here, nor to the
dream) that features the same car I used to drive, an ’82
yellow Volvo … Station wagon! I add triumphantly, at
which point both turn to me in high condescension and
say a number of derogatory things, likely lines calqued
from the movie, Beetlejuice I mean, none of which is familiar to me. “So,” the one with the slicked-back Scott
Fitzgerald hair says disdainfully, glancing at the minkclad woman on my lap (had you forgotten her?): “Have
you fucked her yet?”
“And do you expect me to rage in a jealous fit? Or to ask
of your antipathy to O’Hara novels and their relation to your
academic life?”
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That’s an easy one. Consider his portrait of the ‘30s. Everything despicable. The ubiquitous accoutrement of mixed
drinks, or highballs, or whatever other idiotic name they
were called. The lethal pipes with their pretentious names
and distinctions. The slicked hair. The Phi Beta Kappa keys,
the incessant references to Yale and “Yale men,” the fact that
everyone is named Emily, and the complete elimination of all
classes but their own and the occasional obsequious “Negro.”
I hate how this decadent culture was reconstituted in the fifties by a later generation, my father among them, in their
mean little provincial towns like the one I grew up in where
old college “chums,” who hadn’t left the town where they
were undergraduates, got together on Saturdays, with drinks
to celebrate their Alma mater’s football game. Sardines on
crackers. Olives. Lots of things I wouldn’t eat. I can still see
my father posing with the poseurs of this society, his own
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father and the Old Guard among them, all of them to be cut
down by alcohol, while the real football was played by the
public school kids I grew up with in Brunswick and Lewiston.
What’s the difference between that and, say today, a
weekend night at a crack house? All their smug racism and
garden-variety anti-Semitism, that bourgeois complacency—
all glossed over and excused because you listen to Louis Armstrong and praise black people for their athletic or their dancing skills? Jews for their jewelry. I’ll never wrench free of this.
“You should stick to dreams, you know.”
How about this one as a variant: a fragment. Again
the two arrogant men, sharing some secret excluding or
threatening me, now blue-collar types sitting on each
side of me in the front and only seat of a AAA truck or
maybe just a Ford F-150. Like that night hitchhiking
through British Columbia we slept, three of us, in the cab
of the pick-up whose driver had stopped for us. Here in
the dream, there is something sinister about the whole
thing as there was not that day in life. They stare at each
other and grin; they stare at me. I say nothing.
“And?”
Like my dream of the committee meeting where I could
not hear what Paul said to me, and when I understood the
particular word I had missed, it seemed inappropriate, especially from a moralistic shithead like himself. And last night,
in the dream, as I tried to write the words down of the dream,
the ink would not flow:
“Ink would not flow. The two men leering at you! Oh my.”
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And I wondered: is this what happens when you lose the
words?
“So why would …”
I stare from the second-story window of the old colonial we moved into when I was ten. It’s night, and outside
two men dig a trench toward the house. I struggle to open
the casement window, like Tristram Shandy, I think.
“What the hell are you doing?” A child’s threat. Hardly
anything of consequence. They drop their shovels, run to
the car. “I have your license!” I yell and try to spell it out
to them. L something I … something. The second and
fourth letters not letters at all. Close to 7’s. A Tironian et,
I believe, like a caret mis-set, leaning to the right, or the
forward mark on the typewriter. Not letters. The license
not a word at all.
“You’re omitting the important stuff, too caught up in
words.”
What do you mean?
“Well, I’m thinking of your ménage à trois in the pick-up.”
There was no … you mean the F-150, or …
“Yes?”
Ok Ok. It was completely sexual. Like a bad porno movie.
I buried that in narrative.
“Do you want to elaborate on that?”
Not really.
“Or the source of the images?”
Let’s just stick to the John O’Hara novel, which was sexual enough, perverse almost, with the old geezer fondling the
twelve-year-old on his lap.
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“Ha! You and your forebears. You. Showed. Them. That’s
what you think, sporting your bad clothes and crappy car—
all falling apart like your very strength. And yet you, because
your wants are few, have all you want in life, thanks to the
conventions of very culture you detest. Maybe you were lucky
enough, as others of us were not, not to be that young girl
dandled on the lap of someone you’re related to.”
iii. I Regret my Dance Card is Full for the Evening
“They hated me, you know. At school they hated me. And
in New York, at the dance class, they always hated me.”
Oh don’t start that again. No one has ever hated you.
“You see? You know nothing about me. That’s the problem. When we’re together, when you really see me, you go
berserk, knowing you’ll never have me, not for good. Not
completely. And I don’t mean this like you say Joyce says:
never knowing what your lover in your or another’s arms
might feel for you. I mean because of the way I am. And the
way you are. That’s why everyone ends up hating me. Everyone but you. I would come to the dance class, and maybe I
hadn’t eaten anything for a day, but I never had to stick my
head in the toilet or my finger down my throat like they all
did, and I thus never got that look of desperation that they all
had, like the dead girl at the library, the one you loved instead
of me, the look you can see a bazillion miles away (have I used
that word yet?). It just was natural to me, like this body—the
one that drives you crazy. I don’t need to spend hours in the
gym; I don’t need to starve myself or weigh out my food portions. That’s what enraged them. Not anything I did. But the
things I didn’t have to do. Me. Get it? Me au naturel. The me
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you claimed you fell completely for, even though by the time
you met me I was ravaged by drugs.
“And my family hated me as well, and my friends hated
me, and all the kids who were poorer than I was hated me and
maybe the only ones who did not were the kids in the nuthouse, and they just ignored me. I went to St. Johns, you know,
and Hampshire. And you wonder—why is it that I never
spoke of that? It was the whirr of drugs, which I sold to keep
in … to keep in drug money I guess, so I could sell even more
of them.
“And then I got here, another school. And here our paths
finally crossed: not in art, not yet in love, but in the classrooms of the academy. I sat next to that Haitian girl with the
perfect chest so admired by you and your friend the postmodern novelist; a wonder you noticed me at all! Until I drove
straight to your apartment for the chess match, that is. I was
like that woman you knew when you were teaching at
Bowdoin. Thirty, she was, maybe forty. Your age or close to
that, not just another undergraduate, and with that look of assurance and sophistication, it was a match, you thought.
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You sat out on the grass that summer at Bowdoin, and you
read Chaucer to her, and both of you pretended this was normal academic life. She left you for that gay friend you knew
from high school, and the only way you could describe this
was through a Jamesian parody; ‘Court Scene,’ you called it.
He died of AIDS, long after giving up on you, never having
read the note of condolence you wrote for his husband. Not
of his class; not of her class. ‘Sand poor’ is how I used to talk
of you to my friends on the polo grounds.
“They stuck me in a dorm with kids half my age, and by
then I was wasted on drugs and all the boys on the floor fell
in love with me. It didn’t help that I couldn’t sleep alone, but
always needed a massage and even though I never had sex
with any one of them, all the usual jealousies arose, and the
nights I spent with you, Gilton, or whatever his name was, 18
years old the poor kid, would fall asleep in the corridor leaning up against my doorway. And you got all bent out of shape,
‘Good God, what are they doing putting a returning student
like yourself, early 30s, into a dorm of 18-year-olds?’ I really
had no interest in them, although it was amusing, when the
‘big shot’ of the floor, or whatever guys that age call themselves, would give me a back rub, and stand up abruptly, ‘oof,
can’t take this,’ because he was so beside himself with desire
he was afraid he would ‘lose it’ let’s say, right there in the
dorm room, and you know …”
Oh only too well. Only too well.
“Like they think it’s somehow shameful or unmanly to be
aroused like that … why I’ve been told …”
It was in fact me who told you, my darling. When you’re
fifteen or sixteen you spend half your life worrying that you
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will find yourself in public with an erection you can’t control
or contain, and then you finally get to be an adult, and there’s
nothing you’d rather experience. Trust me, my darling, the
older you get …
“Well I never experienced that with you, and so I’ve often
said …”
My darling, the lies you told about me to my colleagues
and my friends are among the most welcomed gifts you could
imagine. You met my gay friend Bruce in Santa Fe, and he was
quick to tell me how much greater his respect for me was as
a result. And what did I do to deserve that? Nothing but fall in
love with …
“Remember the time I packed up my suitcase and waited
for you on the sidewalk and when you got there, mad with
desire, I said …”
You said, it’s sad thing when a girl has to bring her own
bed.
“Those were my very words. And those times were the
best. You were a jerk, but …”
Remember the time I lay with you in your apartment on
Orchard Avenue?
“We had just made love. You had your girlfriend in
Maine, but though you never loved her with the passion you
felt for me and said as much to me, you would never give her
up, never hurt her like that, and yet that time …”
Yes yes. That time.
“That time you were thinking about it. You looked into
my face and I looked into yours, and I knew. I knew you were
thinking: ‘I will do it. I will call her and tell her we are done,
and I will give myself forever to my darling Eloise.’ ”
Exactly that. And then?
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“Neither of us knows what happened then.”
Neither of us knew what we were doing; neither of us
cared about reality. We didn’t go to school, we only played at
being there: you as a student, tormenting the adolescent
boys, all mad for you; me as the professor. Each of us no more
than apprentices—you in your ballet training, me in the art
lessons I took in fact from you.
It was all impersonation. Like all scholars I know, I have
the fear—the one we never mention above a whisper—that
they will find out. “They” being students, colleagues, deans,
and committee heads. I will be in the middle of class and the
provost will walk in and ask in surprise: “What are you doing
here?” “Why, I was hired as a professor here,” I’ll say meekly,
but not without pride in my status. The provost then saddens
and shakes his head, turning away and leaving the door ajar.
Though fond of me, “No no,” he mutters, almost grimacing
with the pain of it. “There must be some mistake.”
Remember the day I was engrossed in your art lessons,
and you were busy, you said. USC had a football game …
“Football?” I said. “There is no one I know less interested in
sports than you.” “I bought gold and garnet pompoms at the
bookstore,” you said. “I have my poofy white sweater and
pleated skirt. The whole dorm floor is going.” “I’m not sure of
much, except that the poofy sweater will be a big hit.” “Sorry
have to go.” And I recall that game … maybe. I thought it was
Florida State, but no they lost that one years ago on a dropped
interception. I still remember the … But my God, to whom is
this of interest? Colorado it was, and they sucked so we … Oh
please stop! Anyway, at half-time you emailed. You had
walked back to the dorm in boredom. You weren’t one of
them at all. The time for that had passed years earlier. And
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you ended up studying your film class assignments, waiting
for a call from me.
“I’m like the subjects you professed to teach and pontificate about. You wrote an entire book about me, sketching the
past you hardly knew, inventing conversations we never had.
Barely words that passed between us.”
Yes.
“And you hit all the high spots, you thought. Like Nietzsche’s mountain peaks. Or at least those you thought most
convenient and thus scalable. Like the grief you felt at losing
me. What happened to the counter-narrative? Oh I know.
With you, it’s always the same: ‘There’s no realism,’ you say.
‘Most of our lives we spend pissing and shitting and standing
in line at the grocery store and you never hear of that. At least
not among respectable litterati. For who wants to create a fictional world, as they teach in the academy, when you can intersect instead with the real one?’ That’s what you always
said. Not that we need to discuss our bowel movements like
you do occasionally with your aging friends. Or like Knausgaard pretends to do. Eating. Breathing. The stuff you never
mention. The fragments omitted from your Elegy for me—
just another lie, you see, one of those grands récits you so disparaged as a scholar. I loved you when you threw your hands
up in despair and I could just smirk and laugh at you.
“Those were the best, as you say Flaubert says.
“Those, I think, were the best days we ever lived.
“Don’t you think that’s true?”
“Remember C.? the one you nearly gave up for me?
She too saw you squeezed between two men like in the
dream of the F-150. That’s what you get for seeking out
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her most alluring feature. She had a hard and firm athletic butt, you said, and that was the …”
Don’t do it!
“… and … Well, what do you care whether she, poor
thing, blushed at your admiration of her ass, or rather
shivered in fear that you were simply gay?”
I was trying to be civil. I didn’t want to insult anyone;
I…
“Let’s just say you must have brutalized her emotionally, so much so that even the desire you felt for her was
an insult, and she just assumed you dreamed of where
you wished to be, in the front seat of that … what did we
call those trucks in the old days? Wreckers. That was it.
Now they’re flat-beds, even the ones in your dreams.
There, with two guys feeling you up and not a damn
thing you could do about it.
So now we’re done?
Yes.
Now it’s …?
Yes. Time for what you promised once to tell.
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2. THE EDUCATION OF HENRY CHARLES
i. The Meeting of the Town and Gown is Cancelled for Today
No one taught me anything. What then was education
beyond the word or name for it? Nothing beyond the
vomit on the lawn and the stultifying hours of class-time
before I finally stopped attending.
At times like camp for the rich kids.
It was like a land of sinecures for the old boys of
Princeton and Cornell.
No one learned a damn thing.
Each day was worse than the preceding one.
Hank had come from a Missouri town where it was easy
for intelligence to outstrip education. What could you hope to
learn on the complacent plains? The glories of America, the
horrors of abortion, the Inexplicables of Our Lord Jesus Christ
and Savior? He may have studied German at some point, the
Teutonic waste of the Carolingians. Like other eager medievalists, he dabbled in rudiments of as many languages or
mere dialects as possible, then stood back to admire them
listed on his c.v. as if committee members presented with his
credentials might care about the problematic items, linguistic
and otherwise: Old English, Middle English, Gothic, obscure
branches of Romance, more self-serving accolades.
There was never dialog between Hank and his subjects,
any more than there was between Hank and his friends. No
one fluent in these ancient tongues could talk to or back to
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him, I used to say to him. “Only a pedant sounds out of literals,” I said. “No one ever spoke or wrote according to the fictions of the grammar books of the late nineteenth century.
‘The miller mixed mead in the Meadhall.’ Aelfric’s Bald Soprano, as you so surely know.”
He never learned to use rather than simply to suffer ordinary ressentiment. And though our hometowns were hardly
more urbane than his, when we others failed, we transformed
anger into work. Don’t fritter away your hours in a coffee
shop; why take the time to eat? You can humble them—those
querulous bastards of the academy—simply by outworking
them. Hank could not do that, and when things went wrong
he retreated further into himself: would-be painter of landscapes and building façades, composer, media critic. And
when he caught his breath, determining to tough it out again,
all he did was skim through another grammar book, or collection of poems with facing English translation.
I was no one; I knew nothing.. I spent my high school
days playing at adulthood. An adult was something, was
it not? And what, by contrast, were we? So instead of debauching my teenaged beloved and dreaming of that still
today, I discussed at arm’s length with her which of us in
coming years would do the cooking and who would beat
the children. By the time I was ready to experience youth
youth was no longer there for me.
Selves were no more than hair styles then. A crewcut
my father insisted on, doubtless as tribute to his days in
the military. I rebelled by waxing the front up. My brother
grew his hair long, a “hep-curl” over his forehead. In a
year or two, I added sideburns. We never grew it into
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what we called a “duck-ass,” so admired in those days,
nor could we replicate the grand do’s sported by the Everly Brothers. Who were we then, shaking our hair free?
I played athlete, played at athletics I should say. I
squired around the majorette with the jaw-dropping
chest and the slim adolescent hips. Ruined me for others,
so I thought, the allure of younger women merely the allure of her. It was decades before I met my B. and finally
P., nothing of the ingenue about them, and I rejoiced: “An
adult now! Now grown past those sixteen-year-olds their
hair in pony-tails or even thoughts of them!” Then you,
my Eloise, your dancer’s form as like my teenaged girlfriend as teenagers now themselves, dropped me back to
the starting gate.
I went to college, another identity, that of the men in
my family. No more nonsense of the false adult, being one
at last. I cut my sideburns. I wore a sports coat with a
narrow tie—a style in vogue maybe ten years earlier;
such is fashion in the provinces. Nothing fit: I didn’t know
the import of the songs, nor how to build a social entourage. I think alcohol provided me a self I finally accepted.
The only one left among those I had to choose from; like
the most base of lives available for rebirth by Odysseus in
the underworld in the tale of Plato. “Enough of heroes
walking with the gods,” the trickster said, shouldering
the peasant life he would have chosen had he chosen first.
We walked down Broadway to the opera; forty blocks for
standing room. The idea was to leave the Upper West Side
around 10AM to arrive at the Met box office just after the obsessive opera queens had gotten the best standing room
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numbers and dispersed with their prizes. Sometimes, if you
were lucky, there were only a dozen or so who had stood in
line since daybreak and thus you got, say, #20 dead center in
the balcony while those preceding you angled off miffed with
the injustice to the left. You had three hours then before curtain, and one time with Larry V., we killed the time at MOMA;
as we walked down Seventh Avenue, he pulled out a joint,
something I had not seen in a decade, and thus the first time
I had ever posed with one brazenly in public like that, the only
price his pompous discourse on Jasper Johns, whom, as a rube
from Maine, schooled in art only by a baroque specialist in
Baton Rouge, more interested in my ass than my dilettante
enlightenment, I had never heard of until that day.
Larry, unlike Hank, was a sophisticate you see, having
grown up in Philadelphia. By seventh grade, he said, he had
determined he would teach English at Temple. “Eccomi!” he
must have cried, “I am arrived!” when all his childhood fantasies came true, though for most of us, not a single thought we
had at age thirteen (much less ambition, thank God!) survived
to adulthood.
I don’t know what happened to that period of life, when I
would drink myself into oblivion, wake up in a day or so
and find that all those who had so unsettled me from the
night or day before were gone, and I would never hear
from or of them again. Like the time we looked for a place
to stay, and “Oh yes,” she said. “My aunt owns a cottage
on Bailey Island.” So off we went. “I can jimmy the door
with my id card,” I assured her, but could not, it turns out,
and we spent the night drunk and celibate in the backseat of the borrowed Rambler and predictably lost both
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our way and each other the next day. And one time a guy
from college says something like “Let’s party” then appears in a black leather jacket and sunglasses and even
numbed by alcohol I almost collapsed with laughter, until
he pulled a switchblade on some innocent, and I pulled
out a can opener in support of his belligerence, putting
my thumb behind the makeshift blade as I had been once
taught to do.
And maybe that was the weekend I was finally held to
account when I lay down that Sunday evening, hung-over
of course, hands swollen from the beating I’d given myself, and as I closed my eyes, people began to appear, people who were not really there—Smitty, veteran, six years
my senior, standing over by the window, laughing, maybe
recalling the night we walked back from the bar, stole the
street signs, and got chased by the cops through the parking lot of the parochial school and he tried to beat down
my door with a shovel when I had had enough of it, then
Marc, kneeling at my side, his face a foot away from mine,
showing concern he had never shown in life, and after
that, I determined, after that that was that.
That was what I learned the year before
I got work on the fishing boat.
So much for my college education.
“Where did you send that?” Hank asks (although it could
have been Larry or any one of them), of a paper a journal had
accepted, one of few that causes me mere mild embarrassment today. (1980, it was; you can look it up; but I know you
never will.) “I need to know where to send my own stuff,” he
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added as coda. “What difference does it make? It’s not like anyone actually reads this shit,” I said and have had many opportunities to say again, trying to match what others have
said to me:
“Here an example of my early work. I’ve really moved
far beyond it. But you [handing over a handy off-print]
might well be interested.”
“Congratulations on your book. I have always believed it’s not where one publishes that matters, but that
one publishes.”
“Brilliant. Absolutely brilliant. Why, it reminds me …
it reminds me so much of my own work.”
“You remember that guy who … ?”
“Oh sure. The one always on the steps of the library, you
mean, dashing in.”
“The little Jewish guy. Beaming at everyone.”
“Of course. He would carry a yellow notepad, always hurrying, always smiling. But if you caught his eye, he would instantly duck behind the yellow pad—hiding, safe—but never
breaking stride nor changing expression.”
“That’s our future, Hank.”
“The Viennese,” Hank spat in contempt, returning sober from his Fulbright. “They do not understand their
own city.”
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In Manhattan in those days and probably now as well,
“calling it a night” led to an escorting ritual of who would walk
whom to their door. So the three of us stood on the street outside the library, and I said, “Well, don’t worry I’ll walk Molly
back,” and he said, “Well, why don’t I join you, and you and I
will walk back.” And then we got to her apartment, and well
let’s both walk Hank back, and then … And this Cannibals and
Missionaries charade (I suppose that analogy is not much
used in today’s academy!) generated several trips between
110th and 114th Street and finally in exasperation I said, “Listen, Hank, there’s something Molly and I have to tell you.”
Remember those days in the garret apartment in New
Orleans, waking to a grammar book, two hours with
that, before moving on to the books or articles you had
assigned yourself? Good thing the name of the elitist college where you had the dismal record enabled you to
give that academic thing another try, now defining
goals not as knowledge or as “getting by” but rather as
pure work, and after a few years on the fishing boat, or
even your own way of making a living—typing papers
for students, writing them too, last-minute work, 20hour days or more—after all that, outworking a bunch
of preppie grad students in the library who didn’t know
what they were doing there and had likely never held
jobs in their much-protected lives? this was child’s play.
On the afternoon he was to leave for Vienna on an early
evening flight, he disappeared, and Molly and … and Brian, I
think, whose last name was the same as hers, who tried to
open a bookstore cum coffee shop in Toronto back before this
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sort of thing was popular, and the first day he opened, with
volumes at reasonable prices all carefully displayed and the
coffee hot to order, the local bookdealers came in, bought coffee, and cleaned out every book from the shelves. His coffee
not distinct enough to attract customers, he went back to his
day job as international flight attendant. And the two of them,
maybe with another lover of Molly in tow, off they went to
find Hank, not an easy task in Manhattan unless you’re looking for a ‘seed from Missouri, a guy I introduced to Chinatown
and Little Italy, and the only way he could cover the two
blocks between them was to walk all the way on Canal St. to
the IRT station on Seventh Avenue and get his bearings and
walk back “For Crise sake, Hank, why didn’t you take the subway uptown to Columbia or the plane back to Missouri for
that matter, turn around and head back from there?”
I remember being with John out on Matinicus after my
first year in grad school. It was the last time we were
there, years before he was struck down with dementia. I
remember telling him that when we sat on these selfsame cliffs again, I would be half-way through this experiment of grad school. That must have been before my
first year at Columbia. That must have been when I still
believed there was an arc to things, as Eloise used to say
to me, returning from her lectures at film school.
There were fewer than a half-dozen places in the city
Hank had ever been in the years he’d lived there and only two
of them served alcohol, one the bar on 110th Street, where
teetotalers like myself never ventured, and there they quickly
found him. They walked him back to our apartment where he
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collapsed onto the couch blubbering, Molly standing by in
embarrassment, me in contempt, but I don’t know for what
or for whom. They folded his money into his money belt and
stuffed the remnant bills into his socks, and thank God he
didn’t make a lugubrious scene over Molly, but merely
launched into a vile tirade against the old advisor of all of us,
and how in his qualifying exam or dissertation defense, or
whatever it was, the genial old guy kept referring to the word
bescheiden, mis-reading it, Hank cried indignantly, although
his own German was weak, and his now advisor-adversary
had spent the war decoding German military communications. And yes, the old boy had his quirks, and hadn’t changed
his views on individual works since he wrote about them
years before, but when I aged to within a decade or two of his
age, I knew exactly why he did this and I thus did it too.
Molly could not abide my lack of jealousy, and thus
carefully composed a self-incriminating note to an intimate, but never mailed it. Instead, she left it for me as a
placemark in a book she knew I would eventually ask
for, and I suppose she envisioned me glancing at the letter folded in the most obvious place, seeing a word, a
phrase … crushed with the pain of it. Yet when I read the
note, all I thought was “You slept with … Barney, did you
say? Holy shit, please tell me you didn’t sleep with a guy
a half-head shorter than yourself. Even I could do better
than that, and I haven’t been propositioned since my
years in New Orleans.” Yet all I said, handing the incriminating note to her for disposal, was “Barney. You slept
with Barney? I ...” Short with a short complex, his way of
dressing made it worse. “The least you could have done
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is sleep with Hank, then I could ask you details: how inept he was in bed and maybe for a sample of his sigh or
what must be his awful poetry.” Barney, she …. Gosh.
A decade later I returned to New York, where Hank was
now working his way up through the middle administration
of the library. I was escorted out of his office waiting room by
a stern and officious young woman, all I recall of her the
creased white blouse. “He says he does not want to see you,”
she said, with some embarrassment, unaware as I was not
that I was denied admittance because of my moral failings, to
wit, my infidelity to his erstwhile infatuée (I’ll say), something
I never denied and often sought.
A year or two later, I in a figurative sense, or maybe one
of my forebears in a literal one, must have circled Purgatory
a sufficient number of times to cleanse me of these sins and
when we met by chance on the quad, Hank fell all over me—
two old friends suddenly reunited. And I hear he married, not
a surrogate from our seminars, but the sister of one of them,
who was said to be a mental case, and that pretty much was
his life, along with his career in administration, the most detested and envied area of academia, and maybe there, like the
first time I met him, his unease and shyness, six feet tall as he
was, gave the impression of depth or intelligence, something
he, like all our acquaintances, possessed less and less the better I got to know him. “As Heinrich says,” I used to say to him:
“ ‘When you consider life as a whole, intelligence is a mere
bristle on the hog.’ “
And just as this history concludes, I make an important
discovery: like Nietzsche contemplating the score to Parsifal.
Can it be? How is it possible? Hank has a Wikipedia page!
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“You promised me,” Eloise cries out in protest, “just as
you promised too your Artist-dominatrix, both of us
working through the medications of experience. This
would be about you, not about some hayseed associate.
The ‘academic memoir’ your colleagues dream about.”
And Hank begat Ari who begat Tony and all those
grad students who followed me and cared no more
about me and my history there than I cared about
those eminents who preceded me. And Nancy O. begat
Molly who begat some kid with bad skin and troubling dreams and my Puerto Rican girl doubtless got
pregnant and went all fat leaving nothing but her resentment of the local kids whose very lives, like hers,
were limited by and often too to drugs and alcohol. …
Hank got so ill one afternoon at the opera, his Missouri
digestion no match for Manhattan, that he left (asking permission first in an audible whisper) half-way through Act
One; it couldn’t have been worse than when his beloved
Molly, hung-over, sitting in the score-reading seats directly
above the orchestra, was thumped nearly unconscious by the
bass drum in the opening Esultate! but the worst on any scale
devisable was when he opened the door to his dorm room
proscenium ready for the walk to Lincoln Center, expecting
gasps from the audience, and to ensure such a thing, he was
wearing a bright blue polyester shirt, with exaggerated
thread on the hems, the collar reaching well to his arm-pits,
preposterous even by the standards of that preposterous era
of the late ‘70s. Times Square haberdashery, he said, or Grand
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Central (“Did you know there was a shuttle?” he asked in confidence), unresisting of the deal even a tourist would not have
fallen for. He was a living parody of a white boy play-acting a
pimp of a sanitized tv series; even my Puerto Rican girl back
in the provinces would have sneered in contempt. Appalling,
it was, and for fully five blocks of the walk, within the area
someone from Columbia might have seen us, I considered
breaking into a sprint and running the last twenty blocks
without him.
In the end, Hank couldn’t wrest Molly away from me,
though for me, I say somewhat guiltily (being young is excuse
enough), she was only a stop-gap. No better was I than Boswell in his diaries, taking up with actresses while in endless
search of a “woman of quality.” (He concedes in a later entry,
unrevising the first, that these innocent dancers he debauched through his irresistible manly charm were hookers.)
I was “engaged” to her, if you could call it that, because
at the ripe age of 30, I had determined (having known nothing
of emotion until my early 20s), that the days of fire in one’s
soul were past, and if your partner had money enough and
was afraid enough of losing you not to challenge you on anything, that would be enough. The very picket fence of things.
She was off in Italy somewhere, sleeping with her fellow fellows in some Italian Institute and torn between whether just
to let it go as part of what life does to the unsuspecting young
or unburdening her soul in a melodramatic confession, perhaps to pique my jealousy. Or maybe this time I was working
in the Northeast, and God knows where she was headed for,
and I said Look, you decide. You can commit to your career
and we’ll just never be together and that’s fine or you can
commit to the bambini and the golden retrievers and that will
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be fine but for God’s sake stop imagining we can have both.
And she insisted and I said the hell with it, who needs this,
and a couple of weeks later I met the woman I thought then
the love of my life, and all I had concluded about emotions
was shown to be as vacuous as my thinking when I met my
wife-to-be, and a week or two or a month or so after that
Molly and I both got jobs in Los Angeles, where we could have
had, in paradoxical accord with her fantasies, the dullest of
professional and personal lives imaginable (like Hank’s lifeto-be, I guess!), but in reality even to visit me for dinner at a
place as innocuous as La Cabaña on Rose Avenue, she had to
lie to her new boyfriend back in Georgia, I think it was, and
even call him from a pay-phone in the parking lot swearing
she was out with friends, swearing even on her mother’s
grave (a woman she detested, by the way). Oh how I loved her
hateful old bat of a mom, as I’m told the pretentious witch was
rather fond of me, and every time her daughter appeared
with a new lover or husband on her arm, the first thing her
acid-tongued mom would ask at dinner in front of everyone
would be: “So! what news do you hear of Joseph?”
E-duc-ate. To ‘lead out’ you know. Whether out of
darkness or ignorance. Not to become that student-classicist who could not help passing on his insights into the
orations of Demosthenes. To appreciate such a man, that
was what I came here for, I thought naively, a man who
three years later would say to me at what passed for
graduation, in painful earnestness: “In the third oration
of Demosthenes …” Education was a myth, I concluded.
The whole Ivory Tower thing. And once stupidly imagining I would retreat to this place as a place of serenity and
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freedom to think and work, discovering in the process
that it was a rat’s nest of backbiting, hypocrisy, and privilege, lying and angling for perks, and simply submerging
yourself into this white-boys’ world and finally emerging
…
That’s the kind of stuff I used to confess to the Artistdominatrix. That’s the stuff I used to confess to my darling Eloise.
Each year is different.
Each book is distinct.
No book is like any other.
There is no relation between two books.
Every text is the same as every other one.
I went to the opera, book-shopping on Fourth Avenue
past Union Square. I wrote this paper; I read this book; I
had sex with this classmate.
One week after seeing his first opera—must have been
Otello or maybe Parsifal—Hank announced to me with the
same dead-pan seriousness he might use if he told me he was
studying Sanskrit or had decided to write an essay on the Prioress’s dogs: “I’m writing an opera.” Composing one, much
different from but likely equal to the only one he’d ever attended. Like all our other competencies. Oh, I will write on
life in the 18th century, having passed my exams on this very
thing after studied it fiercely a month or two.
Poor Hank. To hold two contradictory ideas in his head
at the same time? this seemed to him an outlandish and
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faintly immoral skill, like infidelity, like failure to commit,
learning all too belatedly that academics do this every day.
I should write him, I will say:
“Just thinking back of the times we walked to the opera;
do you still have that blue shirt? or was it purple-patched? did
you ever complete the libretto? or was it like the time I determined to build a model whaling ship, and got no farther than
the harpoons, fashioned from toothpicks and sewing thread?”
I will say:
“Remembering walking back from Molly’s on the night of
the ice storm, you in that mock-sheepskin coat with white fur
at your neck, standing wide-stanced on the sidewalk, and
through the mere force of gravity and lack of friction, sliding
back to 111th Street? as the lethal traffic spun through the
stop lights. You laughed. It may have been the happiest and
closest we had ever been.”
I will say:
“I always respected the fact that after throwing me out of
your office, two years later when we bumped into each other
by chance on the quad in front of the library, you came up to
me in apparent joy and had the decency to pretend that nothing had happened.”
These women and their egg-headed consorts! That
was how it was with Page, who one night after dinner
said out of nowhere “Tell me you’re gay.”
“What do you mean, tell me you’re gay?”
“Just tell me.”
“Ok. ‘I’m gay.’ ”
“Good. Now I can tell my husband that you told me
you were gay.”
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“For Crise sake, you’ve been married to this guy for—
how many decades? and you haven’t learned to lie?”
“I just can’t. I can’t lie to him.”
“And yet it’s fine to manipulate me into lying?”
“I’m not married to you. Besides, you weren’t lying;
you were just following orders.”
“Maybe I am gay.”
“Oh please.”
“I’m sort of a Sartrean on this.”
“What?”
“You know. Existence precedes essence and all that
sort of thing.”
“You don’t believe in essence?”
“Of course not. None of that mumbo-jumbo Freudian
bullshit. The id or Es as it should be.”
“What? You mean …”
“I do.”
“… You don’t believe in the unconscious??? The Unconscious? How is that possible?”
“Who knows. I don’t have time to consider my deepest
philosophical beliefs, all my intellectual energy squandered on fielding your questions and following your ridiculous directives. You know, all these months, you never
once told me or suggested you were married. You apparently left that to our mutual friends.”
“Well good. They did their jobs. And now you know
how much I care about you.”
“Ha! About the degree to which you care about me?
Of that, I have never had the slightest doubt.”
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“I still see Sarah, you know, who is Molly’s best friend,
although once despising me as much as you believe you did
when we were in school together. Yet they rarely speak of me,
I’m told, due to the jealousy of her husband, always listening
in on them.”
I will say:
“What kids we were! Do you remember that short Jewish
guy dashing past us on the library steps, hiding his face in a
notepad if you caught his eye? Always a yellow shirt involved
in that. What is this ‘being seen’?”
I will say:
“You know, the only truly relaxing moments I had in
those years were the times the three of us, you, Molly, and me,
stopped in to the store at 110th street and bought three beers,
two for you and one for her, and we sat in my dorm room facing the stereo on which I had invested all my fellowship
money, and listened (if I could get you past the dreaded
Pachebel) to Bach’s concerto for two violins which Marique
had bought for me when she was overcome with well-justified and well-deserved jealousy of any woman who drew
near to me, and I lit up some weed (although we never called
it that) and just drifted off, the three of us, in the music.
“I know it drove you mad! You could not endure that I
was unfaithful to this woman you were obsessed with. I suppose you were like Marique herself in that, completely unmoored by emotion, who looked into my face and claimed she
was having ego-boundary issues, you know, where not only
was she in love with me but actually becoming me. What an
awful pair you would have made, you and Molly now I
mean—not you and Marique oh my God! she would have
stuck your feet in cement. Now what she said wasn’t quite
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what Carol said in my garret apartment in New Orleans as the
tears rushed from her eyes, ‘I wanted to be you,’ she cried, but
not in the sense Marique had meant, and I can still describe
for you the denim jacket she was wearing at the time. It took
me decades to realize how smoking hot she was and how that
should have been enough, while recalling why it was not.”
All this, of course, was well before I met my Linda Jane,
and discovered what that I-am-you business from Tristan or
from Bronte (the other one!) is all about. What petty affairs
we had in the days of our being led out from darkness!
I love the memory of Marique insisting that, no matter
how much we felt for each other, it was impossible for us to
consummate this emerging relationship, given her marriage,
etc., and I said hell the feeling alone was worth more than the
sex or something equally embarrassing (pretty much what I
said to my wife-to-be when the mere thought of sex with her
terrified me) and whatever she wanted was fine, and the next
day she showed up in exasperation with armloads of foam
and condoms and I guess she had had enough of my acquiescing to this pseudo-Platonic bullshit. Obviously I was supposed to have dropped to my knees the day before and
begged her, you know, the way Thomas recommended I propose to Linda Jane, and had he not had three divorces in his
history I might have considered it. Or perhaps I should have
cried out in anguish the way I did the time that Beckett
scholar faced me away from her for a moment, and when I
turned back she was wearing nothing but her skirt, and “One
more week,” she said. “I know nothing of dating, having been
married all these years. One more week you have to wait.
That’s what my sister says.” Oh God, I laughed and almost
screamed in protest!
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“And just where has this Education of Henry Adams
rediviva gotten you?” Leaving out the juicy stuff as he did
leaves you caught in the vortex: the history, but nothing
of reality.
“Maybe you should talk more about your privileges. I
know I know. In twenty years or more, that will seem an
old cliché. But that hardly excuses your silence now. Your
closeted father, tight-lipped mother, the post-Depression
nonsense about ‘keeping everything within the family’
and I suppose that meant keeping your social life within
the family as well, since everything outside that was
simply not to be trusted. Intruders. Con-men. Those wishing to snatch away your virtue or your recipes. The stalwart self-sacrifice of family life.”
A professor I considered once something of a rival was
late one day to seminar. I opened my text and asked the class
in passive-aggression to construe the opening lines of the
poem we had been assigned, and all my classmates, Hank included, dove under the table or pretended to be engrossed in
opening the cookies assigned weekly to one or more of us.
And when the instructor came in I handed the book to him,
asking the same question, and instead of evading it, as everyone else had done, he took a look and without a trace of defensiveness or self-consciousness sorted out the grammar for
me. Decades later, I reminded him of this; the poor bastard
then lapsed into a self-involved rant about his most recent revision of some work long in the making, and it was sad, really,
both of us now retired, that he was unwilling to accept a
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compliment over what were his greatest academic skills, ignoring them for what were his most pedestrian.
And I will say:
“Oh I see I’m getting off the track, drifting through our
glory days at Columbia. I hear your wife is … well, ‘troubled’
is the most civil way of putting it. I repeat no more than what
I’ve heard, maybe adding a bit of salt. I remember that seminar I met her sister, a year before you did of course. There
were three women there, maybe four, and the one that interested me, with the imperial name, became a historian, only an
adjunct, I think, and then there was … I forget her name, Swedish—tall and ‘lithe’ one might say. Beautiful girl. Must have
been from Minnesota like all those types, Carleton where Sarah’s daughter went. Then a dark and unassuming girl, and of
course, you pegged her as the object of your affections, or rather, not her at all, but her sister. And with no more experience or thought of love beyond what you had heard back on
the Great Plains of America, or seen described in those idiotic
medieval romances we used to take seriously, what would
you expect?
“Serious scholar though you were, you didn’t bother to
read the texts themselves, with all their ‘fuckings and demises’ as I so crudely called it once, but accepted uncritically
the infantile theories thought up by some repressed Victorian
deviant a hundred years earlier. You know, all that loving
from afar, the celibate affection, or the nonsense they called
courtly love, which never existed in the first place, except in
the minds of Renaissance scholars and benighted readers like
yourself, why for Crise sake, didn’t it occur to you that even
Malory had trouble with the truth of things, coming up with
some bizarre idea that ‘in those days’ when these heroic
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histories took place or lesser poets wrote of them, men could
love for years without touching their loved ones, whereas in
these fallen times (no different from today or any other time
in history), it’s pretty much have at it on the first date (I
wish!), and this, for God’s sake, was 1465 or thereabouts, the
point being that this chaste and prudish love never had any
existence in the real world at all, and no one once believed or
much less practiced it, and all those old Victorian coots who
proclaimed this were fondling their underage students from
the git-go.”
“So what exactly is it you know of life? Of art? Of poetry? Beyond what I taught you, that is; beyond the gnomic certitudes you throw back in my face?”
So he spoke to the Artist-dominatrix.
So he spoke to the learner who knew everything.
She drew the lash back and he felt the blows across
his back, his shoulders, wherever the welts would form
in the future. He laughed at her. “Play-acting,” he said.
“That’s all it is. Even the torturers turn away in embarrassment. As in the English mystery plays.”
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“Now listen,” he said. And here is what he said to her,
transcribed in the best of his idiolect:
You look at a painting; you read a paragraph or you
listen to measure of music. What do you experience?
What of your own pencil traces on the sketch-pad? I
wrote that, you say. I painted that.
It wasn’t a puzzle. Not a roman à clef for dim-witted
audiences who will step back in amazement, deafened by
the applause when they conclude precisely what their fellow readers concluded before them. It was not like the
sketch in Baudelaire, completed only in the artist’s head.
Just remember. This too will be on the test. When the
professors warn you not to repeat what they said in class,
make sure you do so as nearly word-for-word as you can.
“Brilliant! Why her thinking is so close to mine!”
“Shhhh. Shhhh. I’ve heard this all before” …
What do I care for the logic of narrative? The genealogies of characters who were never real to begin with?
“Shhhh.”
She turns back to the sketch-pad. Her form just forms
itself upon the surface grain.
“So I took the helm,” she finally says to me, “and
maybe lost focus, as the boat fell off from its heading. You
spoke to me in the softest voice possible in those conditions, and maybe it was something like ‘Check your
course,’ or ‘You still have that buoy in your sight?’ or
‘Watch for the lobster pot’—something anything to restore me, and you said it was like driving—something
you do almost automatically, letting the sea and the
roadway keep your attention fixed on your course, although there are exceptions, you said, like the Professor at
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Oxford and Aberystwyth who could not stay attentive at
sea any better than she could on the surface streets of San
Marino near the Huntington Library. STOP signs so banal
they failed to hold her interest and in half the cases, she
simply drove right through them, not thinking, even with
the facts brought to her attention, that all that kept her
alive or from catastrophe were the four-way stops in her
neighborhood and the rich drivers braking expertly and
cursing her for negligence.
“And you need to think more broadly, you insisted. Far
from the rhumb line, you might say. As when writing,
what words are left to use? What is there to say that has
not been said before? You have to consider such things,
not once, when you start, but continuously. You can never
let your mind completely drift away as you might see on
television or in a bad ad for drugs or a vacation spot.
“Yet even that will not prepare you completely for reality. There are always things no rational person could
foresee. Like that overly earnest student of yours; remember him? fluent in English but English still his second language, I think. And he asked you to write a love-letter for
him, to the girl he loved ‘from afar’ just like Hank-love I’ll
call it. ‘You read Donne,’ he said. ‘You understand all that
stuff. Just write me the letter, I mean write her the letter,
being me, saying all those things Donne and Shakespeare
would and …’ Where he had gotten all this Cyrano-esque
foolishness, you couldn’t imagine—do they still watch the
Steve Martin film? and how could any idiot, however besotted by unrequited love, sit through class and not understand that none of these seduction poems, reprinted
in anthologies, were earnest or the emotions real: dark
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ladies and coy mistresses alike—mere fantasies of the
Victorians, inventing histories worthy of the one they imagined for themselves. But instead of pointing all that out
to him, you said: ‘If, Mr. K., I accepted your premise and
apparent conviction that my high falutin rhetoric has the
power to charm a hot nineteen-year-old into the sack,
why in God’s name would I involve you?’ ”
Those were the fortunate days of the fortunate times,
when you could say anything.
Now as you well know, Hank, grad students tend to mix
largely with socially inept, deeply defensive people, and both
of us did way too much of that. Forget my acid self-deprecating wit! I mean people who talk of nothing but criticism or
literary theory but seem unable to read a book of scholarship
or even a longish article central to their supposed field, opting rather for the sentence summary in the abstracts, never
risking primary sources in inconvenient languages or the
phrases any second-year student of Latin masters in college.
Are the bars as low in STEM fields, I wonder. College kids
like me passed courses in advanced calculus without once referring to the textbook; things can’t be any stricter after a
half-century of grade inflation. No wonder rockets fall from
the sky or parachutes fail to open.
“Forget teaching,” she continued. “Not for me. All that
setting up of slides for the microscope. The bored kids in
the labs. The torturing of the animals. Was it for this I
burned through all those courses, read all that poetry,
wasted on drugs and alcohol?
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“So I renounced all that and took whatever job I could
in the entertainment business, first the pole dancing, still
pays the bills! then the work for the movie industry not
jobs at all, but better than what the neurobiologists assigned to me. Unpaid roles—the ‘internships’ of the industry—hardly worth the missed gig at the strip club.
And finally now as a producer—no need to hunt for bit
parts in commercials or the low-budget film paid by a
trust fund.
“Start from the top, I reasoned, and in the face of your
skepticism, I noted we got roles, screen-time, that is, trotted out at the local festivals, only by agreeing to be executives. Set your sights high, we were told. Do not grovel
before directors and their light crew. A small investment,
$600 a month, as I recall. Peanuts for anyone with a real
job, though problematic for a stripper or part-time
barista. And I got the part and the bills came in and the
number of executives and associate producers slowly declined with the number of actors too until every shoot
seemed intimate, and we doubled roles just as they were
said to do in Shakespeare’s time though his Kingsmen
likely did not pay in any coin or scrip other than catcalls
from the groundlings.
“By grade 5 I saw my boobs just starting and grade 7
I heard French for the first time and you’re just dying to
know so I’ll say grade 10 losing my virginity just as it is
for everyone I’ve ever known the most disappointing and
meaningless thing in the world like my English teacher
said in an aside or maybe you yourself said this is what
your colleague said to you, you who claimed the only loss
of virginity you were ever involved in was your own, she
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said shaking her head and making the kind of face Victorian heroines were said to make when they were ‘very
cross’ ‘I just can’t imagine what man would want to be
involved in that.’ Then off to college and by that time I
was pretty much addicted to anti-depressants and alcohol and as I told you years later on the way to an AA meeting it must have been, ‘You realize you never saw me
clear-headed until this very night, correct?’ Only to fall
asleep on your shoulder as our drug-mates lectured us on
the joys of sobriety.”
We had tea every afternoon in the common room, and it
was Old School to a degree embarrassing now to remember.
The wives of faculty members stood behind large clunky samovars and poured for us. No herbal option then of course, the
youngest of the wives easily past retirement age. There was a
student there, I presume one year ahead of me, and she would
hold such court as court there was, her presumed admirers
joining her only because there was nowhere else to sit. Third
Oration of Demosthenes sort of group. It must have been November as that is when the MLA job list came out, and those
where the days when at least some of us could hope for employment. She was a Miltonist—that much I remember, although she never spoke of him. All that concerned her now
was the selection of schools worthy of her application. As if
rejection letters from an Ivy League school or small New England college full of angry lesbians were worth more than an
interview request from a distant state university run by Monsanto. “Oh I would never apply to Indiana …” Can’t remember.
Maybe it was Rutgers or Berkeley or St. Louis itself: the
“other” Washington to most of us, but not to them.
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Italian versus Flemish bindings,
the noted incunabulist notes, the difference in
the clasps and catches locking the boards up.
“Maybe the other way around,” he concedes,
unshamed.
En soi and pour soi, the dissertationist lectured us,
getting it backwards as only I seemed to notice.
I’ve heard that too.
Why tell this anecdote again?
No better than the dunce in the ROTC hat,
“Existence precedes essence! That’s the key to it!”
he said triumphantly, Sartre now in a nutshell.
“Or maybe the …”
Now Hank, you listen to me. This too will be on the test.
Some of the dumbest people I have met are professional academics. You know that yourself. But as I told Larry years ago:
few of them are so dumb as to waste their time reading (as I
once did) the work of those likely dumber than themselves.
ii. By Way of Conclusion
It wasn’t really work. Real work was working on the
fishing boats, setting strings, hauling up the lobster traps,
scalloping in winter. Even what you did on land: knitting
the heads for the traps, for those too cheap to buy gear
from professionals. Picking crabs—women’s work. An
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amateur could barely do four in an hour, starvation
speed of the highlander.
One summer he had worked as a so-called “editor,”
and those were the days he imagined himself a poet or a
novelist, or perhaps he would write a dissertation, and all
that took time and the genius he feared he did not possess. He was assigned the periphery: setting the manuscripts up—copy-editing, proofs from the printer.
Not work, not art, but close enough to that.
The scholars arrange their notes.
Front to back, just the way they taught it at Hopkins.
Their students lucky never to have learned a thing.
This isn’t work. This is typing, as Capote said;
the hanging indents of the bibliography.
Primary and secondary, another myth held
by those who seek their names in the index.
“Ego-scans,” they called it.
Can’t recall who came up with that.
This is like estimating the days’ catch.
Like guessing the wind from the sea-state.
Like leaning on one’s shovel on the construction
site.
Or idling the truck at the traffic light.
Dr. John graced Cal Tech for two years after I took the job
in California. “An article a month!” he announced with pride,
writing on medieval philosophy based entirely on the selections and summaries of Copleston. (Remember that? Tiny
handbook paperbacks—I believe medieval philosophy was
covered in two of them—there! that ought to do it! Come on,
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Hank. This is scholarship you can relate to best.) We all know
how tedious Thomas can be. And Big Al, as we called him?
Don’t get me started! All those needless questiones and distinctiones, differentiae. And when an ill-tempered senior colleague reprimanded him for his uncritical reliance on sophomore-level summaries, rather than slink away in embarrassment and shame (you know, the way all our enemies and exlovers do when we form the perfect riposte for them!) the
Good Doctor cried out to me in indignation:
“How dare he? Does he not know,
with his years of experience?
In academia one must trust one’s colleagues.”
Drawing himself up now to his full height.
“It is essential that one trust one’s colleagues.”
So he insisted, a deferrer to authority,
if not a bower-down to it.
“That is the solemn woof
in the weave of academia.”
Like Chaucer’s Placebo, no? to speak in his own idiolect. A
“court man” all his life, he brags, “I woot wel that my lord kan
moore than I ... What that he seith, …I seye the same.” All those
British terms for intermissions and elevators, busses and
train stations. No need to repeat here Freud’s so-often repeated joke applied to Rhodes Scholars.
I remember going to an opera composed by his friend or
acquaintance or God knows what. It was ghastly, but not
nearly so ghastly as being dragged to meet this maestro-virtuoso at intermission (“interval” for you Anglophiles). “So!” I
queried with little confidence that I could pull this off, “how
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would you judge the performance?” You can then stand back
and nod, with your head slightly cocked as dogs so often do,
your eyebrows tensed as if in interest.
All that fraudulent coherence we were taught and taught
to seek in those days. Like the fantasies of formalists from the
‘50s: the growth-and-progress histories of a century ago; the
hierarchy of poets and prince-pleasers. Like the celebrated
fame of actors celebrated by the Academy. The salaries of athletes. The life-styles of the plutocrats. All of those who
worked so hard for it. Enjoying the fruits of Fortune. Attributed to oneself.
Ten years ago or more, Linda Jane, oh just call her Love
of my Life, claimed she stood right next to me at intermission at the ballet, one of my last years of academic life,
and was so shocked to see me, the first time in the decades
since she’d left, only days after receiving the book I dedicated to her, she thought she must be hallucinating, and
how I could have been within three feet of her and not
sensed her—that I will never know. “I was with my husband and three Asian girls,” she said, as if I would have
cared, or suddenly recalled “Oh yes, there you were, of
course.” And if I hadn’t attended that ballet, and if I
hadn’t been standing alone precisely where she claimed
to have seen me, I would never have believed her, since of
all her virtues, and there were many, honesty and forthrightness were never to be numbered. Had I seen her, yes,
I would not be who I am today.
I was at a donor’s dinner—you know, the blue-hairs and
women smelling of fine restaurants. Hank, you spent your
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career at such events! I was the date of a much-fêted colleague, and when he introduced me to one of honorers or
honorées, she stood back and gushed: “Boyle? You are Tom
Boyle?” And what the hell, may as well his identity as another’s. Yes I am, I said, and my date skulked away into the
shadows. “Oh my goodness your descriptions of Galway …
They … they …” And as she said this, I struggled to recall
whether Galway was in Scotland or was it Labrador? no,
damn, that’s Gaspay. And I tried to steer the conversation to
those works of mine which I had read or with which I was at
least minimally familiar: Water Music with the hand-written
dedication to my mother, or what was the one about the hippies headed in convoy to Alaska? And of course, there was no
stopping her or me at that point. Because to reveal my true
uncelebrated self would be to insult her, she having shown
her own obsessive love of my latest work. And I know somewhere out there she will talk of meeting me—that skinny exhippie, and her compatriot will say Oh yes! All those ear-rings
and facial hair, and tall, so marvelously tall. At which point
she will stand back in indignation, “Tall? What are you talking
about? That shrimp barely comes up to my eyebrows.”
So, Hank, what has it all come to?
Going into administration and bringing all that money
home to retirement?
There’s no what they call “arc” to this. No history to a
pre-formulated end. Just the conventions of Wikipedia.
You should have stayed back at Columbia.
In some sense, at any rate.
Working on that opera.
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3. REPRISE: PASSING HEADLIGHTS IN THE PASSING LANE
“It’s like your father’s performance in the rehab center.
All the forms and conventions of the confessional without a
trace of the truth. Or not that particular truth he was assigned
by the doctors to write about. Alcoholism? Public drunkenness? No no. Let’s talk instead about collapsing from bee
stings and the Heroic Trip to the ICU (that is, the Detox Center). The Great Life Lessons of our ancestors. That’s how you
described it, a bit resentfully, two years ago. But remember
what you say about the car-repair place on the corner, now
run by the son? ‘The apple don’t fall far from the tree,’ you
always say, in a send-up of the local dialect. As here, in these
pages, your student days are screened by a classmate more
broken than you were. Poor bastard. Still caring for the sister
of the girl in the seminar. Still angry at his careerist associates. Still pining for your ex in the interim. I was married too,
as you know. Between schools, you’d say, just before I came
to USC and got assaulted by the one man I trusted.”
Oh Eloise! Just stop!
“Married to the small-time mafioso in New Jersey in
those heady, pre-Sopranos days, and it was magical. Well, it
wasn’t magical. Actually it sucked and he stole everything I
had. All that falling in love business—I doubt he ever got as
far as that, focused as he and his family were on my inheritance. Still, we’ve all been in love at some point. And even we
two were in love, you and I, or so we said, although we never
had that staggering form of it where you can’t eat you can’t
sleep you can’t perform even the most rudimentary of social
obligations …”
Speak for yourself!
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“I am. I did my part, but it was never enough for you.”
Then in a faux baritone imitating me: “ ‘Ain’t gonna be no pining,’ you always said when I threatened to leave or you yourself did, then said bitterly. Nearly a daily observance, our personal liturgy. But there always was regret. At least for me,
there always was. A longing all balled up with the clutter of
you, the world, my family, art, and life …”
Oh Eloise! I know well what you proved so viciously at
the end: that life without me was not possible. But that and
love are two completely different things. You never lost a
wink of sleep for me. Over having or for losing me.
“I lost all my money to the gangsters; I lost everything
else for you. Like the happy couple in the book we read—
lounging in the field as in that painting by Manet. I lost my
dream that I could live that life with you.”
The same problem I had with P., “She who would not
wait for me,” I called her, another screen for you, you know,
the woman I could love when I could no longer have the love
for you. I remember that summer in Maine, she in LA, building
up the courage to leave me, although there was no way I could
have known that then. Nor did I know then that you, my
Eloise, had less than one more year to live. I was watching a
bad film about two teenagers, or kids in their early twenties,
and they were crazy in love and had no clue how they would
manage life with those feelings but of course didn’t care at all,
not a hoot as my mother would have said—come what may!
and I thought Damn! in this perfect bourgeois world I’ve constructed, where I trust her absolutely, where I know she will
never leave or threaten to and we will be coupled up forever
complacent, exchanging dinner plans and housework for
eternity, look what I’ve denied her. That! the irresponsibility
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of love not knowing or foreseeing or finally caring what will
happen—what the future might hold or be. She would never
experience that, and that was the moment even I knew all was
doomed to end. That the bourgeois dream was mere pennies
to begin with. What I did not foresee was the pain that would
come with it.
“Stick to the subject.”
The subject? I thought love was the subject. Oh. I see. You
mean my feelings toward P. don’t really qualify, as that was
merely longed-for youth not at all the blind love I thought to
feel or hoped to feel for you, or all the screens for you, at any
rate. What of all those you’ve lusted for? What of all the men
who’ve lusted after you? Why do you so rarely speak of them?
Did you fear my jealousy?
“Blind love is indeed the subject. Or true love in my lexicon. Stick to that. Not the hypotheticals.”
OK. My wife-to-be, then. No denigrating what I felt for
her! On her gap year from college, we would say, were she
doing this today. I remember feeling the water from the
shower over my face, the night J.D. drove us to Mt. Kisko west
of Bedford, water joining with and washing off the tears, and
I knew at that moment every conclusion I had come to in life,
everything I had done to make it bearable and sometimes
even interesting, everything I thought important—all of that
was gone in that moment. ‘Poof!’ to put it as you might do.
‘Bettered by the banalities of lyricists.’ Yet feeling the love I
felt for her—this was the most important moment of my life.
The following day we lay in the grass and stared at each
other, our insipid revelations formed with conviction: “No,”
we stupidly said, “it’s not physical! It’s beyond that.” What
kind of poetry is that! She was tired of all the sex and the pain
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and the disappointment that came with it: that’s why she
talked this way, or maybe she was merely parroting what I
had said because the whole thought of staking all for sex terrified me. And lying there (as Shakespeare said), we faced the
truth: I myself had never felt such things for anyone. And
her?—how close was she to risking the ranch a rich husband
might one day buy for her.
A month or so later, over dinner it was—why is it this I
remember?—the two of us having managed a wretched version of the ‘50s meals her family from up-country once served
up without a trace of irony, half from a can, the rest from the
freezer. I was in my Levi’s. No shirt. And she was wearing a
jacket, probably one of mine, maybe camo like the hippies
wore in those days, nothing else. And we leaned over the
cheap dining room table and laughed at each other, and
laughed at the notion that anyone, anywhere in the world,
would want to eat what we had made or for that matter
would want to eat at all.
That was the way it was.
“Oh yes, I remember.”
No, Eloise. What you remember is the effect of the drugs,
whatever the drugs were, and you didn’t want to eat anything
or perhaps you wanted to devour everything within sight.
I’m thinking of the night we
went to Chinatown; I’m thinking of the time you ordered
lunch in the campus dining hall.
I’m thinking of the time we all
laughed when you fell face down into your food that night.
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“Oh yes. That was it. That was how I fell in love with you
as well, although it was never love, you claim, on my part, just
another affair with a teacher. Just the oddity of drugs and a
man pretending to be head-over-heels in love with me.”
I’ll tell you what love is, my Eloise. I was walking with a
friend in the courtyard to a restaurant, and suddenly without
warning she took my hand and looked me dead in the eye and
said “I’m crazy about you.” And I, abashed, had nothing to say
and stammered, completely shattered in love with her. “It’s
OK,” I said. “It’s all right.” For months afterward, she reminded me of this, laughing at the inarticulate boob I was. For
years, I told other friends she was the one. The One.
And in the saying that, I forgot the others who years earlier had taken my very soul away. I forgot the days in Tulsa,
my lover’s husband pining away in Los Angeles, and the bumkins gasping, shocked at our improprieties at the dinner table. That’s what love is. And I looked into her face …
“Oh Linda Jane, you mean. You called her by your name,
and she called you by hers, and you know what you do with
me? You never use any of my names, but the made-up name,
or the nickname you gave me. ‘The Stalker’ you called me, in
jest of course, because it was always you stalking me, and this
was as close to a name exchange we ever got.”
And then …
“Oh my God the dead girl! The dead girl in the library!
The self-medicating anorexic!”
A girl half my age everyone had a crush on her, and one
day I came to the library and on her desk were flowers where
her name-plate once had been. And I dropped to my knees
and threw my books into the hallway and bawled like a baby.
“You were always such …”
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Yes yes, I know. But this time I was really grieved, and it
may have been all the other crap going on in my life as well.
But for you to be jealous of Carrie or any girl like her says
more of you than me.
“I’ll be jealous as I wish. Jealous like that woman you
claim is a screen for me, or me a screen for her.”
What about Judith, then, you don’t bat an eye with her …
No no! not the lovely sociologist, Good God! There was nothing between us. “A slut, that’s me,” she said to my girlfriend’s
face. “But not slut enough for his taste!” I don’t mean the one
you went bananas over (to speak as you would speak). No no,
I mean my wife. My once wife, I should say. My ex, although
of course there are exes one was never married to. You care
no more about her than I care about the mafioso you claim to
have once been married to. So of her, it seems, I can say anything. I try to recall the narrative of our life together, but it
falls apart into … not even a series, but a heap, let us say, of
incidents: the scattershot patterns of the skeet range. One incident, where I still see her framed as if in a video, was the
day of our engagement. A single pan of the gravel driveway,
with her car the central focus. Two figures, one in tears. Just
that and the framework of the narrative that explains it. Me?
I’m like the monster in the Roger Corman film—everything is
being shot through my eyes, seen through my eyes.
She was off to college—two years at UNH to supplement
her associate’s degree from wherever it was in New York—
someplace with -kill as a suffix. We had been together for a
year, living as if room-mates with her brother, or so her family thought (or pretended to think); and we were moving to
New Hampshire for two more years we thought. This was the
day we knew would come when we had to inform her
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backwoods family of the truth. And this time, of course, the
room-mate ruse would never do. No more duplicity. Cards all
out on the table. Souls bared. The glories of a Clean Breast of
Things!
The scene is the driveway where her brother lived, the
house of the fisherman’s daughter, no one hotter then and
few now, and this, Judith thought, was the perfect time to
“spill the beans” to Dad, standing to her right, which she did,
and this led, to our shock, not to a familial one-ness of mind
at all. No Way! was the response. And I don’t remember what
else—something about “I am not having your mother forced
to go through …” whatever it was she would have to go
through, as those were the days when living together without
being married was still scandalous in some regions, just as
integrating her small hometown had been two years earlier
when she brought her black friends from Albany home for a
visit.
And that, then, was that.
Whatever happened to a heart-to-heart? Ubi sunt veritas? Honesty? Revelation? Isn’t that what all those thousands
to the professors were meant to buy for you? and I thought:
Fine—we don’t need her family, love is enough, hippies that
we were—ready to renounce everything in and of the middleclass world—Corman again! my mind like all those anti-bourgeois monsters of the monster films!—and she opened the
door to her car, and she says later that Damn! This was the
very car her proud father had bought for her after she finished her two years at the ag school in New York, and here
she was about to drive away in it with her lover, unmarried!
a disgrace to the family! renouncing all of them for love, and
No, she said, laughing now, I just couldn’t do it. I could not.
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I stood at a distance, as if watching all through my monster’s eyes in the theatre, re-thinking this, the two faced off,
Judith in hysterical tears in love with both of us, and the stalwart dad doing his dad-imitations, and after a few overblown
gestures and threats “Unless you’re married …” And then I
saw my chance. She is mine forever! I thought. Because there
was no way she was going to give up that car she was sitting
in, any more than she would renounce me or her family, and
if the only way to keep those perks was to “tie the knot,” as it
were, in some vapid public ceremony, I was sure that would
be fine with her. So I stood proudly to the side, succumbing to
the tasted fruits of the detested bourgeois life.
And that is the story of our engagement. No ring. No hurling oneself to one’s knees in agony or in hope.
I have difficulty collating this moment with the weeks
she worked in the horse farm in western Massachusetts, but
she must have been there until our wedding in August. And
one morning David called at 3AM, too sunburned from an outing with his family to go to sea that day—the only day we ever
missed. So I drove out to surprise her, knowing full well her
lover in Albany had visited her earlier, and no more proof was
required than when she insisted we sleep in the back of my
car rather than the local Motel, where, doubtless, she had registered only a few weeks or maybe days earlier. And I guess
our wedding plans? That must have put the kibosh on the
dreams of her soccer-playing lover from Peru, love of her life
prior to her meeting me. He is the one she wrote the letter to,
a day after I told her I was leaving her, the one I found unsent
and ripped to fragments in the wastebasket.
She visited me once in Maine, not long after that, and that
night I reached for her and she said, “I could never deny you,”
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and it’s not until this very day I realize that was the same
damn thing she must have said to her Peruvian not only the
week before we “made it official” but very likely a few weekends later in the summer as well. She was (I tried to convince
myself) the Love of the Lives of several others than myself.
I was driving home on the week before our wedding. I
realized I should keep driving, out of Maine, out of New England, past borders I had never crossed, and never see her
again. It was my first, you see. You know how the first feels,
or perhaps you don’t. The first feeling as an adult of what I
had felt for the girl in first grade, not then having any way of
knowing what it was or meant.
That was
What I Did for Vacation.
The years between schools, I guess you’d say.
Gap years in modern parlance.
Married life. Separation.
I must have found things richer
in the South where I had never been,
preparing for my place in the academy.
“My darling. That was a tale you should have told of me.
How could it have ended worse for us than history? We lay
there watching African Queen like other perfect students in
the film-history class and you will never forget my face breaking into a grin, as I clapped my hands and pointed to the tiny
screen where and when they mouthed their wedding vows.”
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III. TEARS OF THE FISHERMEN:
Local News Brought to You by People from Away
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Because wars are wars. The same exploding powder when
there was powder, the same thrust and parry of iron when
there was not—one tale, one telling, the same as the next or
the one before.
Faulkner, The Unvanquished
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1. SEASONAL HELP
He was never quite the same, he claimed, reborn, it
seemed, after he saw the flecks of what was left of the crewmate wash out through the scuppers, fouled with the bait
waste. “I never saw the sea as something to be buried in,” he
always said. “I never wanted to be one with it in that sense. It
was rather something to have survived. Whose dangers had
been kept ‘out of hailing’ (to mix a sea of metaphors).”
The converted lobsterboat was rigged for groundfish.
Seining, mussel-dragging, shellfish … It wasn’t brain surgery,
they all said. The particulars hardly mattered: if you could
work you could work. You never knew where the fish swam
or where the scallops lay, they said; never knew for sure what
you should be going for. Sometimes there were fish and
sometimes there were not; you did what you could to find
them, and pretty much that was that.
As he took the hose that day, he worked with fervor because there was work to be done; he was never asked to keep
busy just for the sake of it. No one cared on a five-mile run
offshore if you just sat on the washrail trying to light a cigarette. You wouldn’t get there faster by swabbing the deck
right down through the floorboards. You wouldn’t get more
fish by ripping your shirt off beneath the foul weather gear
and flexing your forearms. Everyone knew the difference between busy-ness and work. And if you fought or competed
with fellow crewmembers, it was by working longer and
harder than they did, not by getting by by working less. Compared to the earth-bound work of the highlanders, it was glorious.
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The men of a previous generation had fished under sail,
working as they had seen others work, serving as models for
those who followed them in power boats. They built up myths
still shared today, myths that worked as well as not having
them at all. These surface myths, they suspected, had little to
do with the realities at sea or on the ocean floor. No more than
the polished testimony in a courtroom reflects the ragged
crimes you got charged with. You followed them in search of
that day you came home “giddy with the catch”—you know
the feeling!—and left the wharf with more money than God,
at least in your head, or more than you had started with at
any rate. What more would you ever need or need to do?
But gear wears out, they would always add, and engine
bearings wear out and the prop shaft wears and every
shackle and block you rig suffers rust and metal fatigue and
maybe the fittings were a size smaller than you should have
chosen there are a hundred things that could go wrong and a
hundred choices you’ve made to get there and even if 99 of
them turn out to be the right ones, there is always that one
error, that one degree of the wheel turn, that can result in disaster, and it’s the same on land as well, even for a grocery
clerk, facing the crack-head with a handgun, suddenly alone;
no one within earshot.
For years, all those that he would live, that is, he would
remember that trip or the dreams of that trip. Sometimes it
began with a face-off between the captain and the wailing kid,
or maybe between two rival crewmembers, one ferried by
Wes back to the harbor, and then he would be standing in the
pilothouse having never helmed a commercial boat before,
his hand on the topmost wheel-spoke, occasionally leaning
forward as if to compensate for a wave-crest or swell, but
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realizing he did that not to keep his weight expertly centered
between his feet, but rather because that is what he saw experienced fishermen and helmsmen do. Staring straight
ahead, but continuously glancing left and right, consciously
recording each discontinuity in the sea-state. Perhaps a buoy,
even flotsam, a wave-crest and adjusting the course as
slightly as possible to avoid it, knowing Rod, however busy,
was glancing too at the open sea and taking into account everything he saw there. He paid no attention to the muttered
curses—if Rod needed help he would ask for it. You didn’t offer. The throttle was set for you and you didn’t touch it. The
course was set, and you, an extension of his will, didn’t vary
it. That mythical self-sufficiency! You depended on everyone.
Even Rod admitted it, and David too: in most ways, they all
were slaves to the suits in the marketplace.
On that trip, and in the dreams he had of that trip as well,
he “cleaned up,” first directing the hose over the hastily retrieved gear all wound up bad—nothing to be done until they
got to port—and the parts of the deck too that were free of
what was now a make-shift body bag covering what was left
of the crewman, John maybe, although the truth was he never
got a good enough look at him, even in the dream-state, to tell.
Then Rod said something at his shoulder and took the helm.
And through it all, the dream and his memories, he heard the
kid wailing at the blood, as the old professor, who was there
as a passenger and now assumed his role as a witness, stood
frozen in horror.
This was just the way it was out there and you didn’t let
it get to you. Like the kid too lost in his cellphone to see the
tree just off the shoulder of the roadway or foresee the flames
he would die in after hitting it; you didn’t shed tears for him!
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Or Alan W., his best friend in high school, losing control on
the old road before they built, as consequence, what we now
call the “straight stretch”; killed instantly, John M. it was who
got trapped in the wreckage, two broken legs, what was left
of the car taken to Vaillancourt’s with others your friends
died in. Why mourn for them? Mere theatre it would be. And
what of the thousands of sea-creatures you brought to death
each day, many of them thrown overboard as waste? you
didn’t grieve for them, even though you sometimes frowned
at the gratuitous cruelty of a crewman who made a sport of it,
and if the captain saw it he would grunt “Enough. You got to
respect them. One day it might be you.” Like today perhaps,
the spray playing over the body bag.
That is what he thought about when the dream of staring
forward into the sea-state faded and he awoke in confusion.
Maybe washing and swabbing the blood flecks or maybe having seen the helpless crewman or the professor himself exposed for what they were, defenses dropped, all pretense
gone, or maybe hearing again the kid screaming as he died in
the car fire, or maybe it was two in the early morning when
he awoke from the dream, and all he could think about was
keeping his fear or whatever you would call those emotions
below the sound of the diesel or hidden in foul-weather gear.
Nothing to see. Nothing to sense. Nothing to disturb the laboring of the engine and the unerring course of the bow in the
bow wake.
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2. DO NOT FEED THE RIVER HORSE (Rodney)
Now Rodney, known as King Hippo in my earlier fiction,
is maybe a good place to start. Rod was known to grab a sixpack after work, pick up his helper at 5 or so, poor kid barely
conscious after trying to squeeze a nap in, and as if in a roidrage spend the night bar-fighting in Portland. The only difference between the bars down there and those closer to home
was that few there knew he was a fisherman, or what kind of
fisherman, and that he had several hundred thousand dollars’
worth of gear completely unprotected and unmonitored and
likely uninsured roiling night-long on the ocean floors and
surfaces, gripping the seabed by mere weight alone accessible only by an easily cut length of warp and therefore only at
bars as far away as Portland could he afford to make enemies,
serious enemies, because to get back at him that distant from
home meant only another fight on a barroom floor, blocks
away, and after that, well, as far as the rumors went, there
would be no need for another one. That’s what “getting on his
wrong side” was supposed to lead to.
Nice stories.
Except that no one who had claimed to have witnessed
these bar brawls in Portland had ever “gotten into it” with
him, physically I mean, or perhaps even verbally. No one who
spoke of him could in any way be regarded as disinterested,
whether they praised or disparaged him, and enough people
in town having realized this, rolling their collective eyes and
styling him as a “belligerent pussycat” was about the best
they could come up with, like the day he wasted 45 minutes
of irrational invective against a summer resident familiar
enough with life on fishing boats to know all this was no more
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than what the hippos did on nature shows on television—get
up into a dander, lose control of their sphincters, and then
twirl their tails in such uncontrolled rage that they spread
their shit over pretty much everything.
But that didn’t mean that all this was harmless.
Two years ago, we had a shark attack in the area which
I’m sure you’ve all read about, and after the general hysteria
passed, you would hear the biologists or ichthyologists, I
guess you’d have to say, reassuring us (although it wasn’t reassuring in the least) that the attacking creature was an “outlier”—nothing to be concerned about—doubtless a “juvenile”
shark “unschooled” (in all senses I suppose) in the ways of
determining food, and thus had “mistakenly” attacked the
“well-loved-and-respected” summer resident “in a wet suit!”
(let’s not forget that!), pretty much cutting her in half as her
appalled kinfolk watched in horror. As if teaching us of aberrant realities (the rogue shark) somehow implies or entails a
reassuring rule: in this case the ideal shark (Plato) or the perfected one (Aristotle) is harmless to humans.
Not so the sharks of reality.
There is a dangerous complacency alluded to above:
don’t worry about the tail-twirling hippo, they say, spewing
shit from both ends and making a great commotion in the water; he didn’t survive all those years on the way to his prime
of life by going up against creatures like himself with fathomwide jaws and foot-long tusks. But though the king hippo is
ultimately a loud-mouthed buffoon unless cornered (and
how to corner a king?) and Rod himself was harmless (or
have I gotten them mixed up?) and the adult great white
sharks who cruised past Bailey Island on a warm July afternoon were nothing to take note of, except for your Facebook
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page, that wasn’t true of everything. The danger lay with the
adolescents—the fat young hippos wishing to rise in the hierarchy of tail-twirling, the frisky young sharks too naïve to
identify prey, who chopped that woman in half two summers
ago, and especially the unschooled teenagers who worked the
wharves. These kids had no gear out there on the water, no
possessions, no reputation to be lost or defended, no stake in
the community, nothing but a desire to ingratiate themselves
with their would-be masters, and they were unbound by any
sense of civility, the norms of society, the networks and the
conventions which kept it “afloat,” one would say, and thus
were perfectly willing to cut moorings and burn houses
down, maybe just beat the crap out of a competitor or even a
summer resident as they had nothing to lose and (at least in
their minds) everything to gain—that look of hippovian grace
from the Master, almost recreating the conditions of a thirdworld palace, or the way things used to be in Europe before
the Revolution or more recently in first-world cabinets.
They were too stupid to realize that today, in this century, it was long past the days “when we were kids” (as defined by some old guy you paid no attention to), and you
might not so easily get away with stuff like that, even or perhaps especially when directed against people from away.
Sheriffs were not just clowns who drove in once every few
days from Portland or New Gloucester, I guess it was; they
lived rather in or near the community and knew damn well it
was the rich folks who paid their salaries, and there was no
way they were going to let a bunch of yahoo would-be fishermen harass folks who styled themselves as model citizens
and had the economic wherewithal to prove it, supporting the
Land Trust, investing in a local restaurant, helping build the
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public launch ramps, and paddling around in kayaks half the
summer.
For that is the town these days, no longer dominated by
an obsolescing class of fishermen. In a hundred years, everyone will be talking in high nostalgia about the headiness of
these days, just before all the land was bought up by summerfolk, days when the wondrous dynamic of the non-residents
vs. those who had been here for generations still survived and
you could all pose together in the photographs and attend the
town meetings and greet each other out there on the water or
in line at the Vegetable Corner, or maybe hire each other to
do what you could not do yourself. Ah yes, the good old days
will someday be today, a day not one whit better than the
mythical days of yesteryear which all the people of today look
back to as the pinnacle of civilization and civility.
And so Rod blustered down the rampway. On most days,
he would wait in imperial sloth as the helper ran the dinghy
out to bring the boat right into the dock for him. On others,
like today, he would jump right in overcome by impatience
and sit in the bow thwart, the helper no more than a galley
slave powering the skiff out with both of them. And all the irritations of the weekend, which he passed on to the helper in
the most distorted form, “ramped up,” you might say, and by
the time he heaved himself over the rail of his boat, he had
“worked himself up into a lather,” all worn out, his spirits
emptied “like I lost the filter and got hard hosed up” as Tom
B. once put it; he could no longer tell where his wrath was
directed, whether it really was someone who had spoken ill
of or intemperately to his grown-up son, perhaps the summerfolk in general, or rather the very conditions of life, which
saw to it that even as the material possessions piled up on his
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land—the new house, the graveled drive, the old gear rotting
in the forest—nothing changed, and life pretty much left him
as disappointed as he had been as a teenager only now with
faggots for neighbors.
He thought of the time he was knocked unconscious in a
bar-fight, actually the result of an ordinary accident on the
wharf. A mis-step. Unprofessional, but it happens. For weeks,
he looked back to those moments. The confusion of surfaces.
The surreal appearance of the nearby doorway as he raised
himself to his elbows, suddenly hundreds of yards away from
him. And what he expected to fear, losing control like that, he
found he grew to long for. That new life, struggling to consciousness …
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3. LIFE BEHIND THE PROSCENIUM ARCH (William)
When the EMTs broke into the house to haul what was
left of him away,
that must have been about the time
J. turned the heat off for the winter and fled to California; the
plumber had to get there quick to keep the pipes from freezing,
to ensure the refrigerator was empty
and the door propped open,
to ensure no wires were exposed,
the storm windows all set, screens stored,
all the locks all in place.
The same with all of them, the same
with all the summer residents.
When the EMTs took what there was to take away,
you’d say
in retrospect, accounts had all gone bad on him.
Poor guy never charged much to begin with for work
(and collected less, he always said, just like the lawyers
joke),
but finally the code inspector took an untoward interest
in the odd jobs assigned to him by everyone,
and the summerfolk began hiring professionals.
Like others, William tried to be one of them but in his
mind he was always the outsider, always one generation shy
of acceptance, it seemed, the one who would not be given the
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password. Play-acting the local man, never being him, he
thought. Retiring from the Navy (the “service” as it is known,
with no apparent irony, although the only people you served
were the rich folks who spent those years at college or winters at a ski resort). When he bought the uniform at Reny’s to
enhance his status as Fire Warden, he insisted the town pay
for the special-ordered Town of Huffs Mill patch on the shoulder. Never trusting the opinions (not meant to praise him) of
those who imagined him the epitome of all he aspired to be
and feared he never was. At war with the frost heaves and
potholes.
In late April, the Town Report came out. Half those you
knew lined up outside the town office as soon as it was available, maybe using the report as a screen or pretext to flirt
with the clerk, full-time or part-time, (you never know!),
maybe using their poorly hidden and easily excused lust for
her as a screen for busybody curiosity. No one cared when the
terms of the selectmen were up, no one understood the local
ordinances on shellfish. You would have heard had anything
occurred of import or any rule decreed. As for the audit ordered by the selectmen from firms from away, you’d have to
be a CPA to understand the figures, even discounting the surface graft and embezzlements. No, no one but a proof-reader
read the Town Report for that. Only one thing mattered:
Who of your neighbors was behind on their taxes.
Now the Town’s reasoning in printing the much-read section
may seem strained, but you must understand—this was
years ago before Shame Herself was exiled from America.
And whether for the curious innocents, or those named
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delinquent on the ledger, it all made for a sense of community. Even your own name had appeared there not too long
ago and how the hell were you supposed to know, gifted the
property from a dead relation, when and how much and who
to pay until your friends started calling you incessantly and
laughing at you for being a dead-beat? You would go down
the list, and yes, always a few model citizens and salt-of-theearth types there, the familiar surnames of those in the local
cemeteries, and maybe a few from away who doubtless got
confused as to which aunt had bought the retirement place
and who was responsible for the upkeep once she died or
even which one of the descendants had the right to live there.
It was almost like telling time—long time, that is, year to
year—who lived where when and who inherited what. The
documents of history. Just check the back years to find when
the Tax Collector (who wasn’t to be fooled by death and negligence) named a delinquent for the first time—William, you,
Fred who claimed he didn’t own a thing—that’s when someone bought the place or their parents died. These names
would disappear within a year or two as the new proprietor
got used to local tax conventions or a will got squared away.
Paying didn’t amount to much, whether for land-baron or
handyman, even the fishermen in their fishing shacks. There
were no town services, and the grand mansions spreading
around them annually drove down the mill rate. It was easier
to scrape up the money somehow than to endure the stale
jokes in the town office corridor and the uninterpretable
smile of the office clerk.
William’s name, however, remained on the registry.
As a young man, William left town “to make his fortune,”
as the old secular mythographers would put it (though
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Fortune, by definition, cannot be made at all), returning after
four years in the military (or was it twenty years in his case?)
knowing that if he timed that correctly, he wouldn’t long live
in apparent exile right next to the house he grew up in, in a
shack that barely shows up in the tax report, but soon, with
William Senior dead, he could move right into what was
called, again without a trace of irony or self-awareness, “The
Big House,” fated (as local seers predicted) to witness the old
work-shed he had lived in while still a reserveman slowly collapse and slide into the water, one-hole toilet and all, like so
many others had in those days, knowing the Big House would
soon follow, best just to sell the land and what was left of the
tottering house whose last coat of paint was applied in the
sixties, still showing the period hue, sell the whole shebang
for a King’s ransom, whatever that was. Best to do that, yes,
although he never did.
“Well how’d you like it?” they’d ask. “Those years in the
Navy, I mean.” And many reported that his answer would unroll something to the effect that well even though no he hadn’t
gotten to sea much still it was all right at first you don’t have
to take any initiative because you’re given times to eat and
stand in a line at the head and by God you learn to crap on cue
because if you miss your chance you’ll be in agony the rest of
the day and after a few days of that it’s all routine and getting
yelled at is nothing new anyway so then you get an assignment and if they hadn’t outsourced all the crap jobs in the service doubtless you’d have been peeling potatoes or whatever
just like in the old WWII movies but instead you’re at a desk
or cataloguing munitions or generally sitting around for eight
hours a day looking fierce and irreplaceable and mostly
counting the days or the years to retirement, and it doesn’t
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matter whether that’s in a month or a decade, so he said, it’s
all the same “putting in the time there or here baiting up at
3AM; what’s the difference?” though he barely made enough
fishing to pay for gasoline.
You could learn things too, “pick up” stuff, he’d say, like
sometimes being assigned to haul tools around for a plumber
or electrician and that turned out to be pretty useful as when
you got back you could always tell the poor old widow down
the road sure, you can replace a fuse box or fix that hot water
heater, nothing to it you’d seen it done a hundred times,
though it was inevitable the town would get wind of it, and
Rick the plumber or Frank the electrician would be called and
he’d come down and take one look and shake his head “That’s
a dick wiring job,” or more simply “Will’s work, ain’t it”? done
as if building codes and permits were simply bureaucratic epiphenomena and if the goddamn town or state or whoever
ran things wanted everything done in a particular codified
way then why the hell wouldn’t they just do it all themselves?
The whole point being that the lights had to turn on and the
shit had to run downhill to the rotted tee-pees of the leach
field and after that, who really cared what you did? He wasn’t
trying to get rich at anyone’s expense. He’d never had a dime
growing up and didn’t expect to have one in the future. It was
all about helping others when he could.
Like with the cats.
William loved or at least respected all living things; so he
kept a cat or two free to roam and soon it became eight or
more and the titmouse-feeding summerfolk down the road
whispered in indignation: “Killing machines, that’s what
those creatures are, and invasive too in some sense, no better
than bittersweet.” And somehow William got wind of the
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annoyance of his neighbors at the feral cats for which they
believed him responsible. He took their complaints seriously,
bowed to them as it were, civic-minded as he had been raised
to be; and he gathered up all the cats he had provided for,
some for life, and shot each one of them, machine-like and unfeeling, just like in the military.
Like William, Denis too had spent time in the service
and claimed he would one day be the last veteran on the
road. He too was too old to work, too unsteady on his feet
even to help clean or remodel or attend to the decay of
the two cottages he had built right in front of his own
house—right between his porch and its once-majestic
view of the water, now squandered on the strangers who
rented from him. “You know he always took Mrs.* in to
Portland for I don’t know what you call it. For the kidneys
I guess. Something about flushing them out I forget the
word and that needs to happen twice a week I think. You
know that’s what Bea died of. My … I’d guess you’d say my
daughter Bea. It ain’t supposed to be that way, even
though she was only adopted. Now Mrs.* she can’t drive
or doesn’t much, got a ticket for speeding past the fire
station and ever since keeps her eyes fixed on the speedometer rather than the road ahead; she’s the only one I
won’t yell at to slow down and keep the damn dust down
I mean what are you going to do? Not the same since her
husband died, you know. He was that author or professor
or school-teacher or whatever he’d done and thought he
would just retire here and learn to be a local historian or
some such thing, the official voice of the community. So
they fixed that house up, somehow avoided contracting
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Will to do it, which would have been disastrous for everyone; he means well, sure, but the guy knows jack about
plumb-lines and we all, I saw you there, we all went to the
house-warming, hardly daring to sit back against the
newly sheet-rocked walls, and the conversation, I have to
say, got a bit stilted in the end.
“Now the professor loved going out on the fishing
boats when he could, and the way his wife tells it, one day
he was out on a day trip with John, seining for baitfish,
she says, all dressed in his brand-spanking-new commercial fishing gear, you know the expensive Grunden’s stuff,
all bursting with pride like finally he was one of them, he
thought, and would someday write about the way things
were on the boats like you see on whatever that show is
Deadliest Catch or Giant Lobsters of Tasmania and
damned if that day the shackle that held the main
block—can’t think of the name, never worked one, but
there’s a special term for it … that let go, and that’s why
in construction we always used rope rather than chain
because rope, why you just look at it and you can tell its
weak points like you’re hearing someone tell a story or
history and you can figure by his mere inflection where
the details don’t add up, but chain, that just looks all the
same each link each paragraph in place, all spiffy and
readable, at least on the surface, despite its condition or
the slow rot within, although of course there are some
who claim the exact reverse of that and wouldn’t be
caught dead with old-fashioned rope fastenings or telling
stories any different from the way everyone else tells
them and anyway, the block let go just as they were hauling back—that means winching in the full load—and the
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whole business block and cable bar tight from the winch
to a half-ton or more of fish just on the surface the load
itself that is snaps down flat on the deck as the boat
lurches forward, thinking, if boats could, or maybe sensing wrongly it was free, only to come to a dead stop just
as the full strain of the load hit like that old cartoon of
the bulldog with spiked collar charging out of the doghouse and reaching the end of the chain and the block
took out the starboard washrail and the jolt nearly
ripped the winch out of its bracket mounts the worst part
was that her husband was standing right there grinning
ear to ear it would be just as the block came past his
shoulder and the cable I’m told took half his head away
and the crew was so shocked they went right to the side
rail heaving their guts out and could hardly be persuaded
even to jury-rig a new block and release the load and
maybe three grand of baitfish or groundfish or whatever
they were after that day spilled out to the bottom and the
new kid finally given a broom and shovel as the more experienced hands dealt with the winch and told to scrub
that floor clean down to the floorboards as the body was
wrapped up in the foul weather gear and all he could do
was weep and whimper watching the blood and the bone
flecks wash out through the scuppers along with his
vomit. But that was years ago, and I’m not sure I have the
details or even the characters straight.
“That’s how she got there left alone like that, the professor’s wife, I mean, in the house she and her husband
had built to retire in, all to his liking. She became dependent—on me, on William for transportation, or on the
other retirees for amusement—and like so many here,
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never could find for herself the wherewithal simply to
pack up and leave the place, but one day she was sitting
there for tea or something stronger or maybe William
had just brought her back from … dialysis, that’s the
word, and she said to him ‘You know, it’s a Wednesday
and it was this day years ago that my husband died on
that fishing boat and I can still hear that boy crying and
wailing when he tried to tell me what happened hardly
getting the details of the story in the right order though
why would I want to know anything about it with him
gone like that? Who cares about the minutiae of history?
And I sit here watching the tide come in, because some
day I know a piece of him will drift in with the swells from
out deep and when it passes this place I want to be sure
to be here even though there is no sense in which I can be
said to experience it.’ ”
William’s distant relatives of course fought for possession of the property, but it was all perfunctory, and they could
prove no legitimate line of descent or heritage. So eventually
the threats from lawyers you could hire on TV stopped as
their fees went unpaid and they moved on to others. Sole survivor he could style himself but rarely did.
And just like Denis, like Jake, like all of them, he “put out
a few traps” after retirement, until he spent more money doing so than he ever got back in the catch. And of course, you
hired him occasionally, if only to keep him from badgering
you or to make sure that when you really needed something,
say, someone tall enough to screw in a light bulb or someone
with a working lawn mower, he would be available, and
whether his work was worth a lick or not was hardly the
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point as long as the electricity flowed through the light fixtures and the lawn was occasionally mowed down past the
line where the ticks hung out for your ankles, and the waste
kept running downhill as it had for generations. For once you
got into your routine, once the stage was set and the scenery
locked in place, why would you change it? That’s why so
many were fine with no plumbing and the outhouse in the
boatshed overhanging the inlet and tales of it told exactly as
they were in their father’s time.
When the EMTs broke the front door off the hinges to
haul Will’s body away, no one had been inside for years. The
house fell apart from the outside in, from the inside out—the
rot from the unpainted shingles joining the mold in the sheetrock. So his step-daughter and her husband returned from Illinois or Indiana, wherever it was that they owned a house no
better than this one, and made a big show of “cleaning the
place up,” tearing down the old garage to make way for another one, and half the 43 plastic gas cans they found inside
made their way to the recycling center and the other half remained lined up perfectly, large to small, or maybe it was by
color, right snug up against the house, half-full, uncapped (the
caps securely stored as a precaution against theft—for who
would steal the cans without them?), the fuel so volatile the
neighbors were certain the conditions would be right one day
or someone would flick a burnt-out cigarette away at precisely the wrong angle like John had over the charging battery
which blew half the shed away, and the whole shebang, as
Mother used to say, would go up in flames. The exterior paint
slowly flaked or washed away, exposing the siding that
should never have been set that way in the first place, as numerous residents could assure you, often going into great
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detail about the necessity of things like “back-priming” and
the proper use of Tyvek, which inevitably contradicted a second neighbor’s expertise on precisely the same matter.
“Like a face slowly turned away,” said J. of the house design, not William’s doing, but that of his father, who worked
until pensioned off by General Electric. The front door and
mud-room hidden up there on the friable shale topping the
garage set down at road level. Donna, that’s William’s wife,
finally lost her legs from the diabetes, just as his own mother
had, and he dozed out a driveway up the incline to the front
door so steep as to be barely accessible except to off-road
four-wheelers (almost killed her when he tried it with the golf
cart) or maybe one of the fancy SUVs with all-wheel drive and
tv screens instead of rear-view mirrors, although God knows
in any attempt to ease down after wheeling Donna into the
back, even the best of brake systems was suspect, and for
years after she was immobilized, every resident on the road
would pause making the turn onto the gravel to ensure that
there was no car up there by the front door, with exhaust and
back-up lights signaling and threatening its uncontrollable
descent to the roadway.
Inside, rooms and windows open once to grand views of
the water were now blocked by cigarette smoke and the ubiquitous spruce which clogged the entire peninsula. It all began
more than a century ago when oil and gas came in and no one
bothered to raise sheep anymore or cut down the persistent
fir for firewood. And of course once the new growth got high
enough to block your view, some tree-hugger at the Town Office decreed you were no longer allowed to trim it back again.
By the time William’s mother died, then Donna too, her
daughter or daughter-in-law, I guess, confused as everyone
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on this subject, the planned vistas from high above even the
grandest porch of her neighbors were gone, and there was
nothing to see but the boughs of the fir trees, all gazes fixed
now resolutely on the doorway awaiting the next generous
neighbor who might provide for them.
William never gave in to what was now inevitable. Even
at the end, even as things fell apart for and around him, William would patrol the neighborhood in his work-suit, open
nearly to the waist on warmer days, and a cigarette would
hang from his lips just as it had when that was fashionable for
the twenty-year-old he had been decades earlier, still grieving they say for his son-in-law, a man of no use to anyone,
who died in this very place eight years ago, (“It ain’t supposed
to be this way,” as Denis so often said) and instead of assailing
Fate that had taken his loved ones from him, he would set
forth a litany of complaints about the town or the neighbors
who had completely forgotten what it was to work and let
their lawns go to seed or failed to fill the potholes expecting
the Road Association to take care of it, or who weren’t frugal
enough to save the things that needed to be saved but instead
took them to the Recycling Center, a damn far sight from the
Old Days, when you could just call things by their proper
names rather than construct some euphemistic way of pointing to them, and by God the stuff piled up in disarray of no
real harm to anyone, no regulation to keep the animal carcasses in a different location like they did at the dump in the
nearest town on the mainland, and maybe it was Arnie whose
land was leased for this and Arnie made sure to keep the slow
fires going that in all but the most torrential of rainstorms
packed the pile of trash lower than it would have been otherwise the only problem being the smoke blowing over the
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summer cottages on an East wind or going down there early
in the morning or late evening unannounced and running into
a bunch of kids shooting rats with .22’s sometimes a bit careless as to where the missed rounds would end up, one headhigh on his porch, and he remembered a neighbor or his father it must have been remarking that this was from a .45, a
remnant of the days when wars were real (hardly a mere rat
gun), with a slow but heavy round so ponderous the hemispherical impact was still prominent on the exterior sheathing, thus supporting the middle-school mythology of a victim
hit in the thumb by such a round and spinning a full 360 degrees three times before finding the ground, though all it
would do in the real world was rip your thumb off and leave
you standing shock-still in pain. He left the bullethole untouched as a reminder of his father’s tale of it, more mythology, of hearing the report and the whining of the ricocheting
slug, “hitting the ground” just as he had been taught in boot
camp training for whatever war he had been trained for, with
no real sense that only in the most erratic of richochets would
you hear the report of the firearm or the whine of the round
through the air before you were hit, like the sizzling of the
lightning in July as the paint chips flew from the house merely
inches away from you.
Soon after William retired from the Navy, Jake moved
here, younger by a decade and still in decent health, it
seemed, until he died of liver cancer within a year of William
himself; and towards the end, it would be Jake who lit the cigarettes for him, noting when they hung unlit from his lips, and
one day the flame just licked up the paper, singing his nose
hairs, as he forgot to inhale or the proper method of doing so,
you know, exactly what happened to any number of us after
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years of not smoking and trying to remember the simplest
thing like drawing on a pipe or how you used to get the smoke
from the drug your neighbor provided you into your lungs.
“What you up to, William?”
And it was something about “these damn potholes” or
“these damn dandelions,” a general way of assigning blame,
or now “damn ethanol” directed toward the cheap back-hoe
whose engine rarely seemed to start in the spring since it had
never been serviced at all and was kept functioning only by
the summoning of Jake himself, baling-wire mechanic as he
had had to be driving trucks and occasionally fixing them in
defiance of union regulations, and that might coax it to life
another season and might not, but the same conversation and
summoning was sure to recur each spring.
And when William died after the neighbors nursed him
through his last winter, Jake (or Fortune Herself?) took that
as a premonition and sure enough within a year he too was
diagnosed—only a half-year more to live at best—and we
guess then and again when he was gone his wife Bea upped
the drinking that we had never noticed earlier, knowing there
was nothing she could do to stop the rot within either of
them, and when spring came after she had been alone an entire winter, her legs once as ample as those of Anna Livia Plurabella now like matchsticks (if anyone uses those anymore),
the alcohol had so raged through her there was no way she
could survive to the anniversary of Jake’s death when they
released her to home care after a pointless month in the ICU.
Hardly more than a poor man’s hospice.
She was dead within the week.
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4. STOCK SPLIT (Carl/Tom)
Oh yes. Two of the most notorious they were, one on
each peninsula. What’s the point in distinguishing them?
Remember those rubber rollers? some six feet long they
must have been. I used them to roll our small boats over the
bank to be stored for the winter. I’m told they were designed
to stabilize loads in freight cars, and Tom, the charming boatbuilder and stop-seiner, said in apparent admiration of my
resourcefulness “They’re perfect for my dories,” ignoring the
issue of how I would use them myself if they were tied up in
his seining operation. So I just said, “They leak. Deflated.
Hardly hold air at all.” And without batting an eye he says “I’ll
patch them for you.” Meaning for himself, of course.
And by then, you were undone and outdone by the logic
of the fishermen; so you gave them to him, pretending it was
a loan, and he died finally—nice memorial, his daughter hot
as she had been decades earlier, a brother, an old fisherman
sitting rigid with his two hands on the head of his handcarved cane, blind now, of no use to anyone. And ever since
handing the rollers over to him in defeat, you have had to
winch the skiffs over the bank or use the car as a tractor, always in memory of him. It was like the time you lent him the
varmint gun with the scope, the one you had to rebarrel to
correct the “key-holing” its previous owner had neglected to
mention, the rounds emerging from the muzzle unspun to
true, punching the rings of the target with bullet-shapes. Remember that? Sometimes the reality of physics overcomes
the ideal of it. A year later you came back for it and Tom had
“sold it for you.” For half what you had paid to begin with.
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Carl, though no kin, was alike in all this, eying the
wooden skiff you left out for the winter, also on its last legs.
“You need to …” “I know I know.” “I checked your patch. Not
good.” “I know.” “I’ll restore it for you,” he said, “the boat, I
mean” meaning for himself, “caulk the seams and redo the
transom.” That’s what locals do for the professors from away.
He towed the skiff across the Basin, and it never left his yard,
becoming the planter meticulously cared for by his wife, the
horse enthusiast.
Both Tom and Carl adopted the local’s attitude toward
those who lived on the other peninsula (and thus perforce toward each other), maybe to shore up their authenticity, like
Richard P. used to do of old foundations. Those who lived
across the bay were hardly “from away” in a strict sense; God
knows you went to school with them, or at least you did after
leaving the neighborhood grammar school, and you were all
inter-married, and half the folks in each little road or subcommunity had the same name as you, and only the influx of
summerfolk and squatters caused such a sea-change in
names you can now walk around the local cemeteries and
hear things like, “Oh! Johnson! Why I used to know some
Johnsons, I wonder …” Because in the old days, just hearing
that name was enough for you to sniff “oh, Bailey Island” and
rumor had it on both sides, each peninsula, that the physiological explanation for the eccentricities and failings of those
who attended the same town meeting but lived across the bay
was that the houses there were all painted with lead paint, or
had been a generation earlier, and the kids naturally grew up
chewing up the dried-up paint flakes on the old window
frames. Yet even had this been true, and no local kid had ever
confirmed it, this wouldn’t have explained any differentiation
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of the two areas, any more than the two men did, as the same
painters painted the same way and bought everything from
the same hardware store and their demented kids had licked
up the chips the same way on both sides of the bay as long as
paint had been sold.
And there were always rumors about the goings-on on
those distant lands, since the crimes you heard about were
never, it seemed, in your neighborhood, whereas rapes and
assaults that occurred “over there” why “Whaddyou expect?
They basically brought the kid in from overseas—a war orphan, can you imagine that? And try to pass him off as a local,
which is something your changing from a Lord Fauntleroy
vest and knickers into the work-suit and slathering your arms
with bait gurry is not enough to do. And all that derision from
the locals must have finally got the best of him, I tell you that
sort of thing would never happen on this side of town. Never.”
“Hey Carl. Did you ... Did you by chance over the winter take that old mushroom mooring out from under my
porch that’s gone missing? Mark tells me he just welded
up an eye-shackle for one just like it.”
Pause. “You said … You told me … to take it.”
Pause. “Oh right. Of course. You know my memory is
all shot. I suppose I did.”
Pause. “Are you using it? Do you need it?”
Pause. “Well, yes; I use it for ...”
Pause. “Take that one” (pointing to a smaller one on
the dock).
“Perfect.”
And then the story goes on as I retold it to the boatyard owner who later gave a version back to me: “You
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know Carl was just here to check on whether the bearings
for his outboard had come in and I said to him, ‘yeah,
Carl, all installed; your neighbor the professor just came
and picked up your outboard. Said his memory was bad
but was pretty sure you’d said he could have it.’ ”
Carl’s family had owned a hardware store, one based in
Freeport of all places! Imagine that! Right up next to the gun
store where they sold everything from assault rifles to B-B
guns. And he had taken up various forms of commercial fishing to supplement what he made in his painting or car restoration or drug dealing. Yet Carl’s business acumen mattered
no more than his schooling did, and he worried he was never
fully one of them. What if, to them, he was one of those who
“didn’t need to go lobstering”?
Horse-Trading
One day I was running, maybe a hundred yards short of
the latest general store to open, two years left before failure,
and a black van stopped, Carl’s wife’s van, although there was
no way I could have known that then. A woman got out, her
riding instructor, it turned out, my age or three years
younger, shorter than me, athletic, fit, but not spectacularly
beautiful, and called me by a name no one has called me since
the last day almost a half-century ago when I was with this
very woman; for holy shit it was my ex-wife whom I hadn’t
seen in decades, and it took all I had not to say something incredibly stupid and vile such as “You know, if you’re ever
down this way,” (dropping my voice a half-octave) “feel free
to stop in and you know, you can stay and …” Something naïve
and crass like that.
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And how did all these serendipitous connections occur?
In life or as told here? Surely not through the demands of verisimilitude, ‘seeming true’, that is, which of course has nothing whatsoever to do with truth understood in this case as
‘things and events that happen in the real world’. They happen not through the logic of narratology. Not through that.
But through the banal chaos of all those forces and powers in
the universe beyond our comprehension—horses, fishermen,
exercise, pedagoguery. And how many other times before this
had we passed, and the person with us has not happened to
say, “Hey do you know who that is? That’s your ex-husband.”
Less than a month earlier I was following a car down
the Bailey Island Rd., thinking no more than the driver
did, the driver whose fate was somehow entwined with
mine, that this day would be anything of note. I maintained speed, well below the posted limit, as the car
ahead slowly and methodically drifted over the center
line into the on-coming lane. No brake lights. No one in
the oncoming lane, thank God. Onto the shoulder onto the
embankment and into a tree as large as the one that
killed my best friend Alan W. as a junior in high school.
There was nothing I could do but stop. Some old guy,
it must have been, I thought. Heart attack. That’s what
you hear on the news. I ran up to the car, afraid to look
in. Afraid at what I might find, and for a moment, I
counted the number of dead people I had seen: the body
hauled to shore in the surf in Santa Monica, rigor mortis
already set in; the remade face of Ray, killed when his
scooter hit the car running the stop sign, on its way to the
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bars in Portland. That was before I saw the jumper who
died when he hit the concrete in the Arroyo, just today.
… A young kid sat there in a daze staring through the
windshield, as the smoke twisted up from the floorboards.
“You have to get out,” I said.
Perhaps that is not how it went.
Perhaps I remembered what all the experts taught.
“Don’t move!” I insisted. “You’re fine. You’ve had an accident. We’ll call 9-1-1. You’ve been in an accident. Don’t
move. You must not move.” And the dazed kid sat back
obediently in the driver’s seat. I stepped away to hail another passer-by standing on the roadside. The car burst
into flame, almost knocking me down in the blast of heat
and light. And this time, there was no getting back to the
kid who followed my instructions as he should have done
and burned to death as consequence.
Odd Carl never told stories of saving the two old coots
from away, fishing out of a canoe too tender for water such as
this, out where I once hailed Tom in the fog, as he waited for
fish. He spoke only about those he’d had trouble with. Billing
for a paint job. Promises unmet. Maybe that related to his peculiar and uncomprehended view of possession. That’s a
product of the water. That’s what distinguished him from a
highlander, even though he would never be one with the fishermen. All that water, like the undivided land on Matinicus.
The open plains of a century and a half ago. It changed you. It
made you what you were. It was part of you, perhaps.
His pharmacy business, Tess said. “Your in-law, working
for Tom, one of his best customers.” That’s what turned him
into a model citizen. You can’t call attention to yourself if
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you’re supplying drugs to the community. And that must have
coincided with the year he turned his stereo down and no
longer made life miserable for his neighbors on the opposite
shore of the Basin. Low-key. Under the radar, as it were. And
maybe all that was around the time the county got wind of his
operation, and his partner, less shrewd than he was, spent the
next seventeen years in prison as consequence, leaving Carl
unscathed and Tom muttering that he was just another bourgeois interloper who “didn’t need to go lobstering.”
I saw Colie down there one day, with a few others from
away I guessed, or maybe they just lived over on the other
peninsula and I had thus no reason to run into them. They
were talking of starting up a business of some kind, and Colie
had all the land for it or one of his friends did and all went
well until one of the local kids—they know everything—
stumbled upon Carl’s crop in the woods and that was pretty
much the end of it.
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5. GIRLS FROM AWAY (The Au Pair)
I. Textus
How she must have reveled in it! A year in America and
her a girl barely of high-school age! That’s what she must
have thought. It wouldn’t be working for the massas of the
Ante-Bellum South, no no, but rather for the rich folks from
the North, with return addresses like Manhattan, streetnames with the word Cove or Point in them. There were allusions to the good life in London, to war-orphans charitably
brought over to America. And she figured, adult now she
nearly was, world-traveled, that this would be a walk in the
park, like a weekend at the Marriott, or maybe the Holiday
Inn, or maybe all they had in those days was Howard Johnsons. In the abstract, all went well; all worked out in the planning stage.
And that must have been what Susannah felt years later,
her Doppelgänger (or is it -gängerin?), so it always seemed to
me, an au pair as well, coming to America from a remote village in the Alps or Bavaria, too picturesque to be bombed out,
unlike the once more prosperous mill towns. Swäbbisch-Hall,
now I remember, who knows where the umlauts go. Years
later, she married the states-side belligerent she met in grad
school, who would get his just reward after their separation
by her ensuring that each one of his closest friends had the
chance to cuckhold him.
What no one knew or acknowledged in either case was
the fraudulence of the Down East setting and all that attended
it: the grand views invented by nineteenth-century rusticators, the culture represented in the perfect accents of Sarah
Orne Jewett, with the locals always authentic, always colorful
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and apt for description, ready to lend a hand, just as in Roger
Duncan’s Cruising Guide to the New England Coast—all these
fantasies that had so rooted themselves in the New England
consciousness in the years preceding the Great War—workman and aristocrat—all one in America, all keeping their appointed place and will.
By the mid- to late-twentieth century when these girls
came to America, this was barely a pipe-dream. The locals resented the rich folks they sold all their land to and had
stopped working graciously for since the Depression; the rich
folks began to suspect the authenticity of the working folks,
who hadn’t had a shred of that since they slaughtered the last
Native Americans in 1840 and dragged the houses they had
built on the islands for safety by ox-team over the ice to the
mainland.
“Here’s your room. It was once a maid’s quarters, but
that’s been years. You’ll find there’s not much entertainment
apart from the work you do for us. The driveway is a mile to
the main road, and I haven’t seen hitch-hikers on the road in
years. No reliable traffic, I gather, to pick them up.”
It was then the realities of the place began to reveal
themselves. The two sons—one studying as an accountant
and rumored to be gone most of the time, and the other preparing, she supposed, for college, but spending most of his
time on the fishing wharves, working for what he later would
proudly describe as “lumping,” that’s a dollar (maybe five) a
day shoveling fish out of the holds of the draggers. When he
came home he smelled of bait-fish and sweat, and still they
sat and sometimes dressed for dinner just as they must have
done a half-century earlier or imagined they would have
done. And she who rarely cooked learned to do so to their
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satisfaction, and now and then jumped with tourist enthusiasm into the backseat for some adventurous trip to the grocery store—all of America she was destined to see.
You cleaned. Days passed. You waited on the rich folks.
More days pass. You are surrounded by what others call “natural beauty,” the land eroding into the water, the tide taking
its twice-daily toll, but you have no way to experience that.
Nothing changes. So much for the melting pot of America. You
will never be the one waited on by inferiors. In weeks she will
be home again. That’s what she thought. That must be what
she must have thought.
When she heard the youthful snickering, she assumed it
meant nothing.
Merely boys.
From the house. Or from the neighborhood.
Glossa
“Well I don’t really know, but you … you …”
“No no. You say it. You were saying that …”
“Now you know young people today, they …”
“Young people today. What of them? No different from
young people anytime. The only thing that changes are the
names of those who talk of them.”
“Well I don’t mean to …”
“We were saying …”
“Yes yes. I know. I was just talking about the way things
are told these days … they’re not like the way things used to
be expressed. When …”
“I know I know.”
“When then you had something that needed to be said,
you just said it. No folderol of evasion. There was nothing to
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be afraid of in those days. What would your neighbor do to
you? or for you too, for that matter. The things you feared?
They were winter storms and men not coming back from
wars, or maybe men just dying of heart attacks in their fifties
when that was a normal thing. Nothing more than a note in
the obituaries. Today …”
“I know I know. I don’t see how that’s much different
from …”
“Today they would bring in a busload of grief counselors
and by the time they charmed away the tears of everyone, or
drowned them in commonplaces, no one would have the
slightest idea what had been reconciled, what the emotions
were surrounding it, how the myth of closure worked. It was
as if all the events were moving backward, not through history, but in spite of it, if you know what I mean.”
“I know. We’ve discussed this of course.”
“But this was different. It was a simple thing. Years ago,
of course, you wouldn’t question it; you had no need to question anything. The men went out in the fishing boats. What
else was there to do? And they say in these parts no one went
for more than a day or so unless they unloaded late in Portland and just spent the night there. None of this nonsense of
sailing down to Gloucester or steaming east to Halifax. There
was enough to be had on a day trip.”
“And John? that was his name, correct?”
“John was one of those. And never spent more than a day
away from home, whether it meant lobstering or long-lining
or even on those small draggers that used to fish for lobster
bait, most of them converted to seiners today. Oh then the
government came in and offered hundreds of thousands in
loans to ensure the Koreans wouldn’t steal our fish, and the
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spanking new draggers cost a year’s wages just for the payments, and then the stocks collapsed and that meant laws requiring days ashore when they wouldn’t let you fish, even
though your interest payments never took a holiday, and after that it was never easy to get the stories straight, as kids
would sign on with anyone. You never knew who you had
aboard or how they might be capable of helping you. And you
never knew what the weather would be on the days you had
to fish.
“You know J. said he was in Louisiana, and went south to
Houma west of Presquile (the other one!) to get work on the
shrimp boats—captain and two-man crew, and the low man
did the cleaning, that is, breaking the heads off the shrimp—
and there’s a name for that job, but I forget what it is—and he
asked the captain what his cut would be and how many days
work he could count on for each trip. Don’t worry, he was
told, we got all the tv you can watch and if there’s no shrimp
or the weather goes bad, we just sit in the wheelhouse drinking beer and smoking cigarettes—all you want free; they
come out of gross. Why life is pretty damn good! But to J., used
as he was to earning his cut on a day trip, it sounded like a
circle in hell, he said; there was obviously going to be little
time to be writing those Great American Novels or the poems
that brought his hearers to their knees (whatever he meant
by that!), he with two red-necks crowded into the cabin
shrouded in cigarette smoke while their muscles softened
from disuse and indolence and the bad shows on television
played in the foreground, and no wonder the job was virtually
guaranteed as the captain allowed that the crewman due to
show up Monday had little chance or desire of getting down
there from the high life in New Orleans.”
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“You’re losing track. What about …”
“I know I know. It was the Professor I was thinking of just
then, and he loved all of them. Couldn’t distinguish good from
bad, couldn’t distinguish the wage-earner knee-deep in fish
guts from the man who built an empire with his operation,
you know what they used to say, ‘Oh Fred, he don’t need to go
lobstering!’ or something to that effect, meaning ‘Oh well,’ I
heard it said, ‘he’s got so much he could buy a new truck every
week,’ but everyone who heard it laughed, knowing there
was never anyone in the neighborhood who had so much he
didn’t need to go, even when conditions were bad.
“When the boats came in, that’s when it all started. And
you’d already heard something of it. Dead or injured so bad
like Ronnie after his last stroke. He once ran the biggest operation in the neighborhood: two boats and thousands of
traps and then he had his stroke and this Great Man is rarely
seen today except at the local restaurant with his wife—she
used to baby-sit for my kids, you know, all grown up today—
still a handsome man, staring out to sea, but unable to form a
word about it. And it was just as well, because it was almost
to the day the government stepped in and put limits on gear,
and that would have been the end of his empire overnight.
Then they put more limits on what you could do when you
could do it and what you could earn, and I know they all complain as they always have and always will ‘Why if they would
just let you work …’ but I’ll tell you and I’ll tell you in a low
enough voice so as not to offend anyone, if they just let them
work they would work themselves to the bone and in two
seasons there wouldn’t be a sea-creature left in the entire
ocean. And what would the whole world be like in such days?
We’d all be accepting hand-outs from Monsanto and glad to
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have them. There’d be no just letting a man work like they all
thought they were allowed to do in past generations no one
today knows a thing about.
“I walked down to the wharf and I had to laugh at all the
… let’s just call them social entanglements on the road to the
pound where they brought the bodies in, both the professors
and the fishermen. That was where John I think clambered
over the rail, refusing help even though you could tell his
shoulder was so broke there wasn’t a thing he could do to
help straighten things out aboard (which was ‘some mess I
can tell you,’ so he said) but sit there a casualty at sea while a
kid did his work for him, dealing with the make-shift bodybag and hosing the blood flecks out through the scuppers.
“I thought of those entanglements, like the poor fish
caught up with other fish in the nets, terrified and no way to
escape their fates. You could see it all coming to a conclusion,
not in life, it was, but in the way the stories boiled up within
a week after Bea died on them, not quite making it to what
became her only and her final goal in life—to live to the anniversary of Jake’s death and always be remembered to have
died with him.
“They all came down that day when she was nearly gone,
asleep in what we all knew was her last coma, and you could
tell then, all the desire the men had felt for her in life had
turned to something else, something almost like sadness or
something as near to pity as any of them had ever felt.
“And as for what happened on her deathbed, I’ll just
leave that to those who told of the failing of the block on the
fishing boat that day. Ashore, no one spoke of anything.
“They say the old professor was never the same after
that, after that trip on the dragger, I mean, although you could
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say with equal justification it was after Bea and Jake died on
all of them. He used to sit on his porch, newly built it was—
wouldn’t give Bill the contract thank God the place would be
unbuilt still today!—gazing out toward the inlet, or what was
left of that—the view, I mean—once the alders and the spruce
grew up, and you know these days it would take a boatload of
bribes to get the permits to cut them back enough to see the
water you’d been gazing at every summer since you bought
the place to retire in.
“They say the old songs he used to hum, made-up ones,
almost as if he thought not to sing but rather to elicit tales of
his singing, they say the melodies failed and the walk failed
and within a year he was gone as well, gone with Bea and Jake,
Bill Jr. Bill Sr. and the rest of them, and you know his wife still
waits in what she now calls a drawing room or sometimes a
parlor as if the old days had caught her too. You know she sits
there still, they say, telling the stories of the day he died on
the fishing boat, or the day she sensed the last of his blood or
ashes drift in with the tide past her sitting room.”
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6. FALSE LEADS (Andy)
Carol once rented her place (Air BnB they call it now),
barely a shack on the water, to three men from Louisiana her
neighbors referred to as “the Swamp People” who never
spoke but perfectly resembled the ferals cast on bad tv
shows—unwashed hair falling to and past their shoulders,
raked more than combed, ill-fitting black tee-shirts and black
jeans; they built fires in the firepit each night and didn’t make
a sound, which was all the neighbors cared about. Then a year
later Carol brought her latest home; “Mr. Bob” he was called,
a head taller than anyone else on the road and a good-hearted
witty soul whose every word let you know he could beat the
crap out of you on a moment’s notice and probably had done
exactly that to those less respectful than you had learned to
be in old age. (Surely you don’t believe she dumped him suspecting he was gay? That was the rumor, based on a mis-read
text.) Anyway, Mr. Bob found the soda bottles (“pop” where
these men came from) customized for meth and it was amazing that they hadn’t gotten into some loud mischief or fallen
down the cliffside when they tried, successfully it turned out,
to launch the canoe which held their interest barely an hour.
And for the record, Mr. Bob was no more gay than I am, whatever that means, but he was far better versed in meth consumption.
So she power-washed the deck, draining the wells on the
road for half a week, and bagged up the plastic bottles. She
thought of the old days when Leon, I think it was, took Dave
B. (to die too young as a strap-hanger on a subway in Atlanta,
collapsing as he stood to offer his seat, doubtless, to a senior)
out to the car at her home in New Hampshire and broke out a
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can of Freon and sprayed half of it into a bag, inhaling it and
feeling the assault on his consciousness immediately, forgetting, as Dave B. did not, the risk that he might freeze his windpipe, done for good, and Dave came walking in hurriedly to
tell us with more wonder than fear that Leon was passed out
in the front seat, unresponsive, then Leon walked in (or what
amounted to that) and we heard nothing more about it.
She then hit Match.com or Tindr on a desperate day and
soon had herself a local man for dinner.
Andy showed up in his best clothes, or going-out clothes,
and he brought the famous pint or maybe they sell it in tenths
of Peach Schnapps, and there is plenty to say about what followed but nothing more interesting or novel than what you
can imagine and after some hemming and hawing and apologies that were in some sense genuine and seeing that they
were both tired and you know how it is near neighbors like
that and “don’t worry we’re all bluster in the end. Like when
Philip came down for permission to hunt geese on my shore
and I just smiled and said ‘But then how will I keep feeding
corn to their fledglings if you shoot them all?’ The fact is most
of us are harmless.”
“Well, that’s not in accord with the rumors.”
“Oh rumors. We live on shit like that. What do we care if
what they say of us has nothing to do with truth? It’s all intimidation. Besides, I don’t see that you put much stock in all
that violence crap. Here we are, aren’t we?”
“Who said I don’t put stock in that or am the least bit
afraid of it? Maybe it’s the thing I’m most attracted to.”
He paused, not sure he followed her. “Yeah, I don’t think
you need worry,” he said stupidly. Lost for words as often.
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And after that, neither understood a thing of what the other
said.
The point he likely was trying to make was that out on
the water things usually calmed before escalating to the point
of serious violence or “crime,” as the politicians call it. The
worst stories you’d hear were due as much to news reports
as to the facts of local history. You know, like the time Rod
(maybe it was Andy himself) was said to have steamed in the
dead of night out past the horizon to meet the boat bringing
the drugs in, and the story went on (I didn’t retail it, I assure
you) that something went wrong out there and he returned
half-laden or empty to the bait trucks on the wharf, the waiting drivers unpleased at their wasted diligence. But this is fiction, what you see on tv shows. For if you do the math (this
was before legalization), starting from the bag of weed a kid
might buy on the street (now he could grow more in his backyard in a season than he would consume in a lifetime) and
you take that $100 or whatever was right for those years
times 20 for a kilo or “lid” we used to call it and multiply that
by 10 to 100 and you’ve only got 100K or so and give the suppliers their cut easily half of that and all this barely rose to the
kind of numbers you would get when the herring were running and in a single evening in one of the coves you claimed
as your own you could make enough money to keep your
deckhand in cash for a year.
An outlier, this incident would be called today, though
some still speak with a quiet ebullience about what followed.
4AM it was in the office next to the Co-op where everyone
went to sea in the pre-dawn, and John (or was it Rod?) came
down as usual, stopping in to check what bait he was down
for, and as he parked his pick-up, his helper (right! that was
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John, I mean one of them) pulled out a shiny 9mm like what
you might see on television, and preposterously, as if in the
movies, said “Let’s go.” And it wasn’t until they got back to the
pick-up that the crucial question “Where to?” came up, and it
couldn’t be anyone’s house who knows who might be there
and the helper desperately revised his thinking and damned
if they didn’t end up stuck in the parking lot as if in paralysis.
It was like a bad dream where you’re running in the mud and
all the turns were wrong and each turn or catastrophe just
drove you further into the dream state.
Seems that the helper was never hired on for these real
or mythical “trips to the mother ship” in the late evening and
hearing of them led him to demand all the money owed to
him—10-15% of gross it should have been—all rightfully his
even though he had only the vaguest notion of what the sums
might be and even what the act itself might entail (the trip
past the horizon to the mother ship) or why he was needed in
the first place.
“Jesus Christ, you can put that thing away. You’re not going to shoot me.”
And there went the murder wrap. The execution-style
killing of the drug lord.
“I could.”
“So what? I could drop my drawers and praise the Lord.
But I won’t and you won’t either.”
And it went on like that, and worsened, one stumbling
over the threats he was repeating from television, and the
other, having barely repressed his laughter at his low-life
helper acting tough like that, soon returning to his normal
state of annoyance thinking of all the sea-life they were now
leaving unharvested on the ocean floor.
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“I’m 64 years old. It’s not going to make shit difference to
me or to anyone if I live to a hundred or die today. Except to
N* Darling, who’s getting all our fish aboard while we fart
around here on the wharf; so put …”
“Why do you call him that?”
“Darling? N* Darling? Malaga. That’s where he’s from. Or
his people were. Now let’s go.”
So the story went, and all that led to variants, carelessly
constructed, say about his prized 9mm, which he had bought
when the fish were running in the days when he didn’t think
twice about dumping two weeks’ wages on wheel rims,
hardly knowing how to load it or where the safety was and of
course short on ammo too as most of the survivalists had
bought it all up and it was too expensive in the first place—
some talk there was too about how he had stuck it into his
captain’s face and read him the riot act about how things
would be on the boat from that point forward. And listening
to that was unsettling, until you realized that the story told by
a fellow fisherman wasn’t the one you sketched above, but rather another one where the learned audience knows that the
whole thing is a joke based on the absurd premise that a
helper would dare plan a thing like that let alone do it, and
half-way through the story he would be doubled over in
laughter, it seemed, slapping his thighs in glee over what a
naïve fool a listener had to be to believe a word of it.
That was the difference.
That was what separated an outsider from a local man.
So one day needing more money than his take of the
catch came to, he sold the 9mm to his captain, which involved
no more hassle or paperwork than transferring it from one
glove compartment to the other and a few weeks later the fish
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ran better and he bought it back again. Seller’s remorse you
hear it called today.
They say he didn’t touch it again until he brought it down
to Bea’s house on the day she died and he got there an hour
too late. And God knows whether it was meant for her or for
the still living neighbors who he thought may have hurt her
or become her lovers when she was too addled to resist. Or
maybe for himself in some grand melodrama of affection, the
neighbors and near relations of course all shocked by the
mere inaptness of such a thing. As for motives, even proximate causes as philosophers and old theologians might insist—what would they ever know of anything?
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7. FAMILY LIFE (Wes)
You know, sometimes it’s best just to let the line pay out
until the bitter end slips through your fingers. Line in both
senses—rope and genealogy. See? I didn’t go to school for
nothing after all. At least, those few times I bothered. Jake was
always waiting where the busses dropped us off, and we just
walked right through the school building, leaving by the back
as his wife used to joke, returning only to catch the bus home
in the afternoon.
It’s all like the lost and untended gear rotting on the
ocean floor. “Winter gear” they used to call it, but what they
really meant was ‘lost and neglected’; that’s what my inexistent kids would have been. And that’s what I must have
thought some 10 or 15 years ago when I decided it was easier
to work alone and come home to an empty house where I
could eat whatever I wanted without worrying about pleasing kids or a partner, which in my experience is impossible.
Turn on the tv, or just sit on the porch with a beer looking
over the protected cove I’d seen all my life, not knowing
whether it had anything more to tell me, anything more I
could learn from it. Unlike that girl in the documentary of
Cranberry Island in Mt. Desert, you know it?, all nostalgic
about her dad the fisherman, claiming he was still thrilled
with the “wonder” (that was the word she used) of what each
trap might bring up for him, and I’m here to tell you, it’s all
bullshit for the film-makers: some days you make more than
other days; beyond that, every trap, every day at sea is like
the others.
Just think of C.—all you need to know about family.
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No more upstanding … is that the word? … outstanding
perhaps? No more mainstream, let’s say, citizen could you
find in town who hadn’t been born here. Moved in, oh, maybe
after her last divorce, two kids, not quite teenagers. Taught
school. Back when people still gave a shit about that.
And there were intricacies of joint custody and consequent tales of midnight drives where she finally strapped the
more rebellious or just plain obnoxious of the two into the car
seat, locking the howling bastard in and driving him to the
house of her ex, some 90 minutes away, and depositing him
“like a lost dog” on the front steps, where the kid knew he
could spend the weekend without rules or discipline.
And that was fine. The kid ended up maturing enough, as
an adult I mean, to realize what an ass he had been throughout his teenage years; so he turned his materialistic bent to
good account to support the mom he had made miserable for
most of his adolescence. All that of course, while his brother,
“the sweetest kid who ever lived” his mom insists to this day,
fell prey to drugs and alcohol and became a parasite, relying
on her for everything, since her ex, despite his fortune,
couldn’t spare a dime for anyone who’d chosen her over him.
She it was who provided for him in her own house after he
flunked out of college or music school, whatever he had cajoled his father to lend him money for, and demanded also
that she ignore his smoking, and ignore of course too the alcohol and the drug-taking, until one day he strapped himself
into the car she had bought for him, strapped up tight just as
his brother had been when he was hauled screaming back to
his dad a decade earlier, and ran the car straight into a bridge
abutment, getting credit, of course, for the profoundness of a
suicide attempt without ever risking the thing itself, you
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know, in these days of air-bags. The EMTs said the most difficult part about getting him free was cutting the seat-belt.
Hardly a scratch on him, just the soul-searing screeches. Like
David years ago—turned on the gas and breathed deep just
to pass out five minutes before his kids, trained in punctuality
and fearful of reprisals, had promised to drop by for dinner.
Sechs Punkt! he had insisted.
J. said the last meaningful conversation he had with his
darling Eloise was on this very matter, after some lover or admirer of hers crashed on a remote road in the deserts of New
Mexico. You could determine intentions by checking police
reports, she cried out in near hysterics, whether the guy who
had seemed to love her (likely her last lover, alas) was or was
not wearing a seatbelt when he died in the desert—hitting
the only obstacle in 20 miles of wasteland. Had he done this
deliberately? Had he done this for her? She just had to know.
But of course, of things like that, the important things, “You’ll
never know, my darling,” J. said, trying to calm her. “It’s just
not something you can ever know.” After all, he thought to
add, how many men had died for his darling Eloise? And with
her now gone, would he too be one of them?
You know C.’s kid hooked up with a woman who had
slept with half the broken men in the rehab center. Like poor
Richard M. and his second wife, remember her?, he knocked
her up (or at least gave himself the chance to), then married
her as he had his teenage beloved a decade earlier (even
though dozens of his neighbors might have fathered the kid
in both cases) acting just as his moral code, simplistic in its
very stupidity, demanded, and within a year or two he slipped
the noose over his head and it may have been to end it all or
some weird sexual urge that no woman then or ever since
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would satisfy, and somehow that earned the respect of the
entire community.
C.’s kid claimed the very notion of a child, maybe one he
himself had fathered, really “turned his life around.” Too bad
there was no money to support it and of course the whole
soul-enhancing thing depended on a DNA-test, and who rests
their sense of well-being on that? readings on a spectroscope—that’s what life has come to? “Just whose sperm …”
My God, it’s just too much to think about!
It’s always that, drugs, I mean. Like when he was caught
in rehab dealing and his mother is rumored to have called J.
“Can you believe this? I paid for his rehab with his solemn
promise like No Mom I swear I’ll never deal drugs or get involved in them again, and he gets booted out after they find
out he’s been supplying all his fellow inmates, and he has the
nerve …”
“Wait,” J. said. “Let me think about this. He denied it,
didn’t he?” “Exactly! He did, even though …” “Of course. He
had promised you not to deal drugs and now he insists, despite being thrown out of rehab, that he kept that promise;
you see he wasn’t dealing ‘drugs’ at all, because all he was
selling was weed and hallucinogens, and they don’t count.
That’s what he just said to you. That was the best way to get
his shot at fathering a child.”
“Almost in those exact words. How did you know?”
“It’s like when you are madly trying to seduce the steadfast wife or lover of a man you may have known in college,
and if you can’t get your way by touting your virtues, maybe
you can do so by conceding your nullity: so finally ‘I am nobody; I therefore don’t count,’ you say in desperation, like the
deadbeat kid of the drugs, like Odysseus to the Cyclops. The
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sublime ambivalence of words, as the faithless lover pleads
his innocence.” That’s what having kids is all about, or what
it can come to. What’s the damn point? And by the time these
kids have kids there’s hardly a bit of yourself left to recognize.
Then there’s Chuck. He leaves his once staid bourgeois
store-owner life in Indiana and comes to Maine thinking he
will raise his kids at sea where he has never been and takes
the derelict wooden schooner he bought for a song out for a
trial run, and within an hour it gets dismasted in the fiercest
summer storm I’ve ever seen here, one I remember from forty
years ago when I first heard this tale—“Oh that’s the one; I
know the one”—then remarries and his two kids finally grow
to adulthood in this town immersed in all the crap he wished
to spare them, and both take up fishing one on a dragger and
the other controlling half the bait sold in the state, and then
each turns against the woman who married him, him on the
rebound, you would say, twenty years his junior, the one who
worked herself to death supporting him and giving him free
rein to work at whatever he did only to watch him lapse into
dementia and have his kids blame her for his suffering until
…. But who knows how these things will end?
Take David himself, you know, screwing up all three generations he was involved with, and I’ll never quite forgive this
town for involving me in the au pair story which I and every
other damn citizen knows I had nothing to do with, like what
do you expect me to do? Keep tabs on the evils of all my childhood friends and renounce them when they end up in jail or
the nuthouse?
He had a whole slew of kids, determined, I guess, to keep
his line going or, being adopted, start one himself. And when
he took them out on the boat and I steamed up alongside, I’d
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have to be on my best behavior lest I corrupt them with this
foul mouth of mine, or so he said. And one by one down the
rabbit hole they go … is that the right phrase? I mean the first
one, the girl, dying in a car accident with one or two of her
lovers in the seat with her, shithead kids—she being only sixteen I think—and that was a few months after he had beaten
the crap out of one of them the same as with Bill G.’s son on
the wharf that day years ago when the kid got a bit mouthy,
and he stuffed him into a bait barrel nearly drowning the
fucking kid, a phrase I’ve heard a hundred times or so, and
that’s what got him sent to Augusta for the electric shock after
which he limped back to the harbor and the wharves, habeas
corpus writ in hand, not quite the same as he had been, and
you know I was the only one who still spoke to him, him and
that hippie helper of his with the hair tied back with the bandana—common now, of course, all the workers look like that,
but pretty damn unusual in the late ‘60s, too much gear to
work alone as I did, probably bought from his inheritance.
And he would and should have spent more time in Augusta if
the place still existed, bouncing off the mattressed walls like
in the movies or the bad detective shows from the ‘50s. Now
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today you assault your daughter’s debaucher and all you get
is weeks of pampering in a shrink’s office as if that makes up
for the bruises you inflicted or the kid still coughing up the
fish gurry from the bait barrel, so he gets off no time served
just a tearful confession, and for a guy as melodramatically
romantic as he was, putting on a convincing show of remorse
was child’s play. The surviving kids moved away as fast as
they grew to adulthood until the youngest finally came back
to the unmortgaged family home and burned it to the fucking
ground, his father now in the rest home for good, and I tell
you there wasn’t one person in town who gave a shit; the few
who cared sighed in relief, well finally that’s the end of them.
The older ones moved away to Texas or California, looking for
what our modern gold is, and they say that two kids of the
kids stayed here, hardly known for what their grand-folks
were.
I remember out there the last time I laid eyes on her—
his daughter now I mean—barely a half-decade of life still left
in her as of course she could not know, pretending to help his
helper J., and my foul mouth unloaded in its usual fashion and
he gave me this moralistic disapproving stare as if all the violence and rapes of his past and future too of course were
nothing, and what was of most consequence was the impropriety of me using foul language in front of his impressionable daughter who I suppose never said anything like “So
Daddy Daddy, tell me what it was like when you bent over the
au pair and bashed her face in?” Tell me that story; one more
time.
You know, I used to think of myself as a dog. That’s something that hit me in my sleep the other night. You know how
those creatures are: stupid and wasting time in a walk, eating,
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or falling asleep without thinking. Inevitably fawning over
the wrong people, like they can sense immediately in a room
who dislikes or is nervous around them, and just can’t for the
life of them imagine why this should be, it’s just not right! And
damned if the first thing they do isn’t to jump into their laps
or paw their leg or try to hump it.
But then, I realized, awake, I guess, and in my perfect
mind or as close to that as I get these days, it wasn’t like that.
It’s not that I’ve taken my being from dogs at all. But the opposite, if Kant or I can explain this for you. Right from the gitgo, I defined, you see, not me in terms of dogs, but dogs in
terms of my own basic temperament—both vices and virtues.
Messy. Barely able to care for oneself. Unwashed. Unpredictable around strangers. Hair and nails a mess. Yet innocent
and lovable in a way that all dogs finally are. Never considering that these creatures’ consciousness is something completely beyond us, inaccessible, like what can the rose bush
think when we contemplate its blooms? What is the terror of
the animals we hunt for sport under our fraudulent Fair
Chase mythologies? Or the fish caught in the fishing gear?
You’d think knowing what I did of all of them might have
made things go a bit better for me. Karma, or whatever it is
they call it. But out there karma be damned: it’s mostly
chance—that’s the dominant force—whether the fish come
in or whether a mis-step costs you your future. And how
could I have been such a colossal idiot that morning as to step
into the coiled line on the floorboards, something we’re
taught and even I teach from day one on a fishing boat, losing
focus for an instant is what you’d hear it called today, as I
reached to ease the gearshift into neutral and instead got
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yanked aft stretching in vain for the controls and seeing my
shattered arm on the transom even before I felt the pain of it.
They say I’d lost consciousness by the time I hit the water.
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8. MEMORIA RERUM GESTARUM (David)
I drove up the graveled driveway, almost missing the
turn as usual. I used to drive this way years ago, when I
worked on the fishing boat and deluded myself into thinking
“oh yes, I am now one of them.” The truth is you are never one
of them unless you grew up with them, unless you spend the
winters in their company, unless you walked to school with
them, unless you join the local Volunteer Fire Department,
unless your wife is an EMT or head of the school board, unless
like in the old days you drink beer at the worst of three restaurants still open or once took coffee at what should have
been a lobster shack and had no business trying to operate
over the winter, and unless too you imagined that since both
places had been running for what locals called “generations”
(in fact little more than half of one) that things should stay the
way everyone pretended they had been forever and thus to
keep from being vandalized as a mere seasonal business, Bill,
or whoever decided to invest in the place on one ill-advised
drunken binge, kept it going and hardly lost much more than
he would have expended in incidentals just to keep it dark
during the winter months … And you are certainly never one
of them if you do not know already what I have told you
above, or if this is not of interest to you.
I drove up the graveled driveway and stopped when the
tire track ended on the uncut lawn, and I thought inexplicably
of the kid on the cell-phone who crossed the oncoming lane
and died when his car hit the century-old oak. Chuck looked
up from where he sat almost hidden behind the bait truck. In
ten years, he would be hit with dementia and taken from here
to live with his daughter; and within months of that he would
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have roses waiting for his wife visiting him on her birthday—
roses he had never bought for her in the decades they had
been together and likely had not bought then.
“It’s the salt,” he said. “Rots out everything. Even stainless. Here. You can weld it, but better to bolt in a four-by and
it smells like shit, no way to avoid that, but at least when you
recheck the damn thing a year into the future it will still be
there, rather than rusted out like on those braces holding up
the bridge to Topsham, Jesus, did you see the photos of that
thing? It’s a wonder no one has fallen through, and I wouldn’t
drive over it on a freaking tricycle, like Phil told his wife if
your car ever stops on that goddam bridge, get out immediately and walk to whichever bank is closer, and you still got
the tree-hugging locals who wouldn’t know iron from irony
who think, ‘oh my God save it Save the FJW Bridge don’t build
another one why I lost my virginity under that bridge to the
college kid, and I swear if they tear it down my hymen will
grow back on me.’
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“It’s the same with you: trying to hang on to your adolescent view of things,” he said, laying down the welding torch
and the gloves he wore … not always! … and the helmet, of
course, blinded if you tried to weld without it. “You must be
benighted or high on nostalgia to see him as you do. There’s
another helmet in the work-shed if you want to watch; you
won’t see much, but at least your eyes won’t fry. Tough and
reticent, salt-of-the-earth, you say, pillar of the community …
Even you know he never was a damn member of the community. Always the ‘rich kid,’ though he had nothing to do with
being born, of course, nothing to do with being rescued from
the London Underground as the bombs dropped overhead,
slumming with the locals, one of those targeted with ‘He don’t
need to go lobstering,’ even though the truth is not one of the
bastards ‘needs to go lobstering.’ Most make just enough to
cover their expenses and live on what they earn taking some
crappy job for the winter or maybe like in the old days find
something offshore like long-lining, just as he would and used
to do. And what bugs them most is some kid brought over
from England, a war orphan you know, adopted and given
some prissy name and prissy identity and all the poor bastard
(in all senses I suppose) wants is to get down to the wharf and
smell of bait-fish and act like all of his compatriots do, like you
yourself do, and that was probably what led to the thing with
the au pair.
Because in order to be part of them,
it is not enough to be one of them.
You understand?
You have to be more than they are.
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“He never told you, did he? With his melodramatic rehearsals of the tragedies of his life. Oh sure, real enough those
were, the time in the nuthouse and what he had to put up with
when he got back, and maybe then even the Westcott boys
turned their backs on him, knowing that as teenagers, he had
dragged them down to his mother’s house and stationed
them out on the porch and in he went and beat the crap out
of that girl when she resisted, if she did.
“His kids of course grew up amid the histories that began
to circulate years later, but they had all experienced like or
worse at home, and I can tell you those Westcott boys just
threw up their hands in indifference and even glee when he
was finally dragged off to Augusta for sticking Bill’s kid into
the bait barrel; that crossed the line, because professionally,
you can’t make good on all those threats of violence to your
competitors since your whole life-savings is invested in gear
you leave unattended on the water. With him gone, everyone
went back to their tough-guy moralistic ways as if nothing
had happened. …
“That’s what these guys are and do. Forget what you
yourself experienced, all those romantic dawns in July and
August, the older women studying you in their morning robes
from their grand porches high on the rock-face, styling yourself one of the hard-working local folk, which you would
never be, that whole vision like a PR banner, nothing to do
with reality, shared by and confounding both the fishermen
and the rich folks like David too (and maybe you as well),
forming the mystique of community that sucked him in and
let him experience the grinding poverty of the working folk
rather than the pampering he would have received had he
just gone along with what his American folks had planned out
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for him, a future that did not include both houses he had lived
in burned to ashes first by an aggrieved lover and finally by
his youngest son. They say the poor kid, only ten at the time,
never got over his dog left chained to the arsoned house, shot
by the sheriff to end the suffering. When he came back years
later, as if to re-enact the day he heard that dog—Bella her
name was—howling in agony, the first thing he did was unleash the tenant’s dog and let it run free in the eerie light from
the gasoline flames he lit in the old colonial.”
Eventually, Chuck began to feel the effects of dementia,
and there seem only clichés to describe this: “stricken with,”
“the onslaught or onset of,” “felled by,” as if we need all the
vital parts of language to describe that which takes language
away from us. Arthritis had crippled his hands, the hands that
constituted his very genius, and his authority on history began to fade. The stories he used to tell on a moment’s notice
seemed buried—like the rock-encrusted jewels, I guess, that
eighteenth-century Englishmen imagined in the rubble of
Shakespeare. But Chuck could no longer sort through it all.
His stories became those you’d heard before, spliced in with
others, those you’d prompted him to tell and corrected him
on details that you remembered from his telling better than
he remembered either from life or from his own words a year
or more ago. And sometimes the narratives were clear and
the moral was clear but the exposition tedious like you
wanted to cry out “Just get on with it!” checking yourself because you knew it wasn’t his fault, whatever it might mean to
assign credit or blame in such situations.
You had to wonder what Chuck knew and what he had
known and whether he was concealing anything now or remembered concealing anything in the past, and what good it
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would do to ask him: “No no. We’re not talking about the au
pair and the Westcott boys or one of them on the landing. No
no. Not that. Crap like that has happened in this neighborhood as long as it’s been a neighborhood. No no. Not that.”
Stories converged, nothing reliable: dates and names
and even the plot twists. The connections wrong or inaccessible. Events now stripped of the tales we call history.
David’s kids then grew up tight-lipped on these matters,
ignoring as best they could all they knew of their family; the
victims moved back to Germany.
That was the best they could do.
That was the only way to “wrap things up” as the professors might say, sensing the future was now closed off to them.
And “yeah there was that thing … John you’re talking
about. It was Bea. Well, they had … or no that was Jake or I
can’t remember his name. Always out the two of them. Tending the lawn or splitting wood for God’s sake ‘cuz they had
that fireplace, hardly big enough for kindling, and you can’t
come close to heating a house with that …
“It can’t be done.”
It was at Susannah’s second wedding in Santa Barbara and her ex-husband had so poisoned the daughter,
now in their joint custody, that she would not speak to
us nor admit to recognizing us, though we had known
her since infancy. Susannah stood up under the archway
of flowers, free of her abusive husband at last, all giddy
with monogamy, a cynic said, like fishermen on good
days with their catch. She spoke of coming to America as
a teenager. You know. The very joy of it.
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9. AND NOW, A WORD FROM OUR SPONSORS (The Wives of
the Fishermen)
Back from gathering periwinkles in the seaweed bed in
the mid ‘70s, the hippie girl from Eastport fell into our arms
with laughter and respect as her mother in her native innocence described the majestic bowsprits of the boats she
dreamed about. “You know, long and angled upward …” Ah,
the glories of the old days! Of life in the provinces! The living
rooms plaqued with sea-scapes of your aunt in retirement.
Oh yes, the women too bought into the fishing life—generations of them slipping will-less into it like you get married
and spend the rest of your time on earth making stews. I
doubt any woman woke up one morning and said “Damn, I’ll
be a man too, or as good as one. I’ll go fishing …” It just happened, and the basic patterns held (all thought) up and down
the coast, Kittery to Calais. What difference between the
grand-daughter of Tom, foul-mouthed as Wes that day, anchored in the fog in the bay outside Portland, waiting for the
fish, and the bred-by-the-numbers hippie girl from Eastport?
Some were like my in-law, so admired by the Bowdoin
boys, born into it, in her case growing up in a fishing family
with no running water except in the sink and she came in
years to be so beautiful that all the local collegians panted after her, and she was going to be different, as all of them were
going to be different, marry a doctor and if not that, she would
be out on the boat and run things herself, not taking orders
from anyone. Now back then, it still was outlandish (curious
term!) for a woman to take the helm of a fishing boat, so she
ended up on the stern, baiting irons and tending traps, while
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her husband, not quite the doctor his roommate and once-rival for her love became, with far less experience than she had
on the water, got to peer through the open window of the
wheelhouse and, while the hydraulic hauler did the real work,
hang his arm maybe a half-foot from his hip adopting that
wide-stanced, bent-forward posture of commercial fishermen; it’s all about keeping your balance, not what you look
like fa Crise sake, they all claimed, whereas the truth was that
it was all entirely about what you look like skipping for stability on the unstable decks and surfaces.
She talked tough but she had always talked tough, her
voice slightly graveled by asthma, its pitches seeming to
break under even the most innocent of stress. I recall the

lovers and would-be ones she brought me, the consorts who
always sought her company, pimping in a real or metaphoric
sense. Anna, for one, the Armenian girl, and to name another
of the several more, Dee, the doctor’s daughter from the River
Road, who was once to twist all the errant threads of my
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“Ledge” together, the day she threw her hands up in exasperation at my naiveté and “stormed” in every sense out of the
apartment. Bested by love, I guess. Fay bought the motorcycle
as did Dee and my in-law too; all three competed in everything like high school kids over bra-sizes I’m told, and Dee,
having given up on me, coupled up with Fay’s husband-to-be
who dropped dead at the piano bench. Like my in-law, Fay
had grown up with it, fishing I mean, and knew enough to get
out of it as soon as possible, and that turned out to be a marriage we know next to nothing about, then to J.D., travel, and
subsistence farming before he died. I wrote “Moments Musicaux” for him. I flew in from California to walk the unwalked
snow with her.
And eventually my in-law too ran off and luckily before
burdened with children (so too her always competing compatriots) escaping the drugs and the alcohol and the misdeeds of the fishermen and her own affair with Dan, the
drunken reprobate, who skiffed home each night and once in
his pick-up fondled a handgun with a silencer before me: “I
think there is no greater love a father can express,” he said in
complete earnest, “than to buy his son a gun as my dad did for
me.” She found a State Trooper I think it was, although all the
law enforcement men I’ve heard described are given that title, even the lowliest of deputies. He bought her the horse
farm, and you know something is not quite right about that as
the only profession that would pay less than working on the
water would be owning horses and trying to enforce laws
against the very fishermen whose culture your wife escaped.
All three childless lines died out just as Wes’s had the day
the pot warp caught his ankle in a mischievous loop, his arm
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shattering on the transom as he lost consciousness before hitting the water.
Other women came from away, and how could they possibly know what they were getting into. Think of N. from Long
Island, like R. the tax collector who stood up for her husband
and stood up too for his brother Rod even though as closest
kin they never spoke. Nancy let’s call her, who let her head be
filled with all the empty heroics and the myths of self-sufficiency of Down East types. She put up with the house, barely
a shack, with the bedroom on one end and the kids’ room
hardly big enough for the five of them to grow up in on the
other, all scented with bait fish. She pretended all was grand
trudging to the well for water through waist-deep snow (if it
really piled up that high in those days), and shoveling the
path to the outhouse, and buying food in bulk even though
her eldest was later to confess her cooking was barely passable and most meals (“breaking bread,” as her romantically delusioned husband used to call it) dramatized by the father’s
drunkenness and infidelity and the mom’s steadfast feigned
ignorance or spiritual indifference to all of it, having rarely
heard or never fully believed the stories of his teenage years
and the rape of the au pair.
Oh he and Nan could put on the dog and have a grand old
time of it, off to the parties with the rich folks where they
were welcomed in part because of his unwitting charm, her
New Age nonchalance, and in large part because of the family
he had grown up with and renounced—renounced all, that is,
but the funds for his fishing business. Those were the days
when it was still important for both of them to get out in public, to lay claim to society above that of the working folk; those
were the days when that justified the expense of a baby-sitter
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and those were the days when they could still … “recapture”
was the word … some of that “magic” they called it they had
experienced when they met in New York, God knows what either had been doing there, reading Dylan Thomas under the
Brooklyn Bridge, so they said—the magic too of bringing that
sophisticated culture back to the coast with them, moving in
and cleaning up the small old house at the edge of the property, oneness with the locals and with nature, authenticity itself it must have seemed and for a year or two all was well
and then the kids, and maybe too that trip to the nuthouse,
finally did them in.
And there was Tess, let’s not forget about her. She tried
to stay, not exactly “away” from it, but at least “on the margins” of it all, like waiting for a divorce or restraining order to
come through. Avoiding as best she could the droned burden
of complaint characteristic of the fishing industry, and all the
… well, let’s just call it for what it is, tax evasion and money
laundering and all the petty crap they did with their earnings
just to enhance, I guess, the empty myths they lived by and
imagined their fathers had lived by and the fathers before
them. And I guess in the end it didn’t matter why you were
living in the shack smelling of poverty barely able to support
your kid and who cares about getting your clothes washed,
and as for dragging some unsuspecting man into the sack
with you, good thing there were all those libertines scattered
among the summer folk and any needs you had could easily
be met with them.
Or Tonie, awash in alcohol, and no one noticed until her
husband, Denis’s son, came down with cancer and finally died
on all of them, and at that point, what they hadn’t noticed earlier they simply ignored now “Well of course you got to cut
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her some slack given what she’s been through” whereas the
fact was she had been through no more with his death than
she had put up with during his life, only now there were no
longer any suspicious bruises on her arms or occasionally the
apparent cut on her lip. No more would she repeat the excuse
heard among the wounded and failing men about her, the veterans who never got things right after retirement: “She
tripped over the old five-gallon bucket out there like I did
nearly breaking my damn ankle should have put it in the
dump a year ago so this is what I get, and you know this getting old shit really sucks.” No one really believed her excuses
for those bruises any more than they were interested in the
old farts’ invocation of senectitude explaining theirs.
Always men around, each trying to win her by showing
indulgence to her too-indulged son, and the neighbors more
or less held their collective breath waiting for the kid to get
bored with four-wheeling shooting everything that moved in
the neighborhood with the B-B gun Carl had given him, then
the .22, waiting for him to move away with his own new-born
or take up off-shore fishing and crawl home too exhausted to
cause any mischief for anyone. Staying with his mom or occasionally in a vacant rental his grandfather had built on the
shore. And inevitably, her suitors would learn the alcohol was
more important to her than her son and certainly more important than any fisherman or storied lover could be, and her
favors came at too great a cost, and finally their visits grew
infrequent and irregular. I forget the name of the genial nowneighbor who parks his pick-up there today.
There were women like Deb who married into the thick
of it: “Oh for God’s sake, Rodney, you know damn well he
didn’t mean that,” she said, as her husband raged, hearing
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someone from away had made a joke to his full-grown son,
out hauling traps from the open skiff like all had started with.
Something about cutting away gear that got fouled in the
prop of his outboard or his yacht, “and you know no one
would do that in the first place, and if they ever did, they sure
wouldn’t say anything to anyone about it, much less to our
son, dumb as a pile of rocks, I have to say, with no lack of affection …” But it did no good, and Rod went on and finally got
the bastard on the phone lowering his voice “It’s a good thing
I couldn’t find you yesterday, we’d both be in a lot of trouble,”
and his listener thought “I guess we should be glad you’re too
stupid and unresourceful to open a phone book (I’m in there
plain as day) or too benighted to ask any local where my
house is because God forbid you should come down here like
a shit-spewing hippo and find me ready to defend myself.”
And on he went, your mother nice woman California my neck
of the woods got to support your kids you got any and you
know who I am? And I could give a crap about your reputation all I know is you plow driveways for women who don’t
own a pick-up and I’ll give you that, Mr. K., (always speaking
with deference, what are you going to do?) and maybe you
should consider that if, as you say, my long-departed mother
taught you in high school, she must have omitted that part
about me being a carpet-bagger from California.
Remember the rendezvous in New Orleans? It was to
be like Eloise would do, flying in from the deserts of Santa
Fe to you when you needed her more than you ever had.
She left the next day, when you threw her out of your
apartment. Thanksgiving Day of all days. The last day
you saw her alive.
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Remember the rendezvous in New Orleans? There
were two of them. Maybe more.
The smell from Jax Brewery hangs over all of them.
The smell of poverty everywhere.
The humidity and unswept streets.
She pushed you away, or you her, I guess it was.
Her form just formed itself upon the surface grain and
on the pencil edge.
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10. OBIT
i.
A local man died or maybe it was the wife who had
put up with him for decades. It happened all the time.
Maybe their kid had somehow broken free of the community—maybe married the deputy or moved to Greenville
running skidders for the paper companies. Or some orphaned kid maybe went off to college even if only to Portland and ended up dead of an overdose. You recall Joy’s kid
caught up with all the hippie growers around Starks or up
by Unity determined now to return home and establish a
thriving business here, expecting, I guess, to team up with
Carl himself maybe and to call in every debt the family and
close friends might have had, or he wished they had, or
some GoFundMe campaign these days now it would be,
and expecting too half the town to turn stoner on his
watch (had they not done so already) and make his fortune for him, all falling in line like good Americans. … Halfbaked dream of a drug lord! How are you going to live on
such a fantasy? like a gangster from the movies or from
television, like an absentee landlord, counting your paychecks, when every local user grows their own and has
bushels in storage and you have no goods, services, or
credible threats to offer? Drugs lead you to think like that,
and lead you too to forget the 20 years in prison your
neighbor served for exactly this.
Then Denis’s kid got diagnosed of cancer, just when
William came back from the service, and little went right
for either one again. Jake of course, and there was Richard
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P. too, Foulest Mouth in what I called Somerset County in
my tribute to him, his domain in fact no more than the
main road from town to the harbor. Not much use to anyone after the heart attack, he retired from working on
foundations and stone abutments but never stopped talking of the film projects once in his future, now collapsed in
his past. To walk the quarter-mile to the Post Office each
day was almost too much for him, and at the end that excursion took most of the afternoon. It was on my running
route and I always had the excuse ready “You know I’m
really not that slow but I ran into Richard P. you know on
his way to the Post Office, and there went twenty minutes
right there.” Even Eric, forearms caked with oil from the
engines, chuckled at that one. Married a nice Asian girl,
one of the first in the neighborhood, who put in a garden
so rich she gave half its yield away.
And Larry, of course, more or less the whole family—
two brothers and the dad—drowning what there was of
his good nature in alcohol. All of them dead from the alcohol. The boat, painted its distinctive black, passed from father to son then tragically back to the father and then to
the second son and, had I not seen it freshly painted in the
yard today, I’ve have added “doubtless reduced to its fittings.”
Then Bob, who fished and sold his catch in his own
lobster pound, run by his wife, both here for generations.
Artificial knees wouldn’t stop him, but the cancer finally
did. Pancreatic, I think it was, and when I asked his wife
how he was doing she just tossed her head and almost
laughed like maybe I’d just asked her how business was
now that lobsters sold for barely more per pound than did
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the bait they lured them with. And while I wrote of this, he
died. “Sometimes I wonder whether we break down faster
than the gear does,” she said.
And Joyce moved on after her husband died, and then
I have to mention Mary, even though only a summer resident, toughing it out as she always did right up to the end.
Or Connie, loaded up by the doctors with drugs for depression and she began to babble barely on the edge of coherence and eventually her heirs had to sell the house out
from under her, long after she was aware of what kept her
here. It’s all a wash finally when you think about it no one
has lived here forever and no one ever will.
“Jesus Christ,” Jake said, the last thing I remember him
having said to me, both of us knowing he would not survive
the next trip to the hospital. “Can you imagine?” he said,
not seeking consolation for the cancer. “Imagine if it was
her, my wife, instead of me? What would I fucking do?”
Shaking his head, not willing to accept that she was thinking the same thing and the months she would live without
him would be torture. She made it until October when even
the hospital and the surgeons gave up on her, struggling,
she said, to survive for the anniversary of his death day.
ii. Pouring Tea from the Samovar
“He loved the sea, he always said,
or what of it we see from here,” she said,
thinking of her husband, dead
barely a year now from the heart attack.
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From here, she said, he would watch the fishermen all
summer long and dream of being one of them, even though
the only boat he ever owned was a Whitehall skiff with wineglass stern, rebuilt by neighbor Carl, painted black for emphasis. Fitted with varnished oars from Shaw & Tenney. Scooped
blades too, he always insisted, “spoons” to the cognoscenti of
oar types. I never asked to join him, and when he offered me
the stern thwart, I knew he wasn’t serious. The boat was
harmless and his. It made him forget the drudgery of the job
he once had loved, little more to him now than lists: surnames
of students, titles of committees, reports due his superiors.
We redid the cottage for his retirement, winterizing it so he
could watch the boats leave the wharf each morning, late in
the season when the crisp dawns got late as well, even into
the winter, he imagined. You could wake in the pre-dawn to
the deep idle of the diesels, not so distant, and stay with them
in some sense until they woke you from your afternoon nap,
so he claimed. And one day he contacted I guess John it was
you know how he was always down here courting one
woman or another, as they styled it in the old days, whoever
was available I suppose is how men look at it. A different
story altogether—none of my business but you can’t not see
what is right in front of you.
You know sometimes I think it was just to talk with Jake
and Bea and Bruce before he died—well they all died, I guess,
and sure, he said, it was no problem, he said to my husband
(I’m paraphrasing here of course) just show up on the wharf
a half-hour before dawn and we’ll go; now don’t forget you
got no license so you can’t touch a trap or a line or help in any
way, but there’s no law about just being there, we’ve got gear
you can wear, but if you have any rubber boots you don’t care
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a great deal about I’d bring those. He was always that way accommodating you’d say and maybe that’s why those girls
even Tess who worked for the town and Tonie too somehow
got mixed up with him long ago. “Accommodating”! Did I just
say that? Bad word—sounds obscene in some way. I remember reading once in a magazine my husband would prefer to
have hidden before he died—the … well, the vagina or whatever the appropriate word is for it, that, it said, was a very
“accommodating” organ, well, until menopause at any rate I’d
add. There’s no need for men to worry about size at all! So
anyway then Bea of course, Jake’s wife (well, you know about
that I imagine) …
So sure enough an hour before dawn, the unnecessary
alarms go off all over the house, and I know he hadn’t slept a
wink, no more than Pepys says in his Diary, on July 1 some
three hundred fifty years ago: “Up betimes about 4 a-clock,
waked by a damned noise between a sow gelder and a cow
and a dog ….” He jumps up throws on the clothes he had put
out the night before and out he goes into the dark lit only by
porchlight and the big light Andy burns on the wharf, and if I
remember right this took place several times that summer
and sometimes he got there promptly and got to spend the
day out on the water and sometimes he did not and in either
case he would walk home smiling almost preternaturally, and
then there was that one time he took sick way out to sea, and
they brought him in in Wes’s boat I think it was, who was out
setting traps “down the bay” they used to call it and I’m told
the swell can get pretty bad out there, even for one well used
to it, and with his day nearly done Wes just pulled up alongside “Long way from home, ain’t it, Wes?” someone sang out,
and the next thing you know in they came the two of them,
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dry-heaves all the way, so embarrassing he had trouble asking to go out there again, and I think the very feeling—even if
a mere hesitance—the very unnaturalness of being out on the
water, an improper element for man, as Baudelaire implies in
his “Albatross,” that’s what caused the mis-step and that’s
when and why it all happened.
They were off-shore bent on making a full day of it,
though you can hear the raggedness of the stories here, and a
pulley, a block they call it, gave way, maybe a broken shackle
once I heard it said, and the whole business—some metaphor
about a violin string always applied to it—snapped down on
deck, all this taking half his head away and by the time they
got the body to shore for the EMT’s to register there was
barely enough left of his face to identify.
Now dying on a fishing boat, that seems to some, my husband among them, the height of achievement, and the best
tribute I can make for him is to retell the story every chance I
get. Truth be told there were a bunch of them that died that
year or thereabouts—F. dead on the fishing boat, or wishing
he had gone that way, John I think, and then our poor historian, retired from teaching at Plymouth or Keene State, some
said. He had written about the town and thus became a model
for the way the old professors saw their futures—all dreaming of giving up their cushy jobs in Connecticut or California,
somewhere “away” and becoming local historians, just as he
did, not in his fantasies but in fact. And yes, you can go to the
offices of the local weekly and find his self-published book
there, detailing everything that had happened in this town
since its inception, and you could tell leafing through it, even
highly edited as it was, that what you were reading was not
local history at all, not an account of the town and the families
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who had settled here, but rather an account of his own struggle to keep all this ordered in his head, and finally toward the
end, when he was struck both by dementia and revelation, it
was as if he had thrown his hands up in despair at the incomprehensibility of it all—his garbled prose truer, paradoxically, to history, as his mind failed to make sense of it, truer
than are the plot forms they teach in the academy. All he could
express was that heap of disconnected detail, the stuff of experience, nothing like the coherent stories that once shaped
it in his mind, and the best he could do was a series of chapters that fit between the covers and finally … well finally, finally, for all of us, I guess, you get diagnosed and fail to the
point you can’t write a sentence let alone a paragraph and you
die and that’s the end of it. I rented the empty space out to Joe
the handyman and within a year or two he moved in there for
good.
Now you take J. down the road. He was a professor too.
He did it right. Going into semi-retirement years before he
quit for good, and by that time his summers just kept extending into the fall and eventually he was down here year-round,
like my husband, a stranger here in the land he had spent
more time in than anyone who might deride him as someone
from away. His eyes got opened to what the community was
and when Tess, who had kept him enmeshed in it, ran off with
the truck-driver to Oregon or Texas it may have been, there
wasn’t a whole lot for him except to grow old like my husband
did, inviting her rivals to visit for a week or so, and die on a
day-sail or maybe on a fishing boat himself if there were anyone in the harbor fleet willing to take him out.
I remember the days we hardly appreciated when my
husband and I spent what little time we had here plugging
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holes in the screens for that future, that is, a house comfortable in winter. And maybe it’s just this getting old business,
which Charlie, sotto voce, once said to me, although he used a
different word for it, “this getting old … bit I’ll say … sucks, it
really sucks” he said, referring then to his physical infirmities—heart operation, shoulder surgery, broken femur—but
there are far worse things than that we get to experience.
Some had it coming: Wes, stepping into the coil of warp
to be shattered on the transom, Bruce, for God’s sake, never
working a day in his life it seemed, except one summer in the
sporting goods store, less of a handy-man than his step-dad
Will, how did he ever get by? The proudest thing in his life the
scars from the heart surgery, which he displayed every
chance he got. And then his mom, crippled with diabetes and
no one so much as saw her the last year she lived, then William himself, wandering around in his work-suit, unbuttoned
to the waist, and Jake lighting cigarettes for him, who himself
would die of liver cancer a year after William died of exhaustion, and his wife Bea wasn’t far behind and that was around
the time of the catastrophic accident on the fishing boat, and
some blamed John for what had happened or what might
have taken place on her deathbed.
J. came down and sat with her the day before she lapsed
into unconsciousness, and he gossiped with her about the
neighborhood, all those pasts and relations he would now
never have her straighten out for him. The Vigeaunts and
Labbes, Turcottes and St. Pierres, who came here when working folk could afford summer cottages by the ocean or the
lakes up past Augusta, to be driven off when they no longer
could. Her step-dad bought the properties from one of the
two French families who no longer spoke to each other. Half
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the people J. and Bea made jokes about were sitting within
easy hearing in the next room, pretty much all of them with
one more glass of wine than they had planned for, thinking
there but for the fucking grace of God (to speak as they would
speak) would be me lying gasping for breath or consciousness, not her, her hand raised as if weakly reaching out to him,
trying to formulate a thought that made sense to her and one
he would respond to.
When he came down the next day, she was in her final
coma, and there were six or seven of us there all in stony silence. He spoke to her as best he could and Rose her mom
who loved J. insofar as she could but rarely shared that or really shared anything with anyone looked him right in the eye
as if everything suddenly depended on him—that fragile and
tenuous peace that hung in the air—and she said with insistence: “Not you. Don’t you fall apart. Don’t you do it.”
Like his own mother had once said to him. That’s what
he claimed to think as Rose spoke to him; that’s how it was in
that generation, he thought, Rose’s and his mother’s, that is,
one before the one we think we’re living in. And once again,
he relived the day he was about to see his father for the last
time, standing with his mother in the living room, her
doomed husband out to warm the car up—no need for discomfort! And as he broke down from the strain of it, she
snapped at him: “Don’t you dare. Don’t you dare let him see
that.” Never let your loved ones know how badly you will
miss them. Yes, that’s how it was. It was the way we ran things
down there. Or things ran us. And when my husband died, oh
yes, I had to do it too. It was your duty to the community.
And as we left that day, Bea still rasping rhythmically in
the coma, he said to me: “I kept it together as you asked of me.
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I know I have no right to challenge the debilitating stoicism
of this community, but maybe I let my voice break more than
was necessary when I bent over her paling face and said in as
clear a cadence as I could manage that Yes, I had come back
to her: ‘I came back today, as I promised you the day before I
would, and I will come back tomorrow when you are gone.’ ”
And that is why I wait here still.
That is what the wife of the dead professor said, surviving him as she had never hoped to do. “It’s as if I were
accepting the local cant preached by the Baptists or
maybe it’s the Congregationalists up by the graveyard,
that New Age metaphysics, so unlike that taught in the
academy, and worth much less—his ‘spirit over the water’ returning with the currents, coming back from his
death at sea.”
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IV. WOMEN FROM HERE AND WOMEN FROM AWAY
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Elles sont, ces femmes, un produit de notre temperament, une
image, une projection renversée, un ‘négatif’ de notre sensibilité.
Proust, A l’Ombre des Jeunes Filles en Fleurs
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1. PARKING FOR CUSTOMERS ONLY
I’m the other one. Not She Who Would Not Wait for You,
his wife-to-be, The Best There Ever Was, and not My Darling
Eloise, nor the Woman of Today, or any of the others for
whom he’s chosen sobriquets or an alias.
I’m the other one, though there were many other other
ones as well. I’m the first one he fell in love with, so he says,
back in our days in grammar school, where I sat in the front
row and thus could have no hint of the emotions felt by the
love-lorn kid in the back, staring at my white blouse and
sandy hair we called auburn then. Did I wear glasses at that
age? Did we speak so much as a word to each other? We
moved or he moved or they moved us and we were in different schools, and a month after our school pictures were taken
he “screwed his courage up” and sent his older brother into
the lunch line at my school—can you imagine? He must have
made his dad issue the orders!—and the poor guy, a head
taller than all of us of course, walked in embarrassment down
the lunch line, my God if you did that today you’d end up in
jail or scheduled for months of counseling, “Anyone know this
guy? I know I’m late on asking … Anyone …” and he came to
me, and “of course, that’s …” I said. And that’s how we exchanged pictures though never a word, and looking back I
think my God were there no phones then? Or were the roads
to love simply unknown or impassible?
All I remember after that is the high school dance many
years later where with no warning he fell madly in love with
me again (whatever that might mean at age fifteen or so), he
having maintained his virgin fidelity all those years, and I had
to confess what he should have known all along, which was
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that I already had a boyfriend, who was standing right there.
And you remember all the adolescent hierarchies that ruled
in those days; an “older man” for God’s sake, one year on each
of us, and that meant his virtues and intelligence and his social sophistication were all beyond question or reproach or
even beyond comprehension for lowly teenagers one year his
junior, how could we ever expect to experience all that he had
known? In those days, even a cool kid, which J. alas most certainly was not, or even the most popular of them all, hardly
him!—they had no chance against an older rival, all of sixteen
then.
Even when we meet now as adults, we are still imprisoned by the conventions we thought (rightly?) inviolable as
teenagers. Decades later, my then boyfriend still looks down
on both of us in high condescension, and he will say with no
small pride to himself, “Talk about robbing the cradle!” if we
can still make that joke today. Then shaking his head, thinking of the pain he barely missed by consorting with one so
young: “My God, fifteen she must have been and already trying to step out on me with some opportunistic jerk barely her
age himself, what a miserable life that would have been for
me.” Instead he inherited the drive-in hamburger place, married one of the Coffin girls, young too, I think, a year younger
than me, not the hot one working on the fishing boat, or the
one who used to ride with Norm in the ’59 Chevy convertible,
you remember, the one with the sweeping fins still much in
demand today, but the younger sister, always the eldest he
had to be!, ending, as for so many here, with retirement in
Florida.
I lived down that inaccessible road that J. remembers
from his childhood, when driven down there, way past where
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the poor folks lived, for cocktails with some awful family
friends and taking nothing from it but a suspicion of alcohol
and fear of peepers—tree frogs! So onomatopoeic, had he believed in that! He came down this road next in high school to
visit Rick, one of his band-mates, who had fled his family in
Chicago and ended up here with a brother-in-law, I think, my
near neighbor, and it was the first time in his life J. had ever
been exposed to poverty where you walk in and there are
dishes and food still rotting on the counter, a couple of beers
open, and too much effusive friendliness, nothing more than
drunken faux camaraderie, which local women tired of
sooner than the men but endured it still.
He then experienced another exotic detail of poverty—
the guitar in the beautiful case, pristine, one he could only
dream of owning, “bought on time” (what was that?), about
to be repossessed, whatever that meant, and the dead-beat
musician who had master-minded this purchase but ignored
the payment slips, just gave the guitar to Rick “Maybe you can
do something with it,” and J. then thinking within his prison
of experience “How does this work? Will the neglected seller
never want his money or his store-stock back? Or will the
buyer’s excuse suffice: ‘Oh that? I gave it away when I realized
I couldn’t make the payments.’ ” Rick had fled an urban poverty far worse than this and said nothing concerning the
bourgeois proprieties of the situation—those sanctities of
ownership and bill-paying—but rather spoke with pride
about how he had taken this prize to a practice gig, how he
basked in the admiration of those players who just thought
he was some poor kid who couldn’t even find work on the
fishing boats and who couldn’t afford anything, and now he
shows up with the white Fender Jaguar!—brand-new in its
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case, top-of-the-line instrument. How grand life was for him
that day!
It was like what Tom, father of his in-law—beautiful girl,
with that gravelly voice from the asthma—was said to have
told him after J. lent him that varmint gun for the winter: “I
sold it for you!” for half the retail price (or so he said). Economics and justice apparently meant nothing, but he guessed
it was better just to suck it up, after all, friendship was worth
more than money, or some such gnomic banality. Or maybe
the whole notion of possession was some bourgeois conceit
drummed into him so forcefully he could not see that the
whole thing was unnatural. And maybe the closest he could
come to understanding the repossessor’s thinking, or so he
thought, was the silence and indifference he himself showed,
not without effort, when Tom explained why he would never
see his varmint gun again. Tom then lent him (as recompense?) what he called his “gull gun,” a single-shot 16-gauge
shotgun, good for that skunk or raccoon or whatever it was.
He taped a flashlight to it, opened the breech and sighted
down the barrel, adjusting the duct tape until the flashlight
beam appeared through the muzzle. You didn’t really have to
aim. You just lit the nocturnal varmints up in the light beam.
And when you were done, you returned it like a well-trained
obedient.
There were smells to poverty too, he learned as well, like
the shocking place Junior lived, the impoverished keyboardist who missed the payments on the guitar, an instrument he
never learned to play. You sensed something on the porch
and it got more intense as you walked through the kitchen,
food rotting in the sink likely for weeks, no light there to
guide you, into the bedroom/living room, a dark cluttered
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space dominated by an unkempt double-bed, where he, Junior that is, lived his entire life except when you could get him
out on a gig. A Hammond organ with Leslie speakers, much
revered in those days, stood to the side, signed for or purchased outright by his parents, just as was the squalid house
itself and the less dilapidated one that would succeed it. You
had to close your eyes and nose in what passed for the hallway but J. was one of few to be shocked by that. It was just
part of life, something you experienced but never paid the
least bit of attention to, like the neighbor in the trailer park,
also a musician of sorts; J. once noticed the green birthday
cake on the kitchen counter and realized finally the green was
mold growing over the weeks-old surfaces. Nothing unusual
about that. It was just stuff you got used to, like the smells of
Tess’s living room when she got home too exhausted to clean.
Stuff that made the split-level ranch houses of the rich kids,
or even the two-story Capehart of your friends in the military,
seem palatial, something from the pages of the magazines lining the check-out lanes at grocery stores.
How would any rich kid know that the fast-food hamburgers or the slices of buttered white bread J. considered the
height of culinary sophistication were routine for us, and if
you didn’t want to be obese with bad skin and a limp or bent
over with diabetes like most of your neighbors you had to
turn away from crap like that and better starve than be consumed by the poverty and the fat; you kept that blouse well
washed and always perfectly pressed and that skin, soft as a
baby’s ass, he used to say, although how would he know for
sure? Like the rich kids, you combed your hair just so set back
from the glasses in the laughable teardrop style of the fifties.
And the boys, even your age, treated you with that odd
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combination of condescension and fear. The sordid truth was
that growing up where you had, you knew things he barely
suspected. “I’m old enough today,” he said to me, “to be worthy of you, as I never was when we were kids.”
Oh yes, I remember her! His first love, he says. She was
the one who a decade later introduced me to him, or
maybe it was third-hand through her friend, Linda G., the
lean girl I kept constantly at my side for contrast. I grew
up amid the sensuality of Puerto Rico and there was nothing of the gamine look for me! Linda had been living
down there past where the old graves were and spent a
lot of time in the neighborhood of derelict shacks where
Junior the organ-player lived in the house not worth the
saving after he moved out of it. They had families of cats
living in the crawl space to keep the mice down, and his
guests used to kill them for amusement.
So different Junior was from the rich kids with instruments, like another of J.’s bandmates, also a keyboardist,
who walked into the bar where Forrest played on weekends and stole the head of the bass amp from the speaker
cabinet—two weeks’ wages easily it must have been.
Afraid to take it home, I suppose, he dropped it off with
Steve, who didn’t know what to do: this belonged to Bob
W., for God’s sake, admired by all of us. Who would do
that? And somehow J. got wind of it and went to Steve
who blubbered his apologies “What was I supposed to
do?” They put the amp head on the back seat of Bob’s convertible, put the top down, and drove to the gas station
where the rich bandmate worked. “Two dollars’ worth,”
Bob said, watching his eyes widen at the sight of the amp
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head he had stolen less than a week earlier, now back
with its owner, as Bob asked “So. Are your parents home
today?”
And suddenly to this neighborhood where no thieving
preppies ever venture, there came all these cute wouldbe musicians dressed in the clothes the rich kids wear
with cars from their parents, and, cute though Linda was,
she was a flat-chested impoverished thing and me? well,
let’s just say I had packed all that baby fat on me for
maybe two years or so of unspeakable glory when I was
the hottest thing any teen-ager could imagine, and that
Friday in the supermarket parking lot when I made out
with him on the bench seat of the old Rambler his family
let him drive—oh I knew all about the fold-down seats of
that model!—I could tell instantly here was a guy heartthrob cute who didn’t know shit from Shinola and I just
let him try all the laughable moves he had learned from
his dopey friends, and let him think that he was actually
getting somewhere, all Don Juan and all, until cursed
back to the chaste world, when the cop drove up and
shined a light in the window, “Now now, Alicia,” he said,
calling me by name!, and I laughed, because I knew this
cop and others too, “you can’t just …”. “Yeah, ok,” I said,
and winked at him, the cop I mean, as I buttoned up my
shirt or what passed for that and J. started the car, thinking Damn, I had just copped a feel where was this all going? too scared to stop and consider what my affinity
with the cop was, but I can tell you, looking like this, with
my Hispanic background and flashing black irises, dressing the way we might have on the streets of San Juan or
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on Amsterdam Avenue, no he wasn’t ready for that. Not
in the least.
I taught him things that had been taught to me way
too early in my life down in Puerto Rico, and I’ll be
damned if the jig wasn’t up 60 years later when his friend
Scott told him his girlfriend in Trinidad had kissed him
with the exact same astonishing technique (I won’t describe it in detail, but it’s enough to say even his sororitytrained girlfriend two decades in the future hadn’t been
taught or even exposed to that!) and I guess it must have
been something we all did, which I brought to my aunt’s
place in New England along with clothes that had been
pretty ordinary down there but wowed the boys from the
islands, and wowed the boys who went to the Friday
night dances, and made his eyes almost pop out of his
head that night just before the cop shined his light on us.
And if he’d had any brains or experience, which he did
not, or even basic civility (only the poor kids end up in
civics class, remember?) he would have asked me about
my past life there, what I might have been through, who
protected me and who did not, and he would sympathize
with me, admitting his own naiveté as no man ever does,
or at least try in some way to understand what I’d experienced, being treated like a piece of meat and growing
up wanting nothing more than to turn the tables on those
predatory men (as he would himself discover) and instead of pawing at me like a stupid high school kid,
maybe he could have sat next to me listening: What books
did I read? Music? Art or simply the sights of the cities he
had never been to, massaging my shoulders or reading
me poetry or even asking me to go on a walk with him,
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anything to let me know I was something more to him
than an overgrown teen-ager who had experienced far
more in life than she ever needed to and he luckily never
had or would …
Still guilty about standing him up on the dance floor
more than a half-century ago. Something I did at age fifteen
or sixteen. I just liked holding him in the music, feeling the
guy suddenly flush with desire but barely knowing what it
was, thinking it was love or something you see depicted in the
movies, and all us girls of course knew about the physiology
of male desire and had experienced it and the poor guys instead of enjoying it too just stood back in humiliation thinking
they had lost control in some unforgivable way and the love
of their life had as consequence rejected them.
And one day, it seemed, we got older. I moved far away
from the islands, and I got sharp-tongued as he was and finally we could talk as we never could as kids. What a couple
we could have been, we thought, or he did, once it was too
late for us, seeing that his love for me—well, can’t really
speak of it that way, I guess—was the same as it had been as
a first-grader. It was strange coming back and sensing the
smell of bait fish in the distance. Faint. You needed to remember it from your childhood, since by then, island living was no
longer what it had once been. Now it was retirees and No
Trespassing signs, door cameras and surveyors. Freshly peastoned driveways, lined by exotics.
He says he fell in love with Eloise, fifteen years his junior,
with her dancer’s body like that I might have had as a teenager, or so he guessed, because the most intimate he and I had
gotten was that night on the dance floor. To him, I was just a
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fragment of my history, never growing past first grade, rarely
speaking to or with him. Maybe it was his Eloise who salved
his hurt for me, or maybe that hurt had faded and now lived
only in my mind, who as an ordinarily cruel fifteen-year-old,
had inflicted it on him, poor guy. As if there weren’t a hundred
other classmates who would have done the same to him or
worse.
He says he could no longer reach her through the pain
through the drugs and through the alcohol and one day she
did exactly what she had threatened to do for years, blowing
her head off, and taunting him “One fewer now to think of and
lament,” she said or might have said, and her last words to
him “Stay away.”
I was walking then on the river bank—some provincial
city of the Great Plains of America. I wondered then what life
could then have been. Allied to him among the fishermen.
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2. EX-WIFE WITH FLASHER ATTENDANT
I was testing adulthood,
my head full of poets and poetry,
when I buckled into the old Volvo,
and drove off to Albany.
Drove to or with my wife-to-be,
two years after that year,
the year she fell in love with me
itself two years beyond my student years;
and everything I knew or thought—
the banality of dreams and hope,
adoring readers (less pedestrian!)
the serenity of student sycophants—
all turned risible,
one’s life lost in the rubble.
J.D.’s father drove an old Bentley, broke down in Maine
one day and the mechanic milled a new clutch plate for
him. His house on the Bedford estate built in the 17th century, you had to duck your head in the doorway, and J.D.
introduced him to us as “The Old Man!” with visible pride
until years later when, shortly after the old guy’s lovely
wife had had enough of it and hanged herself, the vicious
charmer would ask for a drink, Scotch and water he
would say, on the rocks, down what you served and add
“Now fill that up again, neat this time,” and he hit on my
wife and on my hot in-law saying he could give her the
thrill of her life but did nothing but insult his daughterin-law who had grown up among fishermen and was well
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used to it and brutalized all those in his circle of relations,
and I have to tell you when he died not one of us shed a
tear for him.
We drove to Albany to those,
or one of them, my wife had loved in college.
And that evening the flasher strode through our headlights,
downtown Troy, it must have been,
no Anchises to be shouldered there!
pulling his waistband down hardly breaking stride,
the same perv who had felt up the woman
she had loved in college as he walked past us,
she barely turning her head.
“Thought it was a friend,” she said.
“Some friend,” I thought,
with the envy common to law-abiding citizens.
And the conversation grew labored as the two
sketched out the old days, enamored still of them.
Each with a lover in the dorm room
their cries of passion like
a forced crescendo in the pits—
I’m certain they only did this once,
even then suspecting it less hormonic than a dare,
or so I liked and like to think,
my arms across their shoulders—
like the flasher in Albany I guessed.
She double-dated Wayne with her brother, me then in no
condition to see anyone. She gave me the neck massage,
you know, those that can cripple you if you’re not careful,
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but guided by the hippie mythology no harm to be done
or had in her hands, little thinking that in two years my
life would crash because of her. Loving her, I never cared
or thought much what others thought of her.
—fa Crise sake if you’re going to fall in love
say with a friend, say a student
may as well be a hot one may as well … —
When P. left me a decade or more ago, I say it was the
worst pain I have ever experienced and when I left my
wife I think she claimed to feel the same way though that
didn’t stop us from the foursome on the last night I saw
her.
Cindy oh Cindy, your nails trimmed to perfection
your full hips on my hips …
Not a bad start to a sub-let.
Their lovers stole the clothes I left behind
and the rest of what I owned once
burned up in an apartment fire.
She spoke of her boss, she called him,
just a guy in charge of summer work,
barely earning a wage the two of them,
grabbing her dress, all she wore that day,
neither much on foreplay, “the bastard,” she said
and I would envision that, to my shame I say,
when we were making love,
and I finally said to her or to her consort,
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I said to myself or one of my cohorts,
I said to my students or thought of doing so:
I said:
“That infantile jealousy! Enough
of your bourgeois proprieties!”
The glories of her perfect flesh ranked
through the regard of the on-lookers!
Your lover (or what passed for that)
no more than a public accoutrement:
a dog saved from the shelter,
a new piece of silverware,
your latest fashion choice.
May as well her as another, you thought. What did it matter?
“Here is where it was, remember?” she says.
“When the stobes from the ambulance
and police van lit up the roadway before us,
wreckers back-lit in the flashlight beams.
We raised our heads, now stricken with emotion,
as J.D. applied the brakes and the car,
this very car in fact, shuddered in answer
and you said something like ‘Merry fucking Christmas’
—a phrase with neither force nor wit,
and for months we returned to it,
that phrase wrapped in the emotion
we were rapt with ourselves that night.”
A roll in the hay,
nothing more than that,
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I feared she thought,
Wayne or another, maybe her ex the Peruvian,
hippie that she was, enthralled
with the man and the drugs from South America.
“Were those emotions those,” she cries out to me,
“felt by the one who bought me the horse farm?
Or like yours with Linda Jane, with Eloise?
How was I to know, with all my experience,
that the man who loved me more passionately
than any man I’d known before
would turn out to be no more
than one more more of them?”
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3. I CANNOT HAVE A MAN WHO HAS NOT DRESSED FOR A
BENEFIT
But it was simple, really. Loved like that? you could lose
your very soul, whatever “soul” is in the modern lexicon. Him,
the “harmless lech,” so introduced, and me, a week or so later,
pausing my car in his driveway “There is nothing,” I said, the
most loving thing I ever said to him: “There is nothing harmless about you!”
Maybe a game it was, or could be made one, like a return
to adolescence. You could talk like adults now of feelings you
had had as teenagers. When the emotions were so bizarre you
never imagined they could be reciprocated, perhaps they
were a gay annoyance to be conquered, or had you been told
that? Things you felt maybe by surprise when you were out
caroling in winter. These are feelings no one has experienced
other than yourself.
He made you suffer, even at his age, at your age, he made
you miss him, long for him, for the things he said to you when
he sat beside you, long for those moments when you failed to
think straight, when it felt like pain just recalling him. He did
all that. So let him revel in emotions; you would purge yourself of yours, with those very intellectual strengths he often
claimed to admire: maybe judge him a small-town seducer
who had taken advantage of your innocence. …
All this
(easy to laugh now!)
this was love before the pandemic.
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And then it was just a matter of gaslighting the poor bastard—oh of course, nothing’s wrong, what’s the matter with
you? You’re over-reacting. I’ve done nothing it’s all your doing.
And egregious lies and set-ups. Remember when you arranged
dinner with a friend? [K. it was. We’ll hear from her as well, I
imagine]. Why didn’t you simply skip it on the off-chance I
might be free? Demand that she re-schedule, or wait on my convenience, which any real friend would have granted without
question: so I guess you don’t trust her, do you? And you
shouldn’t; she’s worth nothing. I’ll tell you who your friends are!
… All I had to do was belittle her, claim that only I knew what
true friendship was—this before driving off for an assignation in New York with a stranger from Match.com or maybe
one my good friend Leslie found for me, but what the hey? I
deserved all that, did I not? and he deserved it too.
That’s the way you had to think.
I told him I was broken! Whatever that means—an excuse to do whatever I wanted with and to him. How my ex, for
whom I’d sacrificed so much, called me to help him recover
from surgery. Couldn’t drive, he said, not so far as the Tesla
charging station near my summer home, cute thing to say, I
thought, although he hadn’t meant it as wit, and I lay beside
him and he put my hand on his …. Well, for him it was nothing.
Why wouldn’t you lust after your ex as much as always—flattering me, I guess, and I sat up in indignation. In my own
house I sat up in my own bed before the settlement came
through and all the furniture was sold for cash and I vowed
then and there if he did not pay a dear price for this, my next
lover would do it in his stead.
That’s the way life is for the rich folks. You didn’t get here
by playing the victim, by accepting anything, and what you
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didn’t have, whether love or beauty or the face that no one
could resist, you could replace in the surgeon’s office or with
an hour on the internet.
He handed me the tiller and told me to hold a straight
course to Small Point, adjusting the sails so that it would
seem my skill that made the boat fairly fly in the bow
wake. It was only there I ever felt comfortable like that
last day when he gave me the helm and I brought us into
the wind stopping expertly at the mooring, and said, with
all the emotion I ever felt for him, “That was for you,” I
said. “Not for me. I needed you to know what a great
teacher you had been.” And as we walked up the wharf he
reached for me and I slapped his hand away, what if one
of my friends had caught him doing that? And I were to
seem a lover no better than any other one?

I sat next to him the last evening we spent together and
told him I would stay a few extra days just to keep him from
getting desperate for me and he brushed my hair which was
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all that I would let him do, and I spent two hours on a google
search right in front of him, looking for a black dress to wear,
even though I didn’t need nor care about one, ridiculing him
as a man who didn’t know the importance of formal wear pretending that in some way this was a deal-breaker. All his fault
again. For being born to middle-class parents in the provinces. For respecting too little the conventions of rich folks.
What business did he have sitting me down after dinner
that night, weeks earlier, and saying what was in his heart,
saying he had practiced this speech for days? Who hasn’t said
such things a thousand times without meaning a thing by
them? Who did he think he was? This man who hadn’t worn
a suit since an interview forty years ago. And was, as I would
learn his darling Eloise used to say, “sand poor,” for which he
once again would learn the consequences.
Surely he did not expect we would ever stand as a couple
with him my dinner guest. Surely he would never take my
arm in public nor even hint at it. I will call the shots, I said:
you will reach for me only when I reach for you. Even he had
had enough, it seemed: “You got the wrong fucking guy,” he
said.
Some old lover sent him cards: birthdays, homecoming,
any occasion. A screen for me, perhaps, or me a screen for her.
And I discovered the stash he’d saved—rummaging about in
his cabinets in all innocence. Even the commonplaces of old
affection hurt; what was I to do? So I lied and belittled him,
and everything was working as planned and for two days he
was paying the price for failing to make me the sole person in
his life and I had already told my friends in New York I would
be with them a day earlier than planned. And then he put
some music on and without a word of warning took my hand
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and began to dance with me among the clutter in his living
room, and our clumsy unpracticed steps came into rhythm
with what we felt for each other and I think those minutes
were the closest to him I have ever allowed myself to be. It
was like getting felt up on the dance floor in Los Angeles, and
having other dancers try to hit on us, or me it was, and wanting nothing other than to be on his arm among strangers.
There was that time, redeeming all the rest. It was the
dock-hand we called Bunhead, who had seen us sailing
together all those days and seen too how I never let J.
touch me in public. We walked into the local packie for a
bottle of wine, and right into poor Bunhead sitting with
coffee, suddenly contending with all the contortions required to promote the fiction we three shared that he had
not seen the two of us together. How I laughed with him
those moments when the scales left our eyes and he
pulled the curtain back.
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4. LES NEIGES D’ANTAN
Winter was the worst. It wasn’t the cold. You get used to
that. You get used to hauling wood in from the woodshed, the
cordwood J. stacked for you. It took him most of the fall to do
it, never complaining. Better, he said, than jogging for exercise, cleaning the house, or wasting your energy on long
walks through scenery you’ve seen before.
Things happen. You shatter your knee-cap. Mid-winter
on the black ice. Something always turns up. Like Chris, goodhearted but cagey, renting from your brother, working construction, odd jobs, when he was sober enough to get to the
work-site. Bringing in a day’s worth of wood, scrap from the
construction site for kindling. You could pretend you did not
know he hadn’t paid rent to your brother and likely never
would do so. Likely would leave when spring came and your
brother, with enough to think about as it was, lost patience.
By that time, you could walk enough to lug the split-oak firewood in yourself, then determine how much you would need
to order and how much J. would have to stack for you, you of
course and of course you alone complaining all the while of
the labor …
Winter was the worst.
It was worse than fall but barely so. Even the dread of it
got to you, when you knew J. would leave by November along
with other of your friends and some of the fishermen would
go south for work, and those who stayed would be too busy
to visit you or too embarrassed or the snow would be too
deep or someone would have a cold or the flu, or everyone
was scared shitless about the pandemic and no one went
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anywhere anyway, even if they could afford it, which you of
course could not.
The light faded and there was no way to let it in, what
there was of it, without the searing cold as company, and
when you draped the windows to help, it was like living in a
jail cell, or more like a “padded cell” as we would call it in the
days you could speak about insane asylums without risking
offending someone, never anyone who had actually been confined to one of them.
And the neighbors died at their usual pace and it often
seemed that with the intermarryings and divorces and folks
just running off to Florida there was no replenishing the community. Or maybe there was nothing there to begin with (the
very phrase Tess breathed to him when he tried to feel her up
out on the water, so he said!). Maybe the word community
designates only what we feel we’ve lost collectively. What
never was. Just the folks who lived around you in the summer
whom you got to know because that’s what people did. No
one drops by nowadays. No one brings the news. And the ambulances finally come and there is one fewer of you and no
one seems to give a crap.
You dragged yourself to her death-bed, even though you
barely knew her. To do otherwise would have seemed an affront, but directed at whom? And to whom would it seem so?
You sat there with the other women of the neighborhood, the
men, or most of them, pretending to be too busy to attend.
Maybe they just didn’t feel anything. The women sat in tight
circles, constricted and malign, since you couldn’t really talk,
couldn’t really make jokes, although J. did, or tried to, and
then his voice broke and Rose, her mom, stood right up to him
and “Don’t you lose it,” she said. “Not you.” And I was stunned,
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not knowing why we should not all “lose it” just break down
there and bawl like babies, not just for Bea, doomed and wasting away for a year grieving for her husband, so far gone by
the last month because of the alcohol, the doctors refused to
operate on her. No not just for that, but for the winter itself,
well on the way, with all the grief for your brothers and for
yourself.
You weren’t part of them. Even though you had gone to
the schools they went to. Many of them left as soon as they
were legally able to. Some didn’t bother with class at all; like
Jake himself, who, according to the story told by his mother
retold by his wife, used the bus as his “personal transportation system” for getting to town on weekdays, hanging out on
Maine street with Rod or whoever had skipped school with
him, wherever there was warmth and company. “Just walked
right in the front door and out the back,” she said. “Then
caught the bus home in the afternoon.”
You weren’t part of them because growing up in the
housing on the Navy base or even in the local tenements
didn’t do a thing in their eyes. And I guess you could clean the
fish or pick crab-meat but that was for a generation in the
past, overweight and querulous. Or marry a fisherman or one
of the local servicemen—plumber or electrician—and if you
joined the PTA and helped at the bake sales, or maybe the
“Fishing Families” dinners which were supposed to raise
funds for college tuition, but in fact served rather as a bulwark against summerfolk—maybe then you too could be one
of them, as if you wanted that. Abused by your lovers, damn
authenticity! and finally you would have no recourse but to
drag yourself away from them away from the town as well,
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because no one would stand up for you next to some drunk
with generations of his forebears in the local cemetery.
Winter was the worst. And whether the fishermen had
headed south or stayed home to work uptown, maybe in the
commissary of the Navy base, maybe plowing driveways, or
even loading the gravel trucks, “it didn’t improve their dispositions none,” as it was often said. For March came, tools unboxed then in the shop, and paint was ordered the gear
picked over as they replaced whatever they could afford to
and the grind of the season began again. For you, nothing
more than ordering the cordwood for the following winter,
relentless as the past one.
You couldn’t live like this, you thought. The math did not
work; the figures left you in the red with enough years ahead
of you to experience what having nothing was, one of many
true poverties. Those you had helped, the money you gave to
those begging on the intersection, the hours volunteering in
the animal hospital, the ten-dollar tips for a ten-dollar meal—
none of this would do you any good. No one ever thought of
repayment because you never thought of it yourself.
Deterioration. That’s life: the buildings here age and collapse in on themselves, yourself now too old to keep up with
it. That’s just the way it is, as if those houses were the image
of our histories—no alternative but to live in condo-like
apartments, each one like the others, imitating the dorms
built for rich and privileged students wasting their time in
college. And who wants that? You would sell all you had, all
your years of work, all your generations of inheritance, and
you would still have nothing.
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And Mom begat K as her mom had done before her and
K begat A who fostered the animals, rescued from puppy
mills or abusers. And brother J. died of cancer, B. as well,
and there were others waiting for their time as well.
Winter was the worst, and soon each winter was worse
than the one preceding it.
“Sometimes,” she said “I just want to fall asleep. I want to
fall asleep and never wake again.”

.
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5. WE GAVE AT THE OFFICE
Mixed race, Marique was. Worst of both, she used to joke.
A hinnie as my black cowboy friend would say. Married to her
once-professor—all that study of amino acids in college!—
who, to establish a line he never wanted, reversed his vasectomy to father their child, or her child, I suppose, maybe children for all I know, which a half-dozen of her classmates
might have done, happy to spare him going under the knife
again.
You first saw her in the corridor sitting next to a professor’s door beneath what seemed a tent of her own hair, as if
hiding but of course eliciting attention. The offices were carpeted; the corridors waxed by the black linoleum you used to
see in old grammar schools and buildings from the thirties.
You might kneel or sit beside her, part her hair as she invited
you to do. Inept and obvious, you might say, the ruses common to each of you. Her shirt fell over her. Men’s cut. Oversized. Shoulder line well off her shoulder. Light blue, yes. It is
all coming back to me. For all her duplicity, she was the only
student in those early days who would speak to me in anything but an arrogant sneer, and credit for that, whatever her
motives.
Neurotic to the point of madness she was. No way to control her jealousy even years later, years after all was finished,
when you brought your new girlfriend to New York—all
starry-eyed you were, nothing left of old relationships or
merely trysts, they seemed. You have found her, the One, 20
going on 30, as your New York friends would say after that
weekend—and of course Marique contrived to be the first
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face she confronted when you two arrived at your friends’
apartment. “I was just leaving,” she said with her broad smile
and eyes narrowed in resentment. Like when she caught you
talking to her friend at dinner years earlier; she leaned in and
asked in as threatening a voice as possible “So how is your
husband and your three kids?” “It’s not jealousy,” she insisted. “How dare you flirt with a happily married woman in
front of me? It’s not right.”
She would call from her parents’ apartment near or in
the Village, where she grew up and where she now stayed
during the school week. 10PM, half-asleep, ready for bed; you
with three hours reading yet to do. She described the stuffed
animal her cat used as a sex toy, then her voice slipped as she
felt sleep coming on “I’ll just roll it in,” she said in the most
erotic register possible for students such as us and somehow
on the phone like that, she at home with her family in the
apartment as I recall from the one time I visited, or maybe
with her husband where they lived some place up in the Catskills I think it was, where I also once visited; at such distances
things always went well for us.
She arched her back and turned to you and as she did
that her breasts disappeared into her ribs, and you have at
moments thought that was as fine a moment as you experienced in your four years as a grad student. Or maybe during
her exams, when she told her husband she would get a hotel
for the evening to avoid the commute and oh yes birth control
pills that month to ensure nothing unexpected no no I mean
a surprise in an untimed menstrual cycle and somehow he
bought it or was used to it, and important as those exams
might be—her career on the line, we were always led to
think—they did not preclude an interrupted sleep or
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collapsing in that state my mother called ”sex-haustion” with
her lover in the dorm room.
But then there was the dissertation thing, and had you
loved her once, that might have been the end of it. A celebrated manuscript, textually of no interest but exquisitely illustrated (so appropriate for her!) at the Pierpont Morgan in
a hand so professional even an undergraduate could decipher
it. In the old days, it was said, the less promising students
were tasked with editing, as in the Thurber cartoon of the dog
“Go trace something!” and that is why so many dismal editions clutter library shelves today. By the late ‘70s, such work
seemed superfluous, as all the texts were done (or so it was
argued by the editors), all the filiations squared away. So she
as others too were set to work transcribing; good for the calligrapher within us. Good for sycophants and the readers of
resumés; good for asides to the faculty wives pouring tea
from the samovars. L’Art de venery, it was; we all smirked at
the inadvertent pun, and she got to hang with the Anglophiles
at the Morgan and pore over a manuscript the way she had
seen old scholars do. Type out a few lines each day, all to be
wrapped up in a tasteful bow and handed with a bottle of fine
wine her husband imported, maybe two or more, to her genial credentialists.
She walks with her husband on my shore in Maine the
summer they visited, barely staying the weekend, staring up
to the sky the two of them—or maybe it’s the two of us, I’ll
have to check the photo to see what I am remembering—
these two figures doubtless listening to the distant diesel of
the lobster boats, both intent on the seascapes. Cloudless, as
days can only be in the camera lens. Can’t remember how this
fits in with history, the coursing of events—never was much
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at collation. Was this before the day she marched indignantly
into my room with the foam and the condoms? Nothing can
be certain in the timetables of affection. Not as alluring as today I might have hoped. I stare at the photo. I feel nothing.
You still harbor the suspicion that she stole your kitchen knife
in New York or violated your privacy by lounging with her
husband in the cabin you had built out in the woods in Maine
and abandoned years earlier. These uncivil accusations
worse than the worst of hers.
700 Facebook friends. Adjuncts and yoga instructors.
Administrators. Workers with dance companies. No one I recognize. No one from the old days, as I guess all who knew her
from the university have given up on her. Even our mutual
friends in the Catskills.
I remember the day we paused on the sidewalk outside
the library. She is wearing a fake fur coat—not unusual then.
We could go for dinner we could go back the library and continue the work we are here to do I could just catch the subway
to my family or maybe catch the train to the Catskills did I tell
you Robert and I we no longer really … or maybe this is not
the time for confessions … we could go for coffee or, then
again, I said, we could also just go inside, roll up in the faux
fur of your winter coat and ...
“Yes we could,” was all she said.
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6. THE MYTH OF THE BRETON LAY
Best there ever was and no question about it. It scared
me to death. Or she did. Just that. And that would be the end,
I knew, of my chasing so futilely after A., she who stood so
valiantly in the hallway in Manhattan and faced down her unknown rival Marique, she too faithful to the drugs and alcohol
about which I knew, predictably, not a damn thing.
Best there ever was. No question.
She was on her way to Paris, but stopped here to see me,
stopped in Manhattan where all my old lovers seemed to
cross, and she bought lotion for her face, slowly massaged it
on her flawless skin, Duane’s Drugstore it must have been,
and noticing my desire (as she later told me with unaccustomed delicacy) she said “I have bad news for you: I am like
this all over.”

No question. That is what she said.
And I confuse this moment with the many times my darling Eloise sacked up the lotions and dumped them with the
herbal teas of all descriptions in my apartment in California
nearly twenty years ago and where they remain to this day.
Herbs and twigs and the droppings of insects, as I once wrote
of them. Every moment is confused with hers …
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No one met us there. We had the city for our liking. No
one to see. Plans all dormant. No one to relay news of my infidelity to A. “That’s all you’re carrying? One bag for moving
from LA to Paris?” “I’m only staying there a year,” she said.
“Perhaps not even that. I have my apartment and my roommate. Everything I own in LA I shipped home to Reno, or left
with my friend who lives behind a security door in the Adams
district. Including the guitar. That infuriated me. It’s the thing
about English and Americans—they hear so many dialects
and are cowed by such ignorance and civility no one would
tell me my pronunciation was bad: gitt-er I used to say and
no one raised so much as an eyebrow, afraid of losing their
chance to … well, I don’t have to tell you, do I? So I went
through life for years making a fool of myself.”
“When you hugged the guitar to your chest,” I assured
her. “No one in your company worried much about your accent.” …
“I’m like this all …”
“That’s what they all say. … What I do … at the end, I
mean.” They? A once colleague, she must have meant. Of
course! Paul his name was. “It’s not complaint; for I well know
no complaint is possible. The way I …”
“All this talking dirty …” she said in resignation, with a
trace of contempt, sitting up abruptly and giving in to me. And
I always associate this unfittingly with Linda Jane’s father in
New Jersey, laying the king down in defeat, while she herself
resigned herself to leaving me.
“Sagging flesh!” she said, knowing there was nothing further from the truth. But you know how girls are.
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“What am I to do with that?” Months later it must have
been, as we were showering—the last day we would ever lay
eyes on each other.
“You satisfied your curiosity.” It was never that, I said.
“You couldn’t take it.”
A shirt with the puffins printed on it.
Straddling the bow of Charlie’s Hampton, her hands before her clutching the bow stem. Facing away, oblivious to the
glances Charlie and I exchanged or perhaps just ignoring
them.
Walking across the lawn, shirtless. Very European, although some in the family might not have agreed. “She had no
interest in us,” my mother spat in contempt, referring to herself and the rest of the family. “Why should she have?” I wondered. My mother turned away, saying nothing, maintaining
her steadfast loyalty to A., her face like a medieval painting,
she used to say.
I cannot hear her voice, though I know there was no mistaking it. Accompaniment to stories she would tell, all designed, as everything, to unnerve me. Like kneeling in the corridor as Jack, lascivious rake of the Old School, had her pick
out a thread caught in his zipper.
“I think he has a crush on me,” or something to that effect, maybe not so perfectly expressed in the American idiom.
Of the grad student who couldn’t keep away from her office,
couldn’t keep his eyes off her.
She leans back into the doorframe of the coffee room,
blocking my way as if inadvertently, her hands clasped firmly
behind her back. On full display for me. Rocking slowly. Her
eyes on my eyes. Grey sweater. Like the one Tess wore when
we made love on the first floor of the guest house.
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The car idles and she reaches for me, stuffed into a shirt
a size too small for her, and I pull back telling her I have a
girlfriend or something idiotic like that. What was I thinking?
Or on her couch in the studio apartment, watching a
movie it must have been. The couch where a gay colleague
also sat once, I hear, far more engrossed than I in the video.
We embraced in the airport. I put my chin on the top of
her head, hardly aware of her body pressed into me. On my
way directly to A. in New Hampshire, who would leave me
soon for good. “Portsmouth!” I said. “Isn’t this where our colleague Paul is buried?” He wasn’t dead, this Paul, you see, but
a pompous moralist, like so many born in New Hampshire, so
the joke was … but what’s the point of explaining it?
How did she learn all that, I wondered and still wonder,
in those days before the internet? Like my Puerto Rican girl
from high school. How could she become the best there ever
was? Was this something taught by a boyfriend in Reno? Or
worse than that, you think? It’s not something you become by
accident. Never told me how she got from Brittany to Nevada,
or who the man was whose life she changed in the desert.
For days after she had returned to Los Angeles, living
with her friend in the Adams district, the phone would ring—
always her. No words, just her breathing. It would be forty
years before I finally sought her out again. “I just want to apologize,” I said. “For being a jerk.” But I didn’t elaborate. How
many other men will think of her exactly as I do? Those cuckolds only learn what I am blessed to experience.
I remember she wrote a story, like all good academics
do—your usual young woman’s stuff, love and rejection, Alice
in Wonderland, one of the Brontes, and sitting around in coffee shops—and in it the unattainable “man from Maine,”
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which I assumed meant some Lothario in the provinces of
France, had for reasons unexpressed in the story rejected her.
This man from Maine! Like Paris and Norway, I guess. Oxford
too. Bath or Calais. Europe in the provinces! No wonder she
threw up her hands in frustration and caught the plane she
had booked back to Paris.
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7. THE BAYOUS OF IMAGINATION
i.
See? He still has no time for them, other than a page or
two of hand-wringing regret. Then on to the next. What kind
of virtue or virtuosity is that? What about the unanswered
phone calls? Is there no recompense for that? The missed assignations? The unmissed ones as well!
They had met in the fisherman’s house, converted
shack as it would come to be known when the point got
gentrified, gone completely in a generation, bulldozed
over for the footprint sanctioned by the code enforcement officer. She was there with his in-law (no one hotter
then nor now, as always said), who grew up taking baths
in a galvanized tub in the kitchen in full view of everyone.
Plug-in heaters, a minimum of plumbing, half of it in the
work-shed. Her husband, college grad from the north
woods, an in-law too of course, sent away from home as
his sister had been, both meant to make something of
themselves, she marrying the would-be écrivain and hippie fisherman, he working instead back down to the class
in which he felt most comfortable. They made the best of
the place she grew up in when her family, what was left
of it, moved to the house they had built when not fishing,
to be known as the Big House. He put in hot water, a
shower too, no longer seeing her bathe as if glorying
rightly in her very soul’s perfection in her form, as Aristotle might have put it. Losing that and finally more as he
got crushed with fishing debt and cocaine and that was
the end of it, a different story entirely. “Look at me when
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I talk to you!” his in-law said, the last time they stood
face-to-face. With that lean body from her family of fishermen, she could get any man she wanted and often did,
and there was no reason to put up with the drugs and alcohol just for the sake of home repairs. He left his boat on
blocks and jackstands, a classic wooden boat built by L.
Wallace, the hull now encased in fiberglass, some say ensuring rot within; he fled north to the woods of his upbringing. No more boat-repairs, no more knitting of the
trap heads in winter. Chain saws and skidders. Living on
cordwood. And she, as had his sister, moved on to the
horse farm.
And as Anna drove home from the dinner, ablaze, all
those fishing tales she had heard that night still stuck in
her head, she realized nearing Cook’s Corner he was following her, or someone was following her, and at the
stoplight, curiosity and desire more than vanquished
caution. Sure enough, J., hell-bent from the house of his
in-laws, ran up to the half-open door on the driver’s side
and they made a date on the spot, both engines running—ha! in all senses—and all the drivers waiting for
the light shook their heads with wry smiles—these
kids!—and when she half-stepped from her car and slid
her open jacket back from her shoulders they could easily
see why he was chasing her and their lips pursed in approval. And he realized had his in-laws held him in chitchat a minute longer, there would be no more to their affair than what he dreamed of then—her form backlit at
the table, leaning in toward the speaker, her soft breasts
weighted on her forearms—he would never have the
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social wherewithal to track her down again or get her
number from their dinner-mates.
And for that first date God knows how we arranged it. He
must have asked for my number waiting for the red light to
turn, as I almost stepped out of the car and out of my jacket
too in excitement—the other drivers no longer impatient for
the light as they leered at us. How else could he have ever
given me directions to his house, only a cabin in the woods
then, and I wonder where we left our cars was it in the family
driveway as it was a quarter-mile or so walk through the
woods with no trail and he said yes, that’s the way he planned
it—not our date, but the cabin itself he had built a year or so
ago. Solitary. Inviting to no one. No pathway to follow, bushwhacking all the way. Even that was heady to listen to. And I
wore a black shirt or blouse unbuttoned as far as possible
without being obvious and it was so thin and light it seemed
a breeze would blow it off my shoulders. That’s the very
phrase he used of it.
The cabin was curtained by young spruce. This was in
the later decades of the last century and the forest was still
young, the whole area having been nothing but sheepfields,
so he says, at the turn of the century. Before WWI I mean of
course, although when I first told this story years ago, there
was no need to qualify that. The low growth provided then
the illusion of solitude. Very Thoreauvian, he must have
thought. Far from the old days of communal transparency,
where there was no place for horny teenagers to hide in the
treeless landscape! Everything known to everyone. A time
then documented primarily or only in the black-and-white
and color-tinted photos of consignment stores; for when the
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locals talked about “the way it was” none of them could really
remember anything much before the ‘50s, when the trees began to shroud one’s life in shadows, just as it hid us making
love in the thickets of the ‘70s.
The forest has changed again, I’m told. Today you can
walk that quarter-mile to what’s left of the old hand-built
cabin beneath a now mature high canopy of fir and you can
clearly see the remaining foundation posts—cedar stumps
David had cut for him, hung-over on a Sunday, barely able to
work—a hundred yards away or more, almost as you would
have seen them before the forest took hold more than a century ago, and you would have seen us embraced out there on
the moss unprotected by screens we enjoyed in the late last
century amid the young balsam and cedars, like something
out of the Song of Solomon, so loved by the hippies then.
He razed the cabin when the local kids took possession,
the most disturbing detail not that they vandalized the
place—for years they had been doing that, evidenced by bottles you thought Marique had left—but that they swept the
floors clean and fixed the broken windowpanes, collecting
the empty beer cans in bags set next to the doorway. I hope
they made as good use of it as we once did.
He brought a book of poetry out from the cabin and in
those days, there must have been no ticks or poison ivy or
rabid animals to worry about, or maybe those things didn’t
seem worth our attention. The ground we lay on was like the
moss-beds of fiction or illusion, soft and hidden, and he read
Pound to me, one of the least erotic poets in history, but just
to have some guy read to me like that and take me seriously
enough as if to assume I was familiar with all this modernist
crap, which after four years at Colby I knew better than he
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did!—it was just too much and I grabbed him and kissed him
hard then threw my hips into him and he was so taken aback
it was only when I sat up with my shirt open and said gosh we
should think about dinner yes it was only then that he spoke
or took any initiative pushing my shirt back and I remember
it clearly black and thin his hands became the breeze that
could have blown it off me he said lowering his voice well he
said rather than negotiate about dinner plans he would prefer that we … and yes at that point everything gets jumbled in
my mind and I can no longer remember clearly whether I’m
recalling feelings even events that existed then and there on
the moss bed, or are they those from the evening in my apartment when I threw on that sleepwear oh yes you know sandy
beige you can see right through it and I began talking about
building a fire knowing I was in magnificent silhouette
against the hall light and then we are in his cabin again and
maybe at that point in my recollection it might not have been
me at all rather that girl from the party he once talked about,
you know the only one-night stand he ever had he claims, and
you could tell as she sat on the cot her eyes looking straight
ahead that she had misgivings although she had known from
the beginning this was where it all would end, whereas me?
why I never thought twice about anything all enamored with
the smell of the balsam and the hand-built cabin and the poetry it didn’t occur to me there was anything sexual about it
until he pushed my shirt back or maybe it was when I grabbed
him, no?, and there was no staring away like she did wondering how I had gotten myself into this mess and I just put my
fist over my mouth and began laughing almost crying I guess
with the pure joy of it and he claims that for all we did that
one year that lying together on the moss bed bordering the
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cabin and me leaning forward in my apartment over the imagined fire backlit by the hall light—those were our defining
moments. And I might add: “defining” us in both or all senses.
So I had just finished those classes in Portland with his
hot in-law and it was as if I were sharing hardly a shard of my
life with him, not my life at all, not even a coherent sketch of
it. What did he know of my history or where it led? Not once
did he ask where I was born: did I come from Boston or Watertown? Did he know anything of my ancestral past from the
early last century? Who my first lover was or what my family
was like or Armenians in general—my God here in Maine?—
or even if they lived here at all or lived anywhere and had
never been subjected to genocide. You know I’ve heard it said
as a child in families like mine you spend half your time distrusting everyone around you, and why shouldn’t you? especially the light-skinned Americans (which makes some sense
I guess), and the other half stuffing yourself, and the results
of that are pretty easy to see in girls who were the age I was
then, prime of life all filled out!, and I made sure to use that as
best I could.
To him, that hardly mattered. He never asked was I married had I ever been, was he cuckolding a boyfriend, or better
maybe besting a rival, and never seemed to care, nor did he
ask was I planning maybe on getting a teaching job in the
sticks of Maine, going to grad school, or finding a man to take
me away from all this, I swear to God he didn’t give a crap
about me beyond what involved himself. And I guess the climax or resolution finally came months later when I had
spring break or something like that and okay I’ll fly to New
Orleans for a week and it should have been grand sweating in
the un-air-conditioned garret—filthy by my standards but
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perfect for a would-be artist like himself—and when the roof
leaked you just moved your desk away from it, and when the
chair broke you just left it out on the sidewalk—but after one
evening of perfunctory love-making it was apparent nothing
had changed since the summer; he confessed to me his lifeplans which at the time were something idiotic like he was
going to learn Greek and in his interminable off-hours read
everything written in English or as much as possible by April
or some such bull-shit then take an exam proving what a
learned shithead he was, spending the rest of his life in garrets like this one, and I had to realize that that left only a few
hours a day if that for house guests, even one like me ready to
fuck his brains out, and we were out to eat downtown—Galatoire’s I still remember what we ordered and the insolence of
the waiter, fearing he would be stiffed by these street kids—
and we had agreed that he would go home immediately after
dinner to work or whatever he called it and instead I just unbuttoned my fine-knit shirt, lurid damp with my sweat, and
leaned over the dinner table and said let’s go for coffee and
I’d never had a man reject much less ignore completely an advance like that in my life but he just looked away and said We
agreed we agreed, and the way he tells it then he looked up at
me and the tears fairly leapt from my eyes onto the tablecloth.
And I can’t remember whether he left me alone downtown to catch the streetcar back to Jena St., or grudgingly
went for coffee and somehow I told him all I wanted was to
walk around and how I loved it when strangers stared at me
and he thought something unsaid like maybe you should lose
some weight and all that must be in my fantasy, for we never
made love again and I know as well we never walked around
the city like he used to do or said he used to do, me beside him
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all on display like a rank exhibitionist. I suppose that trip was
why our memories fail, except maybe for the detail of the
evening walk when cockroaches the size of redoubts, “waterbugs” in the landlords’ lexicon, darted across our path and I
stood paralyzed, fists raised, eyes squinted shut, screaming in
frustration. “Give them a break,” he said. “It’s mating season.”
I’m sure he neither recalls nor imagines a final break-up,
a talking to, a series of embarrassed calls or letters, some example of the myth of closure or whatever one called it then.
Like the cliché-ridden scene you see in the movies, television,
or in formula-written romance novels. This was his way: just
close your eyes, your senses, and let the world pass on outside and without you. Like the time in college he drove to Wyoming for the summer (“finding himself” like guys and only
guys used to do in those days) and came back in August, never
even calling the Greek girl he had spent all the time with in
the spring, poor thing! Julie, she was. Nice girl. He would have
none of her, I hear, until he came across her in glorious bloom
less than a year later. He did that to all of us, you know. Expecting us to bear our cross and wait, which of course we
never did. And she sat next to him, nineteen she must have
been, and leaned into him pressing her chest against his forearm “You haven’t said how much I’ve grown,” is what she
said.
Or the time he himself went back to New Orleans for a
visit, same city we had effectively died in, you might say—all
this in the future—and stayed with the woman who only a
year or two earlier was so beautiful she actually stopped traffic and if you know anything about that city in those days, you
know that traffic didn’t stop for anything even for two lovers
in the street-light. This was the one who wore nothing but a
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pink dress or “shift” I guess you call it that night they took the
streetcar downtown to the po’boy place, buttoned right down
the front, he still remembers, neck to hem and her too her too,
he woke up alone in her apartment on Magazine near Napoleon having refused to go out with her, she having now outgrown the pink shift of his memory, and she finally staggered
home after four hours, she said, of playing pinball in the bar a
block from her doorway because he … because he … and all
he did was roll away to sleep again.
And I swear rather than be locked into the history of my
life, having had to live all those episodes and years he never
knew or cared about, the crappy childhood then adolescence
with boys pawing at me and floundering around with lovers
too stupid to know their next move and stumbling through
and past his own trivial neuroses and giving up on him way
too late, finally finding some guy who loved that voluptuous
flesh like I loved pressing it into him and had too a plan and
vision of the future, family then grad school and moving to
the provinces for a crappy teaching job like if you ever want
to hate kids just follow that path and now seeing them grown
up and indifferent sending presents to their Mom for Xmas
and calling her on holidays, yes rather than that I can just live
through the post-modern chaos of the moments I remember
clearly like his staring at and through my nightgown or reading Pound to me out there on the moss-bed or catching me at
the intersection with the lights threatening to turn and crying
out that he needed my phone number and I gave him that
same squinty laugh my God I can almost see my face caught
in that the same laugh when he said a week later Screw dinner I’d rather …. The same move he made on Marique two
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years into the future outside the library on 114th St. with the
same laugh she would give him then.
And life grinds on, as if providing a narrative for these
disconnected incidents or at least make sense of them. By the
time the kids were grown, I had lost much of that alluring
shape that used to turn heads on the sidewalk so I worked
like a dog, hours in the gym way up in Fargo, using the results
and now my white hair and my grand smile with equal effect
hanging on to all the innocent joy he tried to destroy, a joy
that made me return the stares of admiring strangers and
helped keep too all my awe of poetry, never needing a man to

construe a line of verse for me, and I took to thinking, reviewing such fragments as I could remember—rejections, say, I
suffered from him—but not the entire story, not the conclusion, nothing even of the way he had gotten me back to the
airport in New Orleans or what an embarrassed and embarrassing scene it must have been over dinner that night at Galatoire’s and you know his ineptitude must have matched that
which he had mastered in college when he was driving his
date back from the Berkshires to Boston and she was telling
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him about her roommate so naïve and young but cute and
open to anything and he actually had the audacity or pure stupidity an hour still out of Boston to suggest she set him up
with a date with her, and I swear to God it’s amazing he’s not
a virgin still!
ii.
And then (or is it “as for me”?), I worked in a library—
you know, Carnegie façade like everywhere in the country,
this one on the corner of Napoleon and St. Charles, or maybe
down by Magazine or Tchoupitoulos it was—and of course he
found me there and it went exactly the way one might expect
and he would hope. Him pretending to care about books we
had then coming back every day or so always checking me out
of course, so ineptly it was almost charming—just like decades later with the one he calls “the bountiful A.R.” who
claims she never noticed his lascivious stares given the appallingly indiscreet mode of his colleagues—then later doing
such sweetly naïve things as holding my hand and I then
threw on his Bean shirt (as I was to find all his lovers did),
and later tell him, well what clearer signal could I have given
you than that?
I’d been married for years to a guy who was randy as a
goat and just as adventurous. Finally got rid of him, but it sure
had nothing to do with any physical failings, damn good-looking guy, and I’ll just leave it at that! J., by sad contrast, was like
a little kid and I had all I could do not to laugh at his cute attempts to seem sophisticated or experienced. His ex-wife
ought to have shared more of her own stores of knowledge
than she apparently had! And then there was my perfect or
nearly perfect body, they all said. That too! And when I
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pranced across his living room in the altogether I thought he
would faint in admiration. Too bad about the scar from the
accident. He tells me it was like the one V. had, far less crisply
done, who lay back as he traced it across her stomach and yes
she said you can kiss me but first you must listen to my poetry; for each kiss you must listen to a poem. “Make them
short,” he said. “I have important work to do.”
I should have known better and likely did. But that didn’t
prevent me from … didn’t prevent anything I suppose. So I
flew to Maine and we went out with his friend John, dead
merely a month ago, to that off-shore island Matinicus, a
poor-man’s Monhegan they said, 25 miles straight to sea on
the lobster boat, or maybe they were still running the mail
ferry then, and it was like the script had been written days
earlier and the script would be written once again when he
visited me in New Orleans and there would have been a routine “mating” I guess you’d call it when I was like all missionary as I never had been in life nor found a man who favored
that and no wonder he wanted no more of me or was just
afraid of it. I couldn’t take charge of everything, you know, direct the whole scene the way his Breton girl Marie used to do,
him all afraid of growing up, I guess.
John in those days was decades from dementia and as
kind a person as you could know and the two of them I think
were an item or nearly so, or had been long ago before we
met. Something about a dinner date, and an overnight to follow that—all sketched out in advance, I think he said (so
much for planning!), and as John reached for him the first
wave of the fever from hepatitis hit and as far as consummation goes, there was no chance of it. That was that, or more
than that, and per doctor’s orders they were not to get within
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arm’s-length of each other for three weeks, an edict they dutifully and at first lustily obeyed, yet when the time came and
decisions were once more theirs, the infection having passed,
so too was all the physical passion he had felt and he, J. that
is, remained who he had always been. He tells me his unintended continence was all that kept him from dying of AIDS
in the ‘80s; what would he have done had he discovered there
were partners ready at a glance for him? Like the young men
who always paused to let him pass on Burgundy or Bourbon
Street? But then, what had he gained from those lovers he had
in life?
Out there on the island peopled by fishermen, all named
Ames it seemed, John of course saw right through me,
through my façades as I and all who use this phrase must
mean, deep into the great sadness I had within because rejection is not something one ever gets used to and when I put on
all that weight before his last trip to New Orleans, say 20
pounds maybe, not much, but enough to swallow up that jawdropping body I had had a few years earlier, that too scared
him to death, I think, due of course to his own neuroses, and
the old and familiar sadness was all that remained for me.
And that is what he thought of years later when Linda Jane
still in her youth said to him, so wearily and nearly in tears as
he set her course from Los Angeles to the heartland, showing
him for the last time that girlish pout: “I used to be such a
happy person.” He had a way of killing the things that first
attracted him to his loved ones, and he would proudly cite
Nietzsche as a source for that, or Proust on Albertine. Me? I
wouldn’t know. I was never much on the folderol of fiction or
philosophy.
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I of course was the one with the pink dress at the po’boy
restaurant in New Orleans who once shared a glass of Sherry
with him as we milled around the Quarter or just at his apartment on Jena Street. And all I remember of that evening was
the cool varnished wood of the streetcar against my thigh and
the way he stroked me on the bench by the levee.
iii.
You think that’s worse than a one-night stand? Listen to
an authority on that! A victim of one, I’ll say, although victim
is not quite the right word, since I’ve had plenty of them, onenight stands and men in general too for that matter, where
there was nothing of victimhood involved, I assure you. And
when I ran into him on the wharf where my husband Fred
would bring his boat in, the only thing that jarred my memory
into consciousness was the name a friend called out to him.
And there he was in the flesh and that form slowly transformed to fit the form of the man (more a boy) I had met
thirty years earlier. It was the only one-night stand he’s ever
had in life he says, feeling me up so casually at the party like
it was nothing, knowing, I guess, I had no intention of leaving
that gathering alone. I’m no fox, you know, and for those of us
without that knee-buckling loveliness that drives men to
crime or distraction, you have to do what you can.
Porno films. Can you believe it? That was the entertainment—the “theme” I guess of the party. Now this was the
days before computers or even VHS so it was quite a production, with screen and projector and God knows where they
got the film in the first place or who knew how to thread it
from the reel through the Labyrinthian turns of the projector
gears. It was a big deal, and I was one of only two women they
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had invited; so I guess you can deduce from that that I’d
known most of them pretty intimately in the past, and they
likely expected more of that from me that night. Which they
got, but not for them!
J. and I pretended to be uninterested or uncomfortable
with the film in ways that were intellectually defensible, and
we sat outside on the picnic table, “getting acquainted,” let’s
say. And I cannot remember what we talked about, but the
shirt I remember as if I still owned it today. And he began
stroking me flicking the worn thin cloth nearly away as if it
were gossamer and I could see we were both hot but determined to appear cool to each other and everyone else and as
the party broke up I got into the car with him, one of the old
Volvos he had through the years, and all his friends smirked
and shook their heads on their way to urinating on the shrubs
surrounding the rented cottage. “Hey I got a ride all right!” I
shouted out triumphantly to whoever it was who had brought
me there. And I don’t remember what we used to guide us
through the woods to the cabin a flashlight or maybe a kerosene lamp more archly primitive and that must have been the
year his wife kept his once ubiquitous dog nowhere to be
found and I remember just sitting there stark naked on the
cot, staring at the wall he himself had nailed to the studs, here
I was and here we had engineered ourselves to be and it was
as if both of us were other than ourselves and have been ever
since.
Ha ha! Oh my God no. It can’t be.
No? Why not? I swear it was her. The name …
Yes.
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That’s it. That’s the name, though it’s common
enough here, surname and given name, that there could
be a half-dozen candidates. I’m almost certain it was
her. So plain she was. No distinctive features as the linguists say.
But that was thirty years ago. We’ve all gotten plain
enough to be mistaken for …
Not plain-ness on that order! That’s her. I’m certain.
So plain that no detail is subject to description. Alas,
that, unlike beauty, is not something you grow out of.
So you mean Fred hooked … I mean coupled up with
…
Well, I guess we could conclude that. But for God’s
sake there’s no reason to share any of this with your
happily-married colleague Fred! You won’t tell Fred.
You mean poor old Fred …
If what I remember of her in those years is even remotely true, he’d been cuckolded by nearly all possible
suitors and rivals long before we met.
But you …
Yes, it’s the only one-night stand I ever had.
Poor Fred. Poor Fred.
iv.
So I became a schoolteacher and they threw me out of
one job for looking too sexy—good God they were sixth-graders what were they going to do? Stare at my boobs? Why all
they could have thought of those was a food source. But I
guess the Principal felt differently couldn’t keep his eyes off
me and finally threw his hands up in despair at his own immoderation and told me straight out to wear underwear or
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layers, good God right here in Slidell where the air conditioner hardly functioned at all and you’d think I had implants
or breasts like his Anna had, Anna who debauched him in the
very cabin I had helped him frame a year earlier. Compared
to her I was hardly more than a teen-aged boy and pretty
soon I’d had enough of hiding what I had from lascivious
bosses and that I guess is when I took up with some smalltime mafioso, just as his Eloise claimed to do.

The guy had a fishing boat, an old dragger I think he said,
converted to a luxury yacht, one that never left the dock at
Lake Pontchartrain and was as big as a bus, plenty of cabin
space for me to play the role of kept woman a year or two, a
hooker in some sense for real, I guess, posing naked with the
peace sign medallion and sending J. the photo. I then got a job
downtown, a real one, and met my Tim and for a few years all
was good until it wasn’t good and I was left with the same sort
of sadness and disappointment that all J.’s lovers must have
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endured, the only recompense watching my daughter grow
to adulthood and leaving me finally in much the same state I
knew before she was born.
Years ago we met up again in New Orleans in what he
still calls an assignation (you can read about it elsewhere)
one that went no worse than expected, and years before that
I sat in his garret apartment and the pages of his bad novels
were scattered about typed onto the paper he had stolen
from the carrel of the hospital where he worked nights in the
Medical Records room, pedaling there one night in a Mardi
Gras costume before the morning we spent, him half-drunk,
on Bourbon Street conflating Shakespeare and philosophy
while flashed by the masquers, and I told him no it wasn’t that

I wanted him, who the hell would have wanted him? poor as
a damn church-mouse and not giving a crap about anyone or
anything other than himself, no no, that wasn’t it, what I
wanted was to be him. Be him. And if the only way to get that
was to pretend to fall in love with him and get beat up emotionally then so be it.
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I was sick, he says. I was naïve. I was distracted by the
future. It was my condition. No escaping it. Though you
make choices, though you sacrifice what you can.
I find this encouraging, he says: this notion of condition Even if only like Laing’s wooden leg, or what patients
use to excuse themselves of everything. Part of the duplicity of life itself, the hypocrisy that smooths over the surface grain. Little different from that “feeling sick” we all
experience, and if we can just say “I am sick” “I have a
fever,” so one reasons, this is only temporary: action, not
essence. For we know, or so we think so cheerily, the time
will come when “I am well” when “this will no longer be.”
All that criminality of the past: “I have done X, I have done
Y”; the true confession of the man unwilling to change anything. There never was a day the drunken teenager
rolled in his body waste and hurled insults at the server.
There never was a day a loved one grimaced through the
chemo.
v.
Then I got old, and that was the worst although I never
expected it would be. I retired finally from the library where
others of his lovers worked and moved away to Monterey
next to the marina, posting pictures of the glorious sunsets
over the water. And just before I did, we got together—something we should have done two decades earlier, and we were
walking out to the carport of my condo complex and I said
that the kind of relation I wanted was one with no strings or
involvement, just like he had had one night in New Orleans,
which only later did I learn was part fiction, and he looked at
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me and we both stopped, and turned 180 degrees and went
right back to my apartment. And I suppose what we did was
try to make up for all the opportunities we had passed on earlier and you know how that’s going to work nothing worked
and neither of us was half as charming as we had been years
earlier and that’s when you feel your whole body fail on you
and your partner’s body fail on you and you never can get
back to that flirtatious life it was so easy to lead while still in
the workforce and all those strings of lovers that came and
went, without making, as he would put it, even a ripple in the
Great Sea of Sensuality and finally you would die rather than
take the chance to talk it through.

I was to come to Maine where we could make it right, but
the date of my grand-daughter’s graduation conflicted with
his sailing trip, so important his soul depended on it, so he
said. Both of us inflexible. The last chance we had, I think, before I died, putting an end to all of it.
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vi. Reprise
So together or apart, what was the Gestalt of our relationship, to speak as the Psych professors used to do? Or that
of any other one? Was there any form to the fragments?—
dinner in Portland, ruined by our mutual food neuroses, him
catching a ride with his family outside my apartment on
Route One in Wiscasset. And the one night pulling him up to
me as I was about to fall asleep with his full weight upon me.
I never got back to his in-laws after school was done and of
course as far as he was concerned there was nothing to get
back to. Just beatings and the unspeakable charm of the fishermen.
We went for a walk in the park by my apartment. Him all
flushed with love-making, me of course wanting more of him.
And I can’t remember what we did for dinner, maybe I cooked
something, and he hung out in the kitchen always right behind me, placing his hands on my hips, or maybe even around
my chest and I would just smile at him and cock my head and
I almost said to him what his girl from Brittany once had said
to him, laughing “You couldn’t take it. You just couldn’t take
it.”
And we lay down next to the fire as the sun went down
and the next morning we had breakfast, he having satisfied
his curiosity (again, a phrase of the Bretonne) and wanting
nothing more from me. And to this day, all he talks about is
reading Pound to me or staring at me through the veil of my
sleepwear, or that night in New Orleans when the tears just
flew out of my eyes in front of him.
Tess walks down to the boat ramp. She knows all that
we have seen, all that she has experienced. She thinks of
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leaning over the starboard winch as they beat closehauled through the harbor, his weight barely upon her.
They sail through the channel, the “perilous passage” he
calls it in imitation of prose of the Angevins, the same
course where decades into the future the unnamed woman
will burst into tears, chiding herself for the beautiful setting, the one she wrongly calls “this wonderful man” beside
her, unable to give in to it.
It was the old days …
Light shone through the cypress. The air smelled of
grain depots, the stacks of Jax Brewery. Barges from the
Great Plains of America loaded down to the gunwales, the
farmers old by the age of thirty his dark-eyed Norwegian
girl had said, old like other harvesters, their balance shot,
their eyes covered in cataracts.
I thought it was enough to stand in the small surf the
way my forebears taught back in the ‘50s. Nothing to
threaten you; the numb-cold water numbed itself by the
alcohol. Those good-natured burghers rarely spoke of the
wars they had experienced, the land they had stolen from
the Native Americans or others who knew nothing of real
estate. They rarely spoke of their kin or near kin—Frank,
another suicide, gone like Eloise herself, just a note like one
she never wrote: “all to L. …” and that was the end of it.
They left out the workers worked to death in their factories, those they sent to their deaths in wars or simply in
gathering food for them.
They posed instead for the photographs,
the background of seascapes in summer,
set with captions of commonplace poetry
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in albums of local news clippings,
grade books, commendations,
reports of weddings and christenings.
The unassailable truth of things.
All that dressing for dinner in the house with
the carriage house?
Assigning proper space to the proper visitors?
It was simply what one did, they said.
It was the old days.
They all had futures then.
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